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NTES Representative \._ __ ,, 
Cosmopolitan Representative Ero! N eziliorhon 3-4824 
Black Coalition President Orlando Allen 3-4391 
College of Business Representatives M.C. Giles 3-4362 
College of Education & 
Behavioral Sciences Dolores K. Fetters 3-4350 
David Fields 3-0002 
College of Humanities Jeremy Fogle 4-8252 
Shannon Sexj:on 3-3572 
College of Science & Technology Bradley Goldberg ~ 
Jason McC!oud 3-3324 
Residence Hall Presidents 
) 
' ,. 
Alumni Tower Aaron Bowling 3-4366 
Butler Hall Malinda Shake 3-4632 
Cartmell Hall 
Cooper Hall 
Fields Hall Susan Wilger 3-4538 
East Mignon 
Mays Hall Mike Caudill 3-4734 
Mignon Hall Heather Burke 3-4148 
Mignon Tower Kelly Brown 3-4492 
Nunn Hall April Hall 3-3740 
. ''Regents Hall 
,•; }Thompson Hall Nina Beimesch 3-4084 
\Vilson Hall 
West Mignon Elizabeth Smith 3-4343 
'•L_:-_ 
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I Student Government Association Committee Set-up 
\ ., / -
Am;ivib: AlY:arencH End2lm!s:otl6ll:nio[ 2£ dill: Month. 
1. David Fields - (Chair) 3-0002 1. Carrie Heringer - (Chair) 3-3044 
2. Amanda Elliot 3-4172 2. DonBurk 3-4300 
3. Jason McCloud 3-3324 3. Molly Caldwell 3-4034 
4. Sydney Shabazz 4-4358 4. Orlando Allen 3-4391 
5. Malinda Shake 3-4632 5. Erol Neziliorhon 3-4824 
6. April Hall 3-3740 6. Jason Stinson . 3-3042 
7 Kelly Brown 3-4492 7. Sandy Verville 0-0987 
8. Jarold Sloane 0-4218 8. 
Athletic Support Enni:onms:ntal Al}'.aJ:ene§:i 
1. Dustin Wallen - (Chair) 3-3052 1. Jennifer Wooclcock - (Chair) 3-3485 
2. Jennifer King 3-4676 2. Aaron Bowling 3-4366 
3. David Fields 3-0002 3. Chad Caldwell 3-3454 
4. Susan Wilger 3-4538 4. Kelly Brown 3-4492 
5. Heather Burke ? 3-4148 5. Susan Wilger 3-4538 
6. Eric Phillips 3-3651 6. Eric Phillips 3-3651 
7. Stephanie Black 3-3969 7. 
8. 8. 
Cs1m111H Improvement Food Service 
1. Jason McCloud - {Chair) 3-3324. 1. Elizabeth Smit_h- (Chair) 3-4343 
;, 
·1 2. Jennifer Woodcock 2. AmanJa Elliot 3-4172 i 3-3485 
~ 
3. Herbie Riddle 3-4224 3. Herbie Riddle 3-4224 
4. Dustin Wallen 3-3052 4. Mik Caudill 3-4734 
5. Malinda Shake 3-4632 5. Manasses Fonteles 3-5101 
6. Dolores Fetters 3-4350 6. April Hall 3-3740 
7. Jennifer Friedhoff 3-3895 7. Jason Stinson 3-3042 
8. 8. J arold Sloane 0-4218 
Diver§i:t): Legislative Action Com:mittte 
1. Shannon Sexton - (Chair) 3-3572 1. MC Giles - (Chair) 3-4362 
2. Sydney Shabazz 4-4358 2. Shannon Sexton 3-3572 
3. Mike Caudill 3-4734 3. Nina Beimesch 3-4084 
4. Manasses Fonteles 3-5101 4. Adam Klein .3:-4529· 
5. Erol Neziliorhon 3-4824 5. Brad Lawson , 4s6220 ·r,1"1,',1 \ •• 
6. Heather Burke 3-4148 6. Jeremy Fogle ···, - '_;5252 
7. Dolores Fetters 7. Stephanie Black · .• 1'1' -~ 3-4350 , . _-·- - ·-~ ~3969 
'8. 8. '•-:! ! ~ -2i!°"ti 
.,·'.rj;_:~·11 
Public Safe:tJ:: Sllecii!l funding: 
1. Jeff Yonts - {Chair) 3-3042 1. Nina Beimesch - {Chair) 3-~084 
2. Elizabeth Smith 3-4343 2. MC Giles 3-4362 
3. Jennifer King 3-4676 3. DonBurke 3-4300 
4. Aaron Bowling 3-4366 4. Jeff Yonts 3-3042 
5. Brad ~ween 4-6220 5. Carrie Heringer 3-3044 --- 6. Molly Caldwell 3-4034 6. Orlando Allen 3-4391 ,., 
~- - 7. Chad Caldwell 3-3454 7. Adam Klein 3-4529 
8. Jeremy Fogle 4-8252 8. 
SGA ADMINISTRATIVE-FUND 
January 21, 1997 
Balance, December 3, 1996 
Deposits: 
C69500 $6,911.00 
(1/2 Annual Allotment) 
C68696 75.26 
(Donations Rowan co. X'mas) 
TOTAL DEPOSITS 
Balance before Expenses 
Expenses: 
12/05/96 MSU-V33195 3 1 230.00 
(Officers Workstudy) 
12/05/96 Rowan co. X'mas-V33197 200.00 
(Donation) 
12/09/96 Printing Services 250.00 
(Copy Cards) 
12/09/96 MSU-V33437 498.75 
(J. Newland Wksp.12/16-1/17) 
12/11/96 Dept. Access card-52991 371.00 
(Increase card Balance) 
12/16/96 Trail Blazer-V34271 18.00 
TOTAL EXPENSES 
Book Balance, January 21, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
. Printing Services-P82365 
Officers Scholarships 










SGA SPECIAL EVENTS.FUND 
January 21, 1997 · 
Balance, Decem])er 3, 1996 
Deposits: 
12/15/96 (1/2 Annual Allotment) 
Balance before Expenses 
Expenses: 
12/05/96 J:ncentives, Inc;-V33137 . 
,- . (Blue/Gold Shakers) 
12/05/96 Trophy Works-V33211 
(October Plaque) 
12/05/96 Trophy Works-V33212 
(November/December Plaques) 
12/05/96 Morehead/Rowan Co. EMS-V33202 
(EMS T. Lawrence Concert) 
12/05/96 MSU Dance Team-V33220 
(Allotment-Proposal #23) 
12/05/96 MSU Cheerleaders-V33221 
(Allotment-Proposal #24) 
12/09/96 Trail Blazer-V33410 
(Ad for Tree Lighting) 
12/09/96 East coast Enter.-V33418 
(Agency Fee-Mark Scheff) 
12/09/96 Mark Sheff-V33420 
(Show on 2/12/97) 
12/09/96 Persaud Enter.-V33422 
(Geoff Brown on 2/26/97) 
. ' 
12/09/96 Ken Schultz-V33424 
(Show on 1/16&17 /97.) 
12/09/96 Group H Enter.-V33425 
(Agency Fee Mark Rayburn) 
12/09/96 Frank King-V33426 


































(Show on 3/4/97) 
Dept. Access Card-V52990 
(Dept. Access card Funding) 
Printing services-V47997 
(Posters Tree Lighting) 
Printing Services-V52970 
(HC Queen Poster) 
Guest Rooms-53645 
(ADUC Guest Room) 
MSU-V34920 






(Sept. 10 Election) 
Harp Enterprises-V35014 
(Oct. 15 Election) 







(Show on 1/22/97) 
TOTAL EXPENSES 





















PFM Crab Racing-Food Services 






Th.ircl Wish Bancl-sound 
























SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND 
January 21, 1997 
Balance, Deceml:ler 3, 1996 
Deposits: 
C69500 
(1/2 Annual Allotment) 
C68696 
(Donations Rowan co. X'mas) 
TOTAL DEPOSITS 




12/05/96 Rowan co. X'mas-V33197 
(Donation) 









(J. Newland Wksp.12/16-1/17) 
12/11/96 Dept. Access Card-52991 
(Increase Card Balance) 
12/16/96 Trail Biazer-V34271 
TOTAL EXPENSES 

















SGA SPECIAL EVENTS FUND 
January 21, 1997 
Balance, December 3, 1996 
Deposits: 
12/15/96 (1/2 Annual Allotment) 
Balance before Expenses 
Expenses: 
12/05/96 Incentives, Inc.-V33137 
(Blue/Gold Shakers) 
12/05/96 Trophy works-V33211 
(October Plaque) 
12/05/96 Trophy works-V33212 
(November/December Plaques) 
12/05/96 Morehead/Rowan co. EMS-V33202 
(EMS T. Lawrence concert) 













(Ad for Tree Lighting) 
East coast Enter.-V33418 
(Agency Fee-Mark Scheff) 
Mark Sheff-V33420 
(Show OD 2/12/97) 
Persaud Enter.-V33422 
(Geoff Brown on 2/26/97) 
Ken Schultz-V33424 
(Show OD 1/16&17/97) 
Group H Enter.-V33425 
(Agency Fee Mark Rayburn) 
Frank King-V33426 



















12/09/96 Mike Rayburn-V33436 
(Show on 3/4/97) 
12/11/96 Dept. Access card-V52990 
(Dept. Access card Funding) 
12/16/96 Printing Services-V47997 
(Posters Tree Lighting) 
12/16/96 Printing Services-V52970 
(HC Queen Poster) 
12/17/96 Guest Rooms-53645 
(ADUC Guest Room) 
12/19/96 MSU-V34920 
(Sign Board Allotment) 
12/20/96 Amanda Elliott-V35005 
(NACA Advance) 
.12/20/96 Jason Ferris-V35006 
(NACA Advance) 
12/20/96 Harp Enterprises-V35014 
(Sept. 10 Election) 
12/20/96 Harp Enterprises-V35014 
(Oct. 15· Election) 
12/20/96 Blue Grass Charters-V31793 
(Bus ACU-I) 




01/09/97 Craig Karges 
(Show on 1/22/97) 
TOTAL EXPENSES 






















PFM crab Racing-Food Services 






Third Wish Band-sound 






















Meeting was called to order at 5:08 p.m. 
SGA MIN1ITES 
1 / 22/ 97 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress of the open positions on congress that need to be filled for the upcoming 
semester. He discussed the SGA State Conference in Lexington, Kentucky on the University of 
Kentucky's campus in February. The SGA Announcements newsletter was presented to congress prior to 
being sent lo printing. They will be distributed to all students in the Residence Halls. Jason read the letter 
thanking congress for their contribution to the MSU Cheerleaders from Myron Done. The MSU Co-ed 
squad received the 1st place title once again for the eighth straight year in the National Competition. The 
MSU All-Girls squad placed second in their division, and the Dance Team placed third. He also discussed 
the 75th Anniversary Festivities & Founder's Day events. Jason closed his report with neWB that the 
Message Board should be up and working after Spring Break in March. 
Executive V.P.: Creg informed congress that we will be participating in the Wellness Fair on Tuesday, March 4, 
and that our them is "Becoming a Balanced Student.• 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle asked congress to fill-~ut the information forms she passed out. She explained 
that the reason for these forms is to update the general information on members. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the special events budget stands al $51,779.89 and the administrative 
budget stands al $5,053.41. He discussed with congress the financial slate we are in, and that much of the 
$51, 779 is already committed lo spring programming. 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Erin informed congress that the nationally known illusionist Craig Karge, will be in Button 
Auditorium Thursday evening at 9:15. She also asked members to wear their "Event Tonight" I-shirts once 
again this semester. Erin then asked congress to come to Frank "Slide Show" King in ADUC Grill on 
Tuesday al 9:15. The members were also asked to help distribute the Spring Events cards. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason announced to congress that Awareness Week will be the first week in February. On 
February 3, Dave Peltzer will do a lecture in Breck al 7:00 titled "The Real Heroes." On February 4, Judy 
Gorman who is a folk singer will be performing in the ADUC Grill al 9: 15. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: None. 
Discussion: Jason Newland discussed the idea of not allocating a certain amount of money for the Special 
Funding Committee. He also reviewed the proposal of pulling funds left in the budget al the end of the 
semester into the Endowment Fund. Jason Ferris asked for congress's input on the price range of spending 
for a spring concert, comedian, or act. Going through a private promoter was discussed as well 
Announcements: Erin announced the Creg Karge, show, and MSU Movie Nights al the cinemas. 
Meeting was adjourned al 5:46 p.m. 
z: -
morehead state 1miversity's 
Welcome back! 
The members of the Student 
Government Association would like 
to welcome everyone back from the 
holiday break. Good luck with this 
semester and remember to come out 
to all the SGA entertainment. 
Remember it's free to all full-time 
MSU students. 
'96 in a Nutshell 
Fall '96 enrollment 8,344 
Where do we come from? 
22 county service region 5,936 
77 other KY Counties 1,415 
38 other states 902 
33 Foreign Countries 87 
MSU grade point averages 
All campus 2.818 
All male 2.703 
All female 2.897 
CJ2u,I, 'ud-u.t.toge .. . 
C8Alg~t 'U1,u,.u 
75th Anniversary Celebration 
"Rich Heritage ... Bright Future·• is 
the theme as MSU prepares for the 
upcoming ye:u-long celebration of 
its 75th year as a state institution of 
higher educauon. Founders Day 
1997, scheduled for April 4 will be 
the official opening event with 
activities continuing through 
Founder's Day 1998 on April 3. 
This will ruly be an exciting year 
so be ready to take part in the 
festivities. 
Univer,ity Wellness Center 
We hope th:i.t many of you have 
had the opportunity to check-out the 
Wellness Center. It is free to all 
students. as it should be since we 
are paying for it. President Eaglin 
approached SGA three years ago 
and SGA agreed to raise the student 
activity fee to pay for the wellness 
center. So go out and enjoy your 
newest facility. 
Electronic Message Board 
SGA has combined forces with 
the MSU president's office, MSU 
foundation, and MSU family 
association to purchase a $20,000 
electronic message board that will 
be located on the side of ADUC. 
Be sure to watch for the board that 
is scheduled to be installed by 
March. This is one of our many 
attempts to improve communication 




Elementary Ed (8) 500 
General Studies (A) 461 
Biology B) 374 
Social Work (B) 306 
Business Adm & Mgt (B) 231 
Accounting (B) 214 
Psychology (B) 197 
Sociology (B) 176 
Physical Ed Teach (8) 163 
usic Teacher Ed (B) 153 
Jr High/Middle Ed (B) I 50 
Special Ed (8) 134 
English (8) 134 
W. Paul and Lucille Caudill 
Little Bell Tower 
If your wondering what the 
structure being built in front of the 
library is it's good you're reading 
your SGAnnouncements. The 
"Linle Bell Tower" will serve as an 
icon on the center o( campus. The 
bell tower has an electronic chime 
that wjll add charm to our campus 
atmosphere. It will also be a great 
addition to our future class rings. 
1996 Eagle Athletics 
• Women 's basketball team 
GPA (3.1) places them 6th 
among NCAA Div. I schools 
• Men's cross country team is 
OVC Champs 
• MSU's 1st winning football 
■ season since I 986 
1 • Women's rifle team took 1st 
place in OVC 
1 • Cheerleaders win their 6th 
~@~ 
student update -
consecutive national tiUe for a 
total of 7 titles in 9 years 
• The 1996-97 first aw AA 
rankings, placed the MSU 
men 's bowling team 9th 
nationally and the MSU 
women's team ranked 1st 
SGA Upcoming Events 
Thursday, 1/24 Button Aud. 9:15pm 
Craig Karges - /1/usionist 
Tuesday, 1/28 ADUC Grill 9:ISpm 
Frank ''The Slide Show 
Guy" King- Comedian 
Awareness Week Feb. 3.7 TBA 
Wednesday, 2/5 ADUCGrill 9:15pm 
Taylor Mason -
Ventriloquist/Comedian 
Wednesday, 2/12 ADUC Grill 9:1 Spm 
"TUNE-IN"-game show, win$$ 
Wednesday, 2/19ADUCGrill 9:15pm 
Spanlcy- Comedian 
Wednesday, 2/26ADUCGrill 9:15pm 
Geoff Brown - Comedian 
Tuesday, 3/4 ADUCGrill 9:15pm 
Mike Rayburn -
Musician/Comedian 
Saturday, 3/8 Burton Aud. 7:30pm 
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant 
March 24 - 4/3 
SGA E.xecutive Officer Sign-ups 
SGA Office - 2nd Floor ADUC 
Wednesday, 4/26Fields Lawn 5:00pm 
family Housing Easter Party 
Friday, 4/4 
MSU Founder ·s Day -
start of 5th Anniversary 
All Day Campus-Wide 
MSU Student 
Night at the Movies• 
Fri/Sat January 24/25 
Fri/Sat January 31- February I 
Fri . February 7 
Fri/Sat February 14/ l 5 
Fri . February 21 
Fri. February 28 
Sat. March l 
• (free admission at the university 
cinema with valid MSU student ID 
Card.) Enjoy this SGA service!!!!! 
SGAnnouncements is a publication of the Morehead State U niversil:y tudenl Government Association. 
r 






at university cinema 
~ ~ ~~ ~~ :::::::::::::: ~ 
free* for 
MSU students! 
* Must present valid MSU student ID 
Fri. & Sat. 
Fri. & Sat. 
Fri. 




















SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND 
January 28, 1997 
Book Balance, January 21, 1997 
Expenses: 
1/23 Jason Newland (V00811) 
(Travel Reinbersement) 
Book Balance, January 28, 1997 
Outstanding Obligations 
Book balance, January 28, 1997 
Printing Services (P82365) 
Officer's Scholarships 







SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
~~ 
Book Balance, January 21, 1997 
Expenses: 
1/23 Jason Ferris (V00755) 
(Reimbersements Entertainers) 
1/23 Creative Touch (V00758) 
(Homecoming Mums) 
·. 1/23 D-Esprit (V00824) 
(Dave Peltzer lecture 2-3) 
1/24 One Sky Music (V00824) 
(Judy Gorman 2-4) 
1/24 Steve McFarlea (V00979) 
(Performance 2-19) 
1/24 Miss MSU Pageant (V00980) 
(Allotment #18) 
.1/24 Carter Caves (JE51093) 
(Retreat JA58424) 
Balance, December 3, 1996--












Book Balance, January 28, 1997 
ACU-I Lodging 
ACU-I Registration 
NACA S. Redwine 
PFM Crab Racing 
PFM Tree Lighting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band & Sound 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 
S~A Elections (2) 
Banuet/Awards 
Printing - Activity Cards 

















1 / 29 / 97 
Meeting was called lo order at 5:07 p.m. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason reminded congress members who signed up to attend the Stale SGA Conference in Lexington that 
we will be leaving Saturday, February, 8, at 11 :00 in the morning. All of the members who ·are 
attending need lo pay a small fee of $5.00 al the beginning of the trip. The openings on the Professional 
Development Committee were brought to the attention of congress as well. Erol and Manasses volunteered to serve. 
Bull again reminded congress of the opening to represent the College of Science & Technology. 
Executive V.P.: Creg sent a sig-up sheet around for members to work our booth at the Wellness Fair Tuesday, 
March 4. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $42,160.16 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $5,053.41. 
V.P. for Puhlicity: Erin inf;rmed congress that the "Fr•~• Movie al the University Cinemas this weekend is 
Scream. Any full-time student with a validated I.D. can receive free admission to both shows both Friday 
and Saturday. She announced the activities we are sponsoring for Awareness Week, which is 2/3 - 2/7. 
Dave Pelzer will be in ADUC and Breck on Monday. Judy Gorman will be performing on Tuesday, and 
Taylor Mason on Wednesday. She encouraged all congress members to take time to listen and become 
aware. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason announced that he had been on the phone all day with Mike Jones of Cellar Door 
Productions discussing concerts and our options. The option of co-sponsoring is not possible with a school 
of our size in our region. For $25,000 this semester, we.have a choice between Carrot Top and Chris 
Rock. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: *Jennifer King was approved by congress to serve as a Junior Representative.* 
. *Jennifer Friedhof was approved by congress to serve as a Senior Representative.• 
•Adam Klein was approved by congress to serve as a Senior Representative.• 
*Eric Phillips was approved by congress to serve as the Graduate Student Representative.• 
'Dolores Fetters was approved by congress to serve as the Education & Behavioral 
Sciences Representative.• 
Discussion: Jason Newland asked for congress's opinion and thoughts on the Wellness Center at the present 
time. Many members asked for longer hours during the week, and on the weekends. Opening for only three 
hours on Sunday does not promote the campus life for students who stay here on the weekends. Many 
students asked for more treadmills, transports, and aerobic equipment. All were very happy with the trainers 
who work and help. The recent attacks on campus were discussed as well. The Emergency Telephones on 
campus are not working, or haven't been put in. Public Safety and police are keeping attacks quiet and 
hidden from students on campus. 
Announcements: Erin announced the Movie Nights, and Awareness Week Programs. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m. 
r 
~ -\ M 
Awareness Week 1997 - February 3 -
Monda Feb. 3rd - Dave Pelzer 
9am- Zpm Crager Room-Workshop 
Those who are interested in helping abused children are welcome to 
attend. 
3pm Crager Room - Take this chance to talk with Dave about the 
field of Social Work, and his experiences. 
7pm Breckingridge Hall -The Real Hero's 
Take this opportunity to learn how each of us can make a real 
difference in the life of a child. 
Tuesda Feb.4th - Jud Gorman 
fpm ADUC Grill- History of Women and Music 
A musicall~ illustrated presentation in lecture, discussion and 
performance 
Wednesda Feb. 5th-Ta lor Mason 
9:15pm ADTJC Grill - Comedian 
Take the ime to laugh 
f : _: ~ _ -J -- Fr ~ Movie r ight 
Bot <'1-iowr Pt niversit ~ Cinemas are free with a valid student ID 
7 
Speaker and Author 
His Bool<, "A Child Called "It11 ", was nominated for the 
Pulitzer Prize. 
~ 1.~~,9 rnP. o .............. ~- ]~ 
9 m Crager Room -Work Shop 
Those who are interested in helping abused chJdren are 
welcome to attend. 
. 3p ger Room -A Conversation With Dave 
Tl1is will be an open forum, dicussing ChJd Abuse and how it 
affects our society. 
7 pm reckinridge Hall -The Real Hero's 
Take this opportunity to learn how each of us can make a real 
difference in the life of a chJd. 
SGA Administrative Fund 
November 19 1 1996 
t=e\:iv-u.6.....-l\ ij 1 I "i Cf 1 
Book Balance, January 29, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE**** 
Book Balance, February 4, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 








SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
February 0.4, 1997 
Book Balance, January 29, 1997 
Expenses: 
1/28 Printing Service (V52972) 
(Activity Card) 
1/30 PFM (V02751) 
(Crab Racing) 
1/30 Hampton Inn (V02886) 
(ACU-I lodging) 
1/30 ACU-I (V02887) 
(ACU-I Registration) 
Book Balance, February 4, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
NACA S. Redwine 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 
SGA Elections (2) 
Banquet/Awards 


















Meeting was called to order at 5:07 p.m. 
SGAMINUTES 
2/ 5/ 97 
Unexcused Absence: Jennifer Woodcock, Jennifer King, Sydney Shabazz, Stacy Sorrell, Malinda Shake, Susan 
Wilger, Heather Burke, and April Hall. 
Excused Absence: Molly Caldwell 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason reminded congress memhers who signed up to attend the State SGA Conference in Lexington that 
we will be leaving Saturday at 11 :00 in the morning. All of the memhers who are attending need to p~y a 
small fee of $5.00 at the beginning of the trip. He asked if anyone else was interested in attending. Bull 
announced that in "New Business" he would be appointing Bradley Goldberg as the representative from the 
College of Science & Technology. He informed students of the search for a new Men's and Women's 
Basketball coaches, and that they would be announced around March 7. The issue of violence on campus 
was presented and all questions or suggestions to P~esident Eaglin can be sent through E-mail. Minimum 
wage for campus work-studies will be raised in July to $5.15 an hour. The University Calendar for next year 
has changed. Finals week for the Fall Semester of '97 will be changed to Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, 
Monday, and Tuesday. The two days before Thanksgiving break will be given as a "Fall Break." Jason also 
asked for support from SGA on April 4 for the MSU 75th Anniversary Founder's Day festivities. All 
10:20 and 11:30 classes on that Friday will be canceled in order for students to attend. 
Executive V.P.: Creg sent a sign-up sheet around for members to work our booth at the Wellness Fair Tuesday, 
March 4. He announced that committee chairs will be meeting with him on Mondays. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $38,619.52 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $5,005.91. 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Erin informed congress that the "Free" Movie at the University Cinemas on Friday is Scream 
an Star Trek. Any full-time student with a validated I.D. can receive free admission to both ,hows on Friday. 
She reminded students of the events that we sponsored for Awareness Week. Taylor Mason will be at 9:15 
tonight in ADUC Grill. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason announced that he had prices an ideas that he would bring up in discussion. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: 'Brad Goldberg was approved by congress to serve as the College of Science & Technology 
Representative.• 
Discussion: Jason Ferris discussed with congress the idea of "S Games" for the Spring semester instead of a 
concert. The games and competition would be at Old Town Park in Morehead. Speed boats, lazer tag, and go-carts 
would be provided ,.;,th the fee to rent the facility. "Blow-up events, such as bungee run, gladiator joust, human 
bowling, Velcro Olympics, bouncy boxing, and orbitron were discussed. The issue of Public Safety and emergency 
phones on campus were discussed for the safety of students at night. 
Announcements: Erin announced Taylor Mason al 9:15, and reminded hall presidents to hang-up sings. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:56 p.m. 
SGA Administrative Fund 
February 11, 1976 
Book Balance, February 4, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE**** 
Book Balance, February 11, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365.) 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Jason Newland - Travel Expenses 
Erin Hughey - Travel 










SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
February 11, 1997 
Book Balance, Febrauar 4, 1997 
Exp·enses: 
2/5 Universities Cinemas 
(Movie Night) 
Book Balance, February 11, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Trail Blazer · 
Printing (52969) 
NACA S. Ret;iwine 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 
SGA Elections (2) 
Banquet/Awards 



















Meeting was called to order at 5:06 p.m. 
Unexcused Absence: Chad Caldwell, Amanda Elliot, Stacy Sorrell, Stephanie Black, Orlando Allen, M.C. Giles, 
Heather Burke, April Hall 
Excused Absence: Ero! Nezih Orhon, Dolores Fetters 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason reminded congress of the study abroad programs coming up this summer. Any students who are 
interested need to speak with Mary Jo Netherton. Students who are interested in applying for the SGA 
Endowment Fund scholarship need to pick up an application from Carie Heringer, and she will announce 
the deadline. 
Executive V.P.: Creg sent a sign-up sheet around for members to work our booth at the Wellness Fair Tuesday, 
March 4. He announced the committee meeting times. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $38,619.52 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $5,005.91. 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Erin informed congress that the "Tune-In" Game Show will be.at 9:15 pm in theADUC Grill. 
She also announced that the film Jerry Maguire will be showing this weekend for the "Free Movie Night" at 
the cinemas. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason announced that he will have a proposal in "New Business" for the "S" Games. _ 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA '$250 for the MSU Cheerleading Banner' #25--P ASSED 
SGA '$250 for The International Trombone Association' #26--PASSED 
SGA '$9,750 for the "SGAmes'" #27--PASSED 
SGA 'AMENDMENT TO SGA#28 (ONE PERSON)'--PASSED 
SGA '$2,137.50 for the "SGA Safe Watch"' #28--PASSED 
Discussion: Brad Goldberg discussed the issue of the "late night study hours" in the lilirary. Suggestions for a 
new location were discussed. 
Announcements: Erin announced T u,ne-ln Game Show at 9:15 pm, and reminded congress about Jerry Maguire 
this weekend, and Spanky next week. All new committee weekly meeting times were announced. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:45 p.m. 
f 
SGA *2 I 12 / 97* #25 . . 
WHEREAS: The Morehead State University Co-ed Cheerleading Team won the 1997 
Division I-AA National Championships, held in Orlando, Florida on January 9-
11, and 
WHEREAS: This #1 National Championship title is their seventh straight win, and 
WHEREAS: The MSU Team brings recognition and credit to themselves, Morehead 
State University, and the Commonwealth of Kentucky, and 
WHEREAS: The National Championship banners in the AAC have been purchased by 
the. SGA in past years, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allot up to $250 to 
purchase a banner to be hung in the AAC to recognize this great accomplishment. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA *2 / 12 / 97* #26 . 
WHEREAS: The Stude;t Government Association is committed to assisting in the 
provision of activities and educational opportunities for students, and 
WHEREAS: The MSU Music Department is world renown for its ability to produce 
wonderful musicians and to continue the accomplishments that MSU has had in 
the past, and 
WHEREAS: The International Trombone Association (ITA) will be having M. Dee 
Stewart (Trombonist) to speak and help trombonists with the advanced playing that 
this university needs to excel in, the ref ore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allot up to $250 to 
help pay for expenses to bring M. Dee Stewart to MSU. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Special Funding Committee 
SGA •2 / 12 / 97• #27 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association is committed to providing entertainment to 
it's student body, 
AND WHEREAS: The SGA has looked for ways to improve student involvement and the use 
of SGA funds, 
AND WHEREAS: The "SGAmes" will provide an activity with numerous events, 
BE IT PROPOSED: ThatSGA allot up to $9,750 to have the SGAmes at.Olde Towne Park, 
Monday April 28, 1997, from 5:00pm-9:00pm. 
Activities: . 
► · Olde Towne facility, go-carts, speed boats, laser tag, etc ... 
► Brownie Mary, band .. , 
► 3 blowup air toys, bouncy boxing, joust, bungee run ... 
► Obstacle course and orbitron ... 
► Pizza and food for all ... 
► Soda ... 
► Free giveaways, CD's, MSU apparel, etc ... 
► Two 1st, 2nd, 3rd place prize money ... (2) 200, 100, 50 
► SGA shuttle service bus to the event for students ... 
► Promotional costs, posters, direct mailings, blow-up promos ... 
► Possible miscellaneous expenses ... 
$2,000.00 
$2,000.00 1 5 so 







$ 600.00 ~ 
$ 200.00 
TOTAL COST ..... $9,750.00 
~ Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGA * 2-12-97 * #;;J.S 
Whereas: The Student Government Association finds the security of the 
student body an important issue; and 
Whereas: The Public Safety Advisory Committee has found a need for an 
escort service due to the late hour study sessions, traveling to and from 
the library, and numerous other reasons that leave students alorie; and 
Whereas: The hours of9:00 p.m. to 2:00 am were selected as the most likely 
hours needed, funding must be provided to require that the escort service 
is running efficiently; and . 
Whereas: In the past, volunteers have not shown great success· in 
responsibilities; and 
· Whereas: The cost of benefiting the entire campus has been broken down as 
.follows: 
Workstudy students to operate .the escort 
service. Two per night, 5 nights per week 
for 60 nights= $2,137.50 
TOTAL COST $2,850.00 
SGA 75 PERCENT $2,137.50 
MSU 25 PERCENT $ 712.50 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot$ 2,137.50 to fund the escort service for 
the remainder of the Spring semester of 1997. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Public Safety Advisory Committee 
I 
Tenative Timeline for· 
















Finish application and prepare.for 
printing, work on publicity 
Have applications printed, 
publicize 
Have applications ready for 
students 
Application deadline 
Review applications on hold at 
the library 
Committee meeting 
Carrie meets with Tim Rhodes 
Interviews with finalists 
Last SGA meeting, winners will 
be announced 
SGA banquet, recipients organiz:~d, 
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SGA Administrative l'und 
February 18, 1997 
Book Balance, February 11, ·1997 
Expenses: 
2/10· Erin Hughey $32.50 
(gas for SGA conference) 
2/10 Jason Newland 42.80 
(meals for members in Lex.) 
$5,.005.91 
75.30 
B·ook Balance, February "18, 1997 $4,930.61 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) $181.90 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Printer Cartridge 
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SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
February 18, 1997 
Book Balance, Febrauar 11, 1997 
Expenses: 
2/11 Printing Service (v52969) 
(Copies) 
2/11 Trail Blazer (V04141) 
(Ad for tune-in) 
2/13 International Trombone Assoc. 
(Proposal #26) 
2/18 Trail Blazer (V04735) 
(Ad for Spanky) 
Book Balance, February 18,· 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Maintenance (P83170) 
NACA S. Redwine 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 
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Meeting was called to order at 5:03 p.ni. 
SGAMINUfES 
2/19/97 
Unexcused Absence: Dustin Wallen, Eric Phillips, Stacy Sorrell, Jarold Slone, Stephanie Black, Jeremy Fogle, Jason 
McCloud, Mil,e Caudill, Kelly Brown, April Hall, 
Excused Absence: Jason Ferris, 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason discussed the laiest information and events concerning the ~GAmes in April. He also announced 
the projects the Executive Officers are working on for th.is semester. 
Executive V.P.:. Creg reviewed the sign-up sheet for members working the SGA booth at the Wellness Fair 
Tuesday, March 4. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $37,194.12 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,930.61. 
V.P. for Publicity: Erin inforrn~d congress that "Spanky" will be at 9:15 pm tonight in the ADUC Grill. 
She also announced that there will be the "Free Movie Night" at the University Cinemas on Friday. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason was unable to attend the meeting, but Bull announced their latest progress with the 
SGAmes. 
Committee Reports 
Public Safety: SGA Safe Walk is being setup, and vests are ordered for the work-studys to wear on the job. Anyone 
who is interested in a position needs to See Jeff Yonts. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA '$2,000 for the Cosmopolitan Club Banquet' #29--PASSED 
Congress voted to remove Matthew Earls (College of Business Representative) and Derrick 
Stevens (Freshman Representative) from congress because of numerous 
· unexcused absences. 
Discussion: Dick Green (Director of Public Safety) visited to discuss a change in designated parking areas for 
next year. Ero! discussed the Caudill College of Humanities trip to Houston, and when the group 
would be demonstrating their presentation before congress. Brad Goldberg once again brought up 
the issue of the "late night study hours" in the lilirary. 
Announcements: Erin announced "Spanky" at 9:15 pm, and reminded congress about the "'Free Movie Night" at 
the University Cinemas on Friday. Michelle reminded congress of the Chilli Cook - Off at 
Thnrsday' s basketball game at the' AAC. 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
'· 
SGA *2 / 19 / 97* #29 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting in the provision of entertainment and cultural 
activities, and 
The Cosmopolitan Club is holding the International Banquet 
on April 5, 1997, for the purpose of promoting cultural 
awareness and allowing Morehead students and citizens from 
the community to experience in different cultures from around 
the world, and · 
The Cosmopolitan Club is in need of funds for the expenses 
incurred in having the banquet, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $2,000 to 
the Cosmopolitan Cl..b to _be used for the International 
Banquet, with the stijJulation that admission at the door 
cannot exceed $5 or a dish. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA *2 I 19 / 97* #29 
'· 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting in the provision of entertainment and cultural 
activities, and 
The Cosmopolitan Club is holding the International Banquet 
on April 5, 1997, for the purpose of promoting cultural 
awareness and allowing Morehead students and citizens from 
· the community to experience in different cultures from around 
the world, and · 
The Cosmopolitan Club is in need of funds for the expenses 
incurred in having the banquet, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $2,000 to 
tbe Cosmopolitan CLb to.be used for the International 
Banquet, with the stijJulation that admission at the door 
cannot exceed $5 or a disb. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Special Funding Committee 
Some Ideas ... 
Comedians ... 





Olde Towne Park, Morehead, KY 
Rent for facility for the S-games competition 
David Spade .. . 
George Carlin ... _ 
$25,ooo.oo• 
$35,000.00• • est. 
Speed boats, Laser Tag, Go--carts, 40'x80' skating rink area, stage area. 
Exclusive use of the facility ..... April, 28 1997... 3hours@$1,600.00* 4hours@$2,000.00* 
Blow-up Toys .... $4,550.00 @$650.00 each (we can get any number, i.e. 2@$1,300*, 3 @$1,950•, etc.) 
Free Food For all...(pizza, chips, pop..... $500.00* 
SGA shuttle service ... universitybus or van $100.00* 
Live Band...... $2,000.00* 
SGAmes maximum total ... $9,150.00* __ ) 
fV'l1.>rJ Ofr" · - --------- _ . t' 
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45048 S/A Admin. F 
55048 S/a Admin. F 
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OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCE DETAIL - Fiscal Year: 96-97 from 07/01/96 to 06/30/97 Pa 
ge: 1 
iPund: 50 Club Accounts 
Unit: 000000 
Object: 55048 S/a Admin. Fund 
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Date 








Enter Action: [NL], Next GL #, or End:# 
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SGA Administrative Fund 
February 25, .1997 
Book Balance, February 18, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE*-*** 
Book Balance, February 25, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Officers.Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 








OUTSTANDING ENCUMBRANCE DETAIL - Fiscal Year: 96-97 from 07/01/96 to 06/30/97 Pa 
ge: 1 
)Fund: 10 





Ref No .. Description .................. . 
P82184 Larry w. Stephenson 
P82813 Jason Ferris 
P82814 Amanda Elliott 
P82815 Susette D. Redwine 
P82184 Larry W. Stephenson 
P82184 Larry w. Stephenson 
P60508 CIC SYSTEMS, INC. 











Debit ..... Credit .•. 
2,167.00~ 







Enter Action: [NL], Next GL #, or End:# 
Esc-chr: A] help: ~]? port:1 speed: 9600 parity:none echo:rem VT320 
BUDGET VIEWING SUMMARY - Fiscal Year: 1996-97 as of 02-25-97 





50735 Special Even 198,181.00 
198,181.00 
Press any key to continue ..• 
YEAR UNPAID USER REMAINING 
TO DATE ENCUM- GENERATED BUDGET 
EXPENDITURES BRANCES REQUESTS BALANCE 
160,986.88 3,530.56 0.00 33,663.56 
------------------ ----- ---------- -----------
160,986.88 3,530.56 0.00 33,663.56 
~. ✓-~ 
-~/ * 3 '1i I 'l ~,, 12... 
Esc-chr: A] help: A]? port:1 speed: 9600 parity:none echo:rem VT320 .••• 
SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
February 25, 1997 
Book Balance, Febrauar 18, 1997 
Expenses: 
***NONE*** 
Book Balance, February 25, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Maintenance Shuttle 
NACA Susette Redwine 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 























2 /26 I 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. 
Unexcused Absence: Stephanie Black, Malinda Shake, Susan WJger, and Herb Reese 
Excused Absence: Jason Ferris, Amanda Elliot, Adam Klein 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason discussed the latest changes in the SGAmes concerning the competition of go-earl racing. He 
announced that the SGA Endowment Fund Scholarship applications have gone to printing, and will be 
distributed as soon as possible. He informed congress that the "Got Fun" posters finally arrived, and 
apologized for the tardiness of printing services. Jason reminded congress of the Miss MSU Pageant on 
Saturday, March 8th in Button Auditorium. He asked congress to inform their constituents of the Open 
Forum with the Board of Regents on Monday, March 10th in the Riggle Room from 1 :00 untJ 2:30 p.m . 
. He ~lso informed congress that sign-ups for the SGA Executi~e Elections will begin after Spring Break. 
Jason announced that in .. New Business" congress would be voting on a new Freshman Representative 
between Jason Elliot'and VirgJ White. EJeen Fullerton would be his appointment as the College of 
Business Representative pending on congress's approval. 
Executive V.P.: Creg reminded congress of the Wellness Fair on Tuesday, March 4th in the Crager Room from 
8:00 until 3:00. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $37,194.12 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,930.61. 
V.P. for Publicity: Erin informed congress that Geoff Brown canceled for his show at 9:15 in the Grill. She 
announced that the SGAmes would be used as a photo-op for the Retention Taskforce on campus lo be used 
in a new brochure. She asked congress lo attend the Mike Rayburn show on Tuesday, March 4th al 9: 15 in 
the Grill. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason is in PhJadelphia working on programming for the fall semester. 
Committee Reports 
Public Safety: Jeff presented the newposlers for SGA "Safe Walk" lo congress that will be hung-up in the dorms. 
Special Funding: Nina asked all the members of the committee lo attend the meeting to review old proposals. 
LAC: M.C. asked his committee members lo meet in Cartmell', lobby on Monday, March 3rd al 10:00 p.m. to 
review the Spring 1997 Election Rules. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business:· "Congress voted to elect Virgil White into congress as the Freshman Representative.* 
'Eileen Fullerton was approved by congress to serve as the College of Business 
Representative.• 
'Congress voted lo alleviated Stacy Sorrell (Commuter Representative} of her duties on 
congress because of numerous unexcused absences.• 
Discussion: Brad Goldberg asked congress how he would go about recei~ng funding for extended hours al the 
lilirary. M.C. referred him lo the University Library Standing Committee. 
Announcements: Erin announced that Mike Rayburn will be al 9:15 pm on Tuesday, March 4th in the Grill, and 
reminded congress about the "Free Movie Night" al the University Cinemas on Friday, February 28th and 
Saturday, March Isl. The movie that will be featured this weekend is Michael with John T ravolta. 
· Meeting was adjourned al 5:37 p.m. 
SGA Administrative Fund 
March 4, 1997 
Book Balance, February 25, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE**** 
Book Balance, March 4, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 










SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
March 4, 1997 
Book Balance, February 25, 1997 
Expenses: 
2/7 CIC SYSTEMS, INC 
(PRINTER CARTRIDGES) 
2/20 COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
(PROPOSAL #29} 
2/20 TRAIL BLAZER 
(MIKE RAYBURN AD) 






·Maintenance - ,Shuttle 
NACA Susette Redwine 
PFM - Tree Li9hting 
Movies 
Third Wish Band 
university Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 






















3/ 5/ 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. 
Unexcused Absence: Chad Caldwell, Brad Lawson, Mike Caudill, Jason White, Melanie Coleman 
Excused Absence: Molly Caldwell1 Jason McCloud, April Hall, Nina Beimesch 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress of the latest complications with the Message Board, and promised ii would be up 
and working when possible. He reminded congress of the Mis, MSU Pageant this weekend. Jason also 
asked congress to prepare questions for the Board of Regent, Open Forum Monday, March 10th from 
1:00 lo 2:30. He also reminded congress that we would be voting on Outstanding Congress Member of the 
Year on March 26th. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $37,194.12 and the current 
.Administrative Fund book balance i, $4,930.61. 
V.P. for Publicity: Erin thanked congress members who attended the Mike Rayburn show Tuesday night. She 
informed congress that there are no comedians next week, but there are flyers to be given put for the Open 
Forum. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason informed congress of his and Amanda's successful trip to Philadelphia. He discussed 
the good performers, and asked for congress's attendance al the April 4th meeting for programming for the 
fall semester. 
Committee Reports 
Public Safety: Jeff informed congress that the SGA "Safe Walk" would begin on March 9th. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA '$550 for the DPMA National Conference' #30--PASSED 
'LAC proposed change, to Section E of SGA Election Rules'--FAILED 
'Amendment lo Section E of SGA Election Rules' --PASS ED 
Discussion: 
Section E: There will be no campaigning which is trying to persuade someone to 
vote through verbal or written communication on the first floor of ADUC up lo 
the second floor (including the stairway), or on the patio directly in front of the 
entrance doors to ADUC on Election Day. 
Eric Phillips asked if there was.a technology committee on campus lo deal with the issues of the 
Internet and its capabilities on campus. Orlando brought up the issue of inflated fees for on-
campns housing during holiday breaks, 
Announcements: Public Safety meeting following adjournment. Environmental Awareness Tuesday at 5:00 pm, 
and Campus Improvement al 5:30 pm. Carrie asked for help stapling the Endowment Scholarships. 





BE IT PROPC;)SED: 
SGA •3 I 5 I 97• #30 · 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting organizations in their efforts to provide educational 
opportunities for the members and the campus as a whole, and 
The DPMA (Data Processing Management Association) will 
be attending the Association for Information Technology 
Professionals National Conference & Competition on April 
5th - 7th, and 
The DPMA will promote MSU at this conference and bring 
back up-to-date technology and information to all computer 
information science students; and 
The DPMA is in-need of funding assistance for partial 
support of their housing and accommodations for its 
members, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $550 to 
the DPMA to be used for their national conference. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Special Funding Committee 





$35 per team 
$95 per person 
Total Entry (2@$35) 
Total Registration (8@$95) 
Total Hotel Ro~ms (3 rooms) 








$84 per room per night 
$1.50 per 20 miles for gas 
DPMA has raised 
SGA Administrative Fund 
March 11, 1997 
Book Balance, March 4, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE****-
Book Balance, March 11, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365} 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367} 










··SGA SPECIAL EVENTS . 
March 11, 1997 
Book Balance, March 4, 1997 
Expenses: 
3/5 Guest Rooms (V52974) 
(Various Speakers) 
3/10 Printing (V52984) 
(Endowment Fund) 
3/10 Priting (V52983) 
(Spring Posters - Got Fun) 
3/10 Printing (V52984A) 
(SGAmes Flyer) 
3/4 Trail Blazer (V06199) 
(Mike Rayburn Ad) 
3/5 University Cinema 
(2/21/97) 
3/5 Trail Blazer 
(Geoff :Brown Ad) 
3/5 University Cinema 
(Feb. 21, 28, & March 1) 
3/10 Data Process Mgt. Club 
(Proposal #3 0) 
Book Balance, March 11, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Maintenance - Shuttle 
NACA Susette Redwine 
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Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 















3 I 12 / 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. 
Unexcused Absence: Brad Goldberg, Melanie Coleman, Heather Burke, Kelly Brown, April Hall 
Excused Absence: Amanda Elliot, Dustin Wallen, Eric Phillips, Herbie Riddle, Nezi Orhon, and 
Christa Scarberry 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress of the business the Board of Regents discussed at their meeting on Monday. 
The second phase of the Wellness Center was approved, and equal accessibility to Laughlin and the pool were 
discussed. Jason announced that the Student Association for Social Workers sent SGA a thank you letter for our 
cooperation in bringing Dave Peltzer lo campus. He reminded congr~ss of the SGA Executive Officer Election 
Sign-ups beginning on March 24. Jason also informed congress of Dr. Philly's retirement, and the search for his 
replacement. He also reminded congress that we would be voting on Outstanding Congress Member of the Year on 
March 26th. 
Executive V.P.: Creg thanked all active committee members for attending meetings. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $33,257.87 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,930.61. · 
V.P. for Publicity: Erin announced that SGA Executive Officer Sign-ups begin on March 24th through April 3rd. 
She also announced that her and Ferris were working on publicity for the SGAmes 
V.P. for Programming: Jason informed congress that there wel'e no events coming up until after Spring Break. He 
did invite congress to come lo the KD Classic Dude in Breck. 
Committee Reports 
Senior of the Month: December went to Nicole Hall and January went lo Danny Sharp. 
Diversity: Will be sponsoring a speaker for Black Awareness Week in April 
Record of :Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: None. 
Discussion: Jason brought up the issue of the Career Planning & Placement Office and asked for comments. 
Use of the new SGA "Safe Walk" was discussed. Mike Caudill brought up the idea of changes in the 
Yearbook. 
Announcements: RHA will be having a drive for flood victims, and donations will be taken at residence halls. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:40 p.m. 
I' 
SGA Administrative Fund 
March 25, 1997 
Book Balance, Marchll, 1997 
Expenses: 
****NONE**** 
Book Balance, March 25, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Copy Cards 










SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
March 25, 1997 
Book Balance, March 11, 1997 
Receipts: 
3/4 Admissions (52084) 
3/24 Persuade Entertainment 
(Geoff Brown) 
3/24 Trail Blazer 
lKe~una - uverpaymencJ 
Book Balance before Expenses: 
Expenses: 
3/12 Susette Redwine (V07150) 
(Philadelphia Trip) 
3/13 Susette Redwine {V07237) 
(Philadelphia Trip) 
3/14 University Store (52985) 
(Supplies) 
3/24 Eagle Transit (V07637) 
(Performer's Transportation) 
3/24 D - Esprit (V07638) 
{February Presentation) 
3/24 Holiday Inn (V07639) 
(Judy Gorman•s Room) 
3/24 Public Safety (006790) 
(Safe Walk) 

















Maintenance - Shuttle 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 





Message Board Wiring 

















BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA •3 I 26 / 97• #31 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting organizations in their efforts to provide educational 
opportunities, and activities for their members, and 
The Black Gospel Ensemble will be traveling to the. National 
Baptist Student Union Retreat for the purpose of educating 
their members in order to provide entertainment and cultural 
awareness, and 
The Black Gospel Ensemble provides a great cultural 
experience for all individuals involved, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $900 to 
the Black Gospel• Ensemble to be used for the pre-registration 
fees for the National Baptist Student Union Retreat. 
Respectfully Submitted, 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA *3 / 26 / 97* #32 · 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
improving MSU's campus, and 
The MSU 75th Anniversary is April 4, 1997 through April 
4, 1998,and 
The SGA has an opportunity to contribute to the 75th 
Anniversary Celebration, and 
Placing a tree in front of Lappin Hall with a monument would 
be a token of the students' commemoration of the 75th 
Anniversary, therefore 
The Student Government Association purchase a transplanted 
red maple tree to be placed in front of Lappin Hall in honor of 
the 75th Anniversary. 
Option #1: 4" x 41/2" dia. 12' - 14' tall $600.00 
$240.00 Monument - SGA 75th plaque 
.,ption #2: 5" x 61/2" dia. 
Jlinument - SGA 75th plaque 
16' - 18" tall 
$840.00 
~ .. .... 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
SGAMINUTES 
3 /27 / 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. 
Business was suspended for a presentation on a new poster machine, and the presentation from 
the Caudill College of Humanities students who attended the trip to Houston. 
Unexcused Absence: Brad Lawson 
Excused Absence: Erin Hughey, Chad Caldwell, Jennifer King, Dustin Wallen, Jennifer 
Friedhof, Adam Klein, Don Burke, Jason White, and Elizabeth Smith. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress that a Josten customized Morehead State University class ring is being created. 
He also announced that there was a committee formed on the second phase of the Wellness Center. Shay 
Whitt and Jason will be serving as the student representatives on the conunittee. At the budget meeting, 
Jason was informed of the 5% increase in housing fees next year, and there was discussion on canceling the 
locked-in housing rates beginning in the fall of 1998. Because of the presentations, he decided to wait until 
next week to vote on Outstanding Congress Member of the Year. 
Executive V.P.: Creg an!lounced that instead of having a regular Student Forum, congress would submit questions 
to President Eaglin, and he would attend a Wednesday meeting with conclusive answers. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $32,646.76 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,930.61. 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Erin was unable to attend because of a search committee meeting. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason informed congress that the first draft of the SGAmes poster is back from printing, 
and everything is moving smoothly. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA '$900 to the Black Gospel Ensemble' #31--PASSED 
SGA '$600 for a Red Maple Tree (15th Anniversary)' #32--PASSED 
Shannon Sexton made a motion on the floor to purchase a new poster printer machine 
for $2,495.00. Jeremy Fogle seconded, and the motion was passed. 
Discussion: Jason announced that there will be a programming session to review the fall programming. Nezih 
asked about the scale being removed from the Welluess Center. 
Announcements: Herbie announced that RHA Week will be April 7th through 11th. Gerald announced that the 
Greek Awards Banquet will be on Sunday, April 20th at 6:30 pm. Tickets are $10, and a national officer 
from a fraternity will be speaking. 
Meeting was adjourned at 6:06 p.m. 
SGA Admini~trative Fund 
April 1, 1997 
Book Balance, March 25, 1997 
Expenses: 
3/26 Printing Service 55076 
( Copy Cards) 
·Book Balance, Aprill, 1997 
-OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 










SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
April 1, 1997 
Book Balance, March 25, 1997 
Expenses: 
3/25 Printing Servic~ (V41703) 
(Safe Walk) 
3/26 Bookstore (50827 & 55089) 
(Geoff Brown) 
3/27 Black Gospel Ensemble 
(Proposal #31) 
3/27 Computer Color Corp. (V08621) 





3/27 Presentations Solutions 
(Poster Printer) 
$2,495.00 
Book Balance April 1, 1997: 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Maintenance - Shuttle 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
Third Wish Band 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 



























VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT LIFE 
303 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG. 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2070 
FAX: 606-783-5054 
April 2, 1997 
Mr_ Jason Newland, President 
Student Government A sociation 
Morehead State University 
Morehead, KY 40351-1689 
Dear Jason: 
CR.tc"' 9d-e1t i.f:ag e ---
cg1ti.ght: g ul::u1te 
Please express our appreciation to the Student Government Association for the purchase 
of the 1997 Cheerleading Championship banner. It has already been placed in the 





Dean of Students 
and Cheer Coach 
jls 
Larry Stephenson/ 
I i, ., 
' ' 
M SU is an affi rmative act ion equal opportunity educational inst itut ion. 
SGAMINUfES 
4/02/97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:06 p.m. 
Agenda was suspended for the presentation of a framed definition of What a Student is to a 
University by former MSU President Grote. It will continue to hang in the SGA President/ 
Student Regent's office. Glen White from the Central Kentucky Blood Center also spoke abont 
the blood drive on April 15th. 
Unexcused Absences: Eric Phillips, Orlando Allen, Susan Wilger, April Hall, and Brad Lawson. 
Excused Absences: Jennifer Friedhof and Herbie Riddle. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress that the nominees to replace retiring MSU Executive Vice-President for 
Academic Affairs John Philley will be answering questions of students on April 7th, 9th, 10th, 14th, and 
16th in Breck Auditorium from 2:45 - 3:30 pm. He also reminded congress that SGA Executive Election 
Sign-ups will be ending on Thursday, April 3rd at 4:30. Jason also reminded congress of the events taking 
place on Friday, April 4th for Founders Day, and encouraged them to attend. 
Executive V.P.: Creg announced that President Eaglin will be attending the AprJ 23rd SGA meeting to answer 
congress' questions. He passed out forms to turn-in questions. He also reminded congress that SGA 
pictures for the Raconteur would be taken following the meeting. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $28,747.76 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,680.61. 
V.P. for Publicity: Erin announced that she had served on the New Women's Basketball Coach Search Committee, 
and Laura Litter will be the new coach. She also announced that flyers for the SGAmes are ready. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason informed congress that everything for SGAmes on April 28th is being finalized, and 
that the 3rd Wish Band will be performing for RHA Week on April 19th from 8:00 - 10:Q0 pm. 
Committee Reports 
Endowment Fund Scholarship: Carrie announced that applications are due by Friday. 
Diversity: Nezih announced that they trying to bring a speaker from the United Nations that will benefit the entire 
campus. 
Campus Improvement: Jason announced that they will be bringing a proposal before congress next week asking for 
money to put benches at Eagle Lake. 
Old Business: 
New Business: 
Record of Meeting 
None. 
SGA •$4,000 to bring Daryl Vanleer for Black Awareness Week• #33--PASSED 
SGA •$1,000 to MSU Players' #34--PASSED 
SGA •$1,400 for Visual Art GuJd trip to Chicago• #35--PASSED 
Discussion: 
Announcements: 
Nominations for Outstanding Congress Member of the Year were taken. Jeff Yonts, 
Carrie Heringer, Nina Beimesch, M.C. Giles, Jason McCloud, Shannon Sexton, 
Don Burke, and Dustin Wallen accepted their nominations and were voted on. 
J.P. Bradley and Michelle Francis declined nominations. 
None. 
Erin announced that questions for President Eaglin are due at the next meeting. 
Meeting was adjourned at 6: 10 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
'/fF" Michelle Francis 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA •4 / 02 / 97• #33 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
providing entertainment to it's student body as well as assist in 
educational and cultural activities, and 
The Diversity Committee has researched events for-Black 
Awareness Week in April, and 
Daryl Vanleer would be an exceptional educational and 
informative speaker on diversity to bring to MSU, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $4,000 to 
bring Daryl Vanleer to MSU on Wednesday, April 23-nr. ;RthJI>, 
Respectfully Submitted, 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA *4 / 02 / 97* #34 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting in the provision of activities for MSU students, and 
Theta Alpha Phi/ MSU Players (MSU TheatreJ provides 
quality productions that are open to all students, and 
The MSU Theatre is an academic program in which theatre 
students have the opportunity to learn theatre crafts that will 
be necessary in the professional theatre world, and 
The MSU Theatre will be presenting Shakespeare's As You 
Like It on April 15th - 20th, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $1,000 to 




















The Special Funding Committee 
I 
f 
WHEREAS: The Student Government Association is committed to assisting in the provision of 
educational opportunities for students, and 
WHEREAS: Art students have created a new MSU club, the Visual Art Guild, and as one of the 
Club's objectives, students have initiated a trip to Chicago, Illinois to see famous art works 
in person and gain exposure.to past and contemporary art created by artists from diverse 
cultures, and 
WHEREAS: Chicago is home to over 150 galleries, which exhibit past and contemporary art, and 
the internationally recognized Art Institute of Chicago, which exhibits Asian, African, 
Ancient and 17th through 20th Century American Art, and 
WHEREAS: Morehead provides limited venues for students to view a broad range of art styles 
arid culturally diverse works of art, and 
WHEREAS:_Museums and galleries in surrounding cities, such as Cincinnati and Louisville, do 
not provide the same level of exposure to the arts as the Chicago galleries and Art 
Institute, and 
WHEREAS: The original Visual Art Guild request to SGA for funding underestimated the 
expense of taking sixteen students to Chicago, and 
WHEREAS: The cost of the trip for sixteen art students and three art faculty has been broken 
down as follows: 
2 University Vans: $ 728.00 
Meals: $2280.00 
Hotel: $1260.00 
Museum fees: $ 80.00 
TOTAL: $4348.00 
$1-'loo.oo 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA allot up to $4348.Bfl to help pay expenses for sixteen members of 
the MSU Visual Arts Guild to go to Chicago, Illinois on May 1-4, 1997. 
E abeth esa-Gaido, 
Visual Art Guild Co-Advisor 
SGAMINUTES 
4/09/97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:07 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Eric Philli;s and Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absences: Don Burke, Herbie Riddle, Aaron Bowling, Malinda Shake, Melanie 
Coleman, Jason White, Christa Scarberry, Susan Wilger, Mike Caudill, Heather Burke, 
Kelly Brown, April Hall, Elizabeth Smith, and William Thorton. 
Executive Committee Reports 
Pr~siclent: Jason reminded congress that the last two nominees to replace retiring MSU Executive Vice-Pre;iJe-~t -
for Academic Affairs John Philley will be answering questions of students on April 10th and 14th in Breck 
Auditorium from 2:45 - 3:30 pm. He also reminded congress that SGA Executive Elections will be on · 
1' uesday, April 22nd, and their will be a Primary Election on T u~sday, April 15th. Jason also thanked all of 
the students who attended the Founders Day events last Friday. He announced that celebration events will 
be continuing throughout the year. Jason informed congress he had just returned from a meeting at 
Northern Kentucky University with Governor Patton concerning Higher Education Reform. He also 
reminded congress of the SGA Banquet on May 8th at 6:30 pm in the Commonwealth Room of ADUC. 
Executive V.P.: Creg asked congress to try to attend the last lwo
0 
meetings with EVPAA nominees on Thursday, 
April 10th and Monday, April 14th at 2:45 pm in Breck. 
. . 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle announced that the tree will be dedicated on Monday, April 21st at 1:00 pm. in 
front of Lappin. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $20,872.76 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,617.61. •. 
V.P. for Pnblicity: Erin announced that flyers for the SGAmes are being sent out. The executive officers are 
speaking to different organizatioru on campus informing them of events. She informed them that there will 
be an add in the Trailblazer for SGAmes. She also announced that the 3rd Wish Band will be performing 
at 8:00 tonight in ADUC Grill. 
V.P. for Programming: Jason informed congress that the SGAmes posters are ready, and Daryl Vanleer is 
scheduled for April 22nd. 
Committee Reports 
Campus Improvement: Jason announced that the recycled plastic benches in proposal #36 are more durable than 
wooden benches ' 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: . None. 
New Business: SGA "$2,420 for benches at Eagle Lake• #36--TABLED TO NEXT WEEK 
Discussion: Manasse, said that the International Banquet last weekend went well. Molly voiced her 
Announcements: 
disagreeance with executive officer candidates who have not served on congress. Dolores 
asked if the escort service was being used. 
3rd Wish Band 8:00 pm tonight in ADUC Grill. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:36 p.m. 
~ect-fully Submitted, 
1/l't' / ·chelle Francis 




BE IT PROPOSED: 
SGA •4 / 09 I 97• #36 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
improving MSU' s campus, and 
The Campus Improvement Committee researched ways to 
improve MSU's campus for the students, and 
Benches at Eagle Lake would enhance the flat area on the 
front side of the lake, therefore 
The Student Government Association allot up to $2,420 to 
purchase four benches to be placed at Eagle Lake. 
$480 Each • 4 Benches 







The Campus Improvement Committee 
SGA Administrative Fund 
April 9, 1997 
Book Balance, April 1, 1997 
Expenses: 
4/2 Bookstore 55074 
(Scrapbook) 
Book Balance, April 9, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365} 
Officers Scholarships 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Summer Workships 












SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
April 9, 1997 




Theta Alpha Phi (V09355) 
(Proposal 34) 





4/8 Brownie Mary (-V09682) 





The Smith Agency. (B09683) 
(Variety Games April 28) 
Vertical Sound (V09684) 
(Sound - Third Wish April 9) 
Third-Wish (V09685) 
(Performance April 9) 














PFM - Tree Lighting 
NACA Dues 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 








Darryl Van leer 
Adjusted Balance, April 9, 1997 
7500.00 
1068.75 
















MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
EXECUTIVE OFFIC~RS 
PRIMARY ELECTION 










*Will appear on Final Election Ballot, April 22, 1997 
TOTAL 
34 
60 ... " 
41* 
SGAMINUTES 
4/ 16/ 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:02 p.m. 
Agenda was suspended lo introduce former SGA President Mark Anderson who was in attendance. Larry Bobblitt 
was also attending from Grayson, Kentucky. 
Unexcused Absences: Jennifer Friedhof, Brad Goldberg, Kelly Brown, April Hall, and Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absences: Jason Ferris, Amanda Elliott, Jennifer Woodcock, Jeff Yonts, Don Burke, Jeremy Fogle, and 
Sbannon Sexton. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress that the MSU Executive Vice-President for Academic Affairs search is coming 
to a close, and an announcement will be made in about two weel~s. He also informed congress that SGA 
Primary Election for VP for Programming was on Tuesday, and Carrie Heringer and Jason Hylton will be 
continuing on to the General Election on the 22nd. A sign-up sheet to work the election booth on 
Tuesday, April 22nd was sent around. He also reminded congress of tbe SGA Banquet on May 8th at 6:30 
pm in the Commonwealth Room of ADUC. He asked congress members to inform him if they were 
bringing a guest. Jason informed congress that the MSU Class Ring Project will continue into the summer. 
He also informed congress that on Monday, April 21st, the installation of the Message Board will begin. 
Executive V.P.: Creg informed congress that President Eaglin will be attending next week's meeting to answer the 
submitted questions. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle reminded congress that the tree will be dedicated on Monday, April 21st al 1:00 
pm in front of Lappin Hall, and asked all members to try lo attend. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $20,667.31 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,017.61. 




Record of Meeting 
Amendment to Proposal #36, *Purchase only two benches.*--FAILED 
SGA *$2,420 for benches at Eagle Lake' #36--PASSED 
Amendment to #36, 'Two benches at Eagle Lake, and two benches at Fields'--PASSED 
SGA '$350 to the International Association of Jazz Educators' #37--PASSED 
Amendment to Proposal #37, *Lower the allotted amount to $200.*--PASSED 
Gerald Slone made a motion from the floor to allot $350 to !PC to bring Mark Timmes, 
a keynote speaker for the Greek Awards Banquet on Sunday, April 20th. The amount 
was amended and lowered to $200. The motion and amendment passed, 17 to 12. 
Larry suggested not spending large amounts of money in the next two weeks, because 
SGA stJI may have outstanding obligations. Jason discussed the option of a Special 
Funding workshop at the next meeting. Manasses raised concern of a violation of privacy 
on campus E-Mail concerning the election. 
Announcements: April 22nd is Earth Day. Sydney announced that next week is Black Awareness Week. 
She announced all of the events for the week, and emphasized Daryl Vanleer' s 
performance on Tuesday, April 22nd al 7 pm in the ADUC Grill. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:50 p.m. 
R_,;j.l)~ Submitted, 
/ I'" ,v,7Michelle Francis 





BE IT PROPOSED: 
~~ f().oD 
SGA *4 / 16 / 97* #37 
The Student Government Association is committed to 
assisting in the provision of activities and educational 
opportunities for students, and 
The MSU Music Department is world renown for its abJity to 
produce wonderful musicians and to continue the 
accomplishments that MSU has had in the past, and 
On AprJ 18th, the International Association of Jazz 
Educators will be sponsoring a clinic with special guests Pat 
Harbison and Tom Walsh (two nationally known jazz 
educators), and 
This event will enable students to hear new perspectives on 
various learning theories of jazz & music education, therefore 
The Student Government Association· allot $350.00 to the 
International ,\.;sociation of Jazz Educators to help pay for the 
clinic. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
~ The Special Funding Committee 
~~ ~ 
BE IT PROPOSED: 
Amendment to $200.00 
Passed 
SGA*4-16-97#38 
The SGA allot up to $350 to defray expenses 
Mr. Mark Timmes, as speaker at the Annual 
Greek Awards Banquet, Sunday, April 20, 1997, 
in the Crager Room 
Respectfully Submitted 
jarold Sloane 
Main Motion as amended----Passed 
J 
SGA Administrative Fund 
April 16, 1997 
Book Balance, April 9, 1997 
Expenses: 
4/9 MSU (V9735) 
(Officers Scholarship) 
Book Balance, April 16, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service "(P82365) 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Summer Workships 








---- $27734. 40 
$1,283.21 
SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
April 16, 1997 




Printing Service (52989) 
(SGA games flyer) 
Trail Blazer (V9727) 
(Ad April 2nd Issue) 
Book Balance April /P, 1997: 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Maintenance - Shuttle 
PFM - Tree Lighting 
NACA Dues 
University Guest Rooms 
Holiday Inn 








Darryl Van leer 
Trail Blazer 
Trail Blazer 
























STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 




** ERIN HUGHEY 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
RANDALL COMBS 
** DUSTIN M. WALLEN 
VP FOR ADMINISTRATION 
** MICHELLE FRANCIS 
RYAN D. HUFF 
VP FOR FINANCE 
** JOHN P. BRADLEY 
VP FOR PUBLICITY 
JACQUELYN DRAKE 
** BRANDON W. FRALEY 
VP FOR PROGRAMMING 
** CARRIE HERINGER 
JASON HYLTON 
TOTAL VOTING 396 
% FULL-TIME STUDENTS 
ELIGIBLE VOTERS 5,080 
7.8 









































Meeting was called to order at 5:02 p.m. 
Agenda was suspended so that President Eaglin and Vice-President Mincey could speak. 
Unexcused Absences: Jennifer King, Jennifer Friedhof, Herbie Riddle, David Fields, Aaron 
Bowling, Malinda Shake, Meknie Coleman, Jason White, Michael 
Caudill, Kelly Brown, April Hall, Elizabeth Smith, and Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absences: Dustin Wallen, Eric Phillips, Don Burke, Eileen Fullerton, and Dolores 
Fetters. 
PRESIDENT'S MAIN POINTS 
► 75th .Anniversary (Homecoming Floats} 
► Sports Program (New Basketball Coaches & Seating} 
► EVP AA Hiring 
► Lil,rary: Funding & Extended Hours 
► International Alumni Receiving Mail 
► Renovation of Residence Halls 
► Noise Ordinance 
► Phase 2 of Wellness Center 
► Higher Education Reform 
Executive Conunittee Reports 
President: Jason informed congress that the new SGA Executives for 1997-98 will be: Erin Hughey, 
President/Student Regent; Dustin Wallen, Executive V.P.; Michelle Francis, VP for Administration; J.P. 
Bradley, VP for Finance; Carrie Beringer, VP for Programming, and Brandon Fraley, VP for Publicity. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle sent around a sign-up sheet for congress members who would be attending the 
SGA Banquet on May 8th. She also asked members sign-up to work events at SGAmes on Monday. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events balance is about $501, and the current 
Administrative Fund balance has not changed since last week's meeting. He advised that we not spend a 
large amount of money anytime soon. 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Erin announced that SGAmes is still scheduled for Monday, April 28th. She also asked 
congress members to wear their "Event Tonight" shirts on Monday. 
V.P. for Programming: B,ownie Ma,y is still scheduled to play on Monday at SGAmes, and he needs help loading 
in and out. 
Record of Meeting 






Nina read over the SGA Special Funding "Rough Ideas" that will be voted on al the next 
meeting. She emphasized that the $500 limit would only be on proposals that come 
through the SFC. 
Bull announced that he and Mr. Stephenson are working on a Message Board Form for 
putting announcements on the board. He also touched on a few of the President's points, 
such as sealing in the AAC for Basketball games, 
Meeting was adjourned at 6: 18 p.m. 
_.le¥ctfully Submitted, 
7W-: Michelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
) 
SGA Administrative Fund 
April 23, 1997 
Book Balance, Ap:t'.il 16, 1997 
Expenses: 
***NONE*** 
Book Balance, April 16, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Summer Workships 







$2., 734. 40 
$1,883.21 
SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
April 23, 1997 






4/17 Trail Blazer 




4/17 Olde Towne 
(Rental Fee) 
$1,900.00 
4/17 IFC $200.00 
(Speaker Allotment) 
4/17 Mama Joes Pizza $440.00 
(SGAmes refreshments) 
4/17 Keppler Associates $3,000.00 
(Darryle Vanleer) 
4/17 Int'1 l Assoc. of Jazz $200.00 
(Clinic Allotment) 
4/21 Trophy Works $82.65 
(Senior Of the Month Placques) 
























Darryl Van leer 
Trail Blazer 
Park Benches 













OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
UPO BOX 797 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2071 
FAX: 606-783-5023 
TO: Tim Rhodes 
FROM: Larry Stephenson 
DATE: April 25, 1997 
APR 2 8 1997 
RE: Student Government Association Executive Committee Workships 
The following students have been elected to the Executive Committee 
of the Student Government Association for the 1997-98 school year: 




-t""._,t-¼~•,i,.L.,Dustin Micthell Wallen Executive Vice President 
~ 1 SS# 400-23-5305 (l)o i,J~ &I\~·,\~) ID# 321663 
..\...~~~AJ _Francine Michelle Francis VP for Administration 
J..-~)'11 1 V\l JE''\I.V'"°"" SS# 291-60-8694 (l\o ,ri~ """ h\t)I D# 340891 
\'. ~l- John Paul Bradley r, ~\·VP f or Fi nance 
~ S# 406-31-374 4 ( t\o ir,'"1> o •JI D# 360245 
· Brandon Wayne Fraley H'\.et VP for Publicity 
~ SS# 406-31-4447 ( M> ,-nhJ ~ 0 ID# 355463 
.l::"L l.. 'c,..l,;.Carrie Elizabeth Heringe: 1 VP for Programming 
:r.~11"{WllO~ SS# 406-29-6742 -o- n-eec, ID# 339017 
~ dete"i-ili~ and notify me of the s atus of each for 10 hour 
workstudy for the Fall Semester 1 9 97, and Spring Semester 1998. 
Er in Hughey is to be granted a 2 0 hour workstudy from the 
Scholarship Account (10 - 709900-50660). As we discussed previously, 
each officer is granted the workstudy, and for those officers other 
than Erin not qualifying for a Federal Workstudy, the SGA will 
utilize their funds to reimburse for an Institutional Workstudy. 
xc: Mr. Mike Mincey 
Tim Rhodes 
Erin Hughey 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
UPO BOX797 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2071 
FAX; 606-783-5023 
TO: Tim Rhodes 
FROM: Larry Stephenson 
DATE: April 25, 1997 
CQlch tJJ-ettltage ... 
CB1tr.ght ca--utuJte 
RE: stude1;1t Goyernment Association ;Executive Committee Workships 
The fol.lowing students have been elected to the Executive Committee 
of the Student Government Association for the 1997-98 school year: 
Erin Patricia Hughey 
SS# 106-72-3969 
Dustin Micthell Wallen 
SS# 400-23-5305 
Francine Michelle Francis 
SS# 291-60-8694 
John Paul Bradley 
SS# 406-31-3744 
Branqon Wayne Fraley 
SS# 406-31-4447 




Executive Vice President 
ID# 321663 
VP ,for Administration 
ID# 340891 
VP for Finance 
ID# 360245 
VP for Publicity 
ID# 355463 
VP for Programming 
ID# 339017 
Please determine and notify me of the status of each for 10 hour 
workstudy for the Fall Semester 1997, and Spring Semester 1998. 
Erin Hughey is to be granted a 20 hour workstudy from the 
Scholarship-Account (10-709900-50660). As we discussed previously, 
each officer is granted the workstudy, and for those officers other 
than Erin not qualifying for a Federal Workstudy, the SGA will 
utilize their ,funds to reimburse for an Institutional Workstudy. 
xc: Mr. Mike Mincey 
Tim·Rhodes 
Erin Hughey 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
UPO BOX 797 
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
TELEPHONE: 606-783-2071 
FAX: 606-783-5023 
TO: Tim Rhodes 
FROM: Larry Stephenson 
DATE: April 25·, 1997 
C°Q[ch. Sle1tlfage- .• 
CBrtlght ~utU/le 
RE: student Government Association Scholarships for Executive 
Officers 
The student Government Association Executive Committee members are 
to receive a $1Q0 Scholarship per semester for each of the 1997-98 
Fall and Spring Semesters. Total award of·$200 each to be paid 
from SGA funds. 
Erin Patricia Hughey 
SS# 106-72-3969 
ID# 334793 
Francine Michelle Francis 
SS# 291-60-8694 
ID# 340891 
Dustin Micthell Wallen 
SS# 400-23-5.305 
· ID# 321663 
John Paul Bradley 
SS# 406-31-3744 
ID# 360245 
Carrie Elizabeth Heringer , Brandon Wayne Fraley 
SS# 406-29-6742 SS# 406-31-4447 
ID# 339017 ID# 355463 
In the past, the SGA has been billed for 6 scholarships per 
semester at $100 each. That procedure may again be followed. 
In addition, the SGA President, Erin P. Hughey, is to be awarded a 
leadership grant of $800.00 and a 20 hour workstudy. 
xc: Mr. Mike Mincey 
Mrs. Rhonda Swim 
Mrs. Erin Hughey 
MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution. 
SGA Administrative Fund 
April 29, 1997 
Book Balance, April 23, 1997 
Expenses: 
4/24 Sue Townsend 
(Mileage to pick up ballot} 
Book Balance, April 29, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OB~IGATIONS 
Printing ~ervice (P82365} 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Copy cards 
Summer Workships 











SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
April 29, 1997 
Book Balance, April 23, 1997 $14,491.16 
Expenses: 
4/24 NACA $465.00 
(Annual Dues) 
4/24 Susette Redwine (Vll269') $37 .50 
(Mileage to Airpot - D. Vanleer) 
4/25 Graphic Film (Vl1·480) $36. 50 
(SGAames Posters} 
4/28 Printing Service (53644) 
(SGAmes Posters} 














Darryl Van leer 
Trail Blazer 
Park Benches 























4/ 30 / 97 
Meeting was called to order at 5:01 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Ferris, Manasses Fonteles, Stephanie Black, Herbie Riddle, Nezili Orhon, Melanie 
Coleman, Jason White, Susan WJger, Heather Burke, Kelly Brown, and AprJ Hall. 
Excused Absences: Jason McCloud 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Jason reminded congress of the SGA Banquet on Thursday, May 8th, at 6:30 p.m. in the 
Commonwealth Room of the Adron Doran University Center, He brought attention to the comic in 
today's issue of the T raJblazer that regarded the new message board and the low voter turnout at last week's 
elections. He also thanked everyone who helped with "S"GAMES, which was a success. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle sent around a sign-up sheet for congress members who would be attending the 
SGA Banquet on May 8th. She also announced that the "Tree" was planted today, and that the dedication 
will be on Tuesday, May 6th, at l:45p.m. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events Book Balance is $13, 905.76, and the current 
Administrative Fund Book Balance is $3,980.11. 
V.P. for Pnhlicity: Erin thanked everyone who came to "S" GAMES and worked. She also informed congress that 
she would be making appointments to university standing committees, and those who were interested could 
sign-up. 
Committee Reports 








Record of Meeting 
New recommendations for the SFC were discussed. Several members of 
congress offered ideas and made recommendations. Shannon Sexton made a motion to 
strongly recommend the changes to next year's congress. Dolores Fetters seconded the 
motion, followed by Shannon's objection to question. Further discussion continued. An 
addition was added to the 1st recommendation to include the following: Congress has the 
abJity to raise or lower the amount allotted for funding. M.C. GJes called question, and 
congress passed the motion to strongly recommend the SFC changes to next year's 
congress. 
Jeremy Fogle asked what qualili.cations are necessary for a student organization 
to have a seat on congress. 
Erin reminded congress of the Banquet, and asked for the sign-up sheet for the university 
standing committees. 







SGA Administrative Fund 
May 7, 1997 






(Officers Pictures; plaques) 
Jason Newland (Vll957) 
(Travel 4/9 BSBP) 
Larry Stephenson (V11958) 
{Travel-Election Ballot) 
5/6 Trophy Works (Vl2153) 
{Sr. of Months Plaques;2) 
Book Balance, May 7, 1997 
OUTSTANDING OBLIGATIONS 
Printing Service (P82365) 
Maintenance & Operations (P83367) 
Copy cards 
Summer Workships 














SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
May 7, 1997 
Book Balance, April 29, 1997 
Expenses: 
4/29 Brownie Mary (V11603) 
(SGAmes Promo's) 
4/29 Big Valu (Vll604) 
(Cookies SGAmes) 
4/29 Sherry Thompson (V11605) 
(Go Dart Race) 
4/29 Margaris Roberts (Vll60_6) 
(Go kart Race) 
4/29 Molly Caldwell (V11607) 
(Go Kart Race) 
4/29 John Meador (V11608) 
(Go Kart Race) 
4/29 Wade O'Connor (Vll609) 
(Go Kart Race) 
4/29 Nelson Gullett (Vll610) 






(Message Board Wiring) 
Guest Rooms (57916) 
(SGAmes Rooms ADUC) 
Keppler Assoc. Inc. (V11989) 
(Travel - Darryl Vanleer) 
Heather Cripple (V12133) 




















Trophy Works (V12176) 
(Partial Awards) 
Big Valu (V121823) 
(Supplies SG.Ames) 
Big Valu (Vl2182) 
(Supplies SG.Ames) 
Vertical Sound (V12183) 
(Brownie Mary) 
-5/6 Olde Towne Park (Vl2185) 
(Soft Drinks-SGAmes) 






































May 19, 1997 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Tim Rhodes 
FROM: Larry Stephenson 
RE: SGA Endowment Fund Scholarships 
On Thursday, May 8, 1997, the SGA announced their four Endowment 
Fund Scholarchip awardees. This years winners are: 
Stacie J. Diamond 
Erin P. Hughey 






As the amount of.this award is dependent upon the interest 
earned, the amount will not be known until after the June 30, 
posting of interest. 
I will notify you of the amount after the MSU Foundation informs 
me of the interest accumulated through June 30, 1997, and the 
determination of that amount. 




ROUGH IDEAS ON THE STRUCTURE OF SGA SPECIAL FUNDING. 
Problem Statement: Over the past years SGA has allotted too much money to too few 
student organizations. 
-• 
Criteria for Optimum Use of SGA Special Funding Allotments: 
* Defining the optimum use of SF dollars 
* Assisting as many student organizations as feasibly possible 
* Create a fair, consistent, easy to administer, and equitable system 
* Simplifying our SF process, so it is followed _and easy to understand 
* Create concrete structure that governs the consistency of our actions 
PURPOSE: The purpose of the SGA SFC is to provide partial fina_ncial assistance to 
student organizations. The first priority is to assist in the funding for on-campus 
activities by student organizations. Other requests (i.e .. trips, etc.) will still be 
evaluated, but will be a lower priority in relationship to requests for on-campus 
functions. 
GUIDELINES FOR SPECIAL FUNDING PROCESS 
I. Proposals are to be submitted by student organizations to the SFC. Upon SFC 
approval, The SFC shall make recommendations for funding to the entire SGA 
Congress. This will allow requests to be critically re-evaluated by the entire 
SGA Congress. 
II. Organizations must show a genuine need for funds. 
III. Those organizations that have previously received money from SGA are not 
guaranteed any allotment for the following year. 
IV. Funds approved by SGA are to be used for the explicit purpose as stated in the 
pfoposal. Failure to do so may result in the forfeiture of funds allotted or 
reimbursements would be required back to SGA. SGA reserves the right to 
request receipts and records following any authorization of funds. 
V. Persons explaining or presenting proposals to the SFC will be asked to leave when 
a vote is taken during the committee meeting. Also, any member of the SFC who 
has documented ties to the organization requesting funding will not participate in 
·the SFC vote to bring the proposal to the entire SGA Congress. 
VI. The Special Funding Committee will have a ceiling level set for each semester at 
the first meeting of each semester of SGA. This does not mean that the funds 
must be used or will definitely be available, it is only a measure to ensure proper 
financial planning by the SFC and SGA. 
VII. It is advised that applications be submitted to the SGA office at least one calendar 
month before the money is needed. 
RULES FOR SPECIAL FUNDING PROCESS 
I. REGISTERED RULE: The group must be a university registered student 
organization. 
II. 10 DAY RULE: A request for funding must come before SGA Congress 10 
working days before the scheduled event. This allows for possible check 
processing and for SGA to have the flexibility to table a proposal for future 
consideration and debate. 
III. ONCE A YEAR RULE: Registered student organizations are eligible for 
funding once per academic year. 
IV. ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RULE: In keeping with the purpose of the SFC, each 
request will be evaluated and upon committee approval there will be a funding 
level presented to SGA Congress. The maximum level that will be allotted to a 
given ~rganization will b~ $500.00. The maximum~n this case becomes more the 
exception and not the habitual rule. 't~b'"D 
V. ORGANIZATIONS COMMITMENT TO PROPOSED ACTIVITY: The 
requesting organization must provide documentation that they can either match or 
exceed the requested funding level prior to their Special Funding request. 
i 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
ELECTION RULES AND PROCEDURES 
SPRING 1997 
The following are rules by which the campaigning will be governed. Should there be any violations of 
them, then the action may be taken against the individual concerned. 
A. Student_ Government Association officers and representatives meet all the qualilic~tic:ms set forth 
in the SGA Constitution in addition to being a full-time student and having at least a 2.5 
cumulative GPA. The SGA Presidential candidates must have completed a minimum of 45 
hours of full-time study at MSU. 
B. In order for a student to vote in the election, he/she must be a full-time student at Morehead 
State University and must present his/her valid ID card at the polls on election day or at the 
Student Activities Office when obtaining an absentee ballot. 
C. Should the student be off campus during hours of the election, the student may vote by absentee 
ballot, which may be obtained from the Student Activities Office prior to the election. 
Procedures for absentee voting are outlined below: · 
1. The student may obtain an absentee ballot prior to the election day (Dates for absentee 
ballot are April 9, 10, 11, and 14, 1997, forthe primary ele~tion and April 16, 17, 18, 
and 21, 1997, for the general election.) 
2. The student shall request and complete the ballot at the Student Activities Office, 
second floor of ADUC, during normal business hours. 
3. Upon completion, the ballot shall be sealed, placed in the envelope provided, and left at 
the Student Activities Office. All absentee ballots shall be opened and tabulated at 3:00 
p.m. on AprJ 15 and 22. The results oft he absentee votes shall be announced 
immediately following the close of the polls. 
D. The polls will be open during the hours of 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on April 15 and April 22 .. 
E. There will be no campaigning which is trying to persuade someone lo vote through verbal 
or written communication on the first floor of ADUC up to the second floor (including the 
stairway}, or on the patio directly in front of the entrance doors lo ADUC on election day. 
F. All political advertising should be put on bulletin boards which are designated for general use 
and/or other areas designated by the Student Court. There will be a limit of ONE poster 
per candidate per bulletin board, not lo exceed 16 x 24 dimensions. No campaigning materials 
will be allowed in classrooms, on trash cans, departmental boards, utJity poles, buJdings, doors, 
trees, or other places that deemed inappropriate by the Student Court. 
G. NO adhesive backed campaign materials shall be used. 
H. The Student Government Association logo may not be used on any campaign material. 
I. Candidates for office may campaign after, and only after, the election rules meeting on Thursday, 
April 3, I 997. 
J. Any candidates campaign material may be removed only by the candidate, the campaign manager, 
or a designated representative. On election day, a representative of the Student Court will remove 
all campaign material on the first floor of ADUC. 
K. Any person voting or attempting to vote more than once will be brought before Student Court. 
L. All posted campaign materials must be removed within 48 hours of the election. 
M. Each candidate, or their campaign manager, must attend the first candidate's meeting. 
N. Political activities such as meetings, rallies, parades, conferences, speeches, and the information 
booths necessitating physical arrangements should be scheduled through the Student Activities 
Office pending their approval. 
0. Activities such as conferences and parades should not interfere with the regular academic schedule 
of the university. 
P. All campaign literature distributed through the University Post Office or Residence Hall maJ 
boxes must be properly addressed with the name and appropriate box number as well as the sender 
name, except for one stuffing per candidate of maJ boxes in the residence halls during an all-
campus election. 
Q. The distribution of campaign material in the residence halls and in married student housing must 
be approved by the Office of Student Housing. No under-the-door distribution of material will be 
approved for elections. 
R. Political banners are to be displayed only during approved rallies or parades, and only with 
the approval of the Director of Student Activities. 
S. No sound systems (electrical or battery amplification) are to be used. 
T. Any candidate's speech or formal discussion to be held in a residence hall must be scheduled 
through the Office of Student Housing. This type of activity must be confined to the lobby. 
LT. A candidate is responsible for all materials and activities, relating to his candidacy; therefore, 
he/she should approve all activities related to his/her candidacy that are conducted by his/her 
campaign manager or supporters. 
V. No candidate may name or in any way refer to his/her opponent in any literature, unless physical 
proof (such as documents, papers, signatures, etc.) of all statements made in the literature can be 
docurriented. 
W. A person accused of violating an election regulation may, at the discretion of the Student Court, · · 
have a hearing before the Student Court. Any charges against a candidate of his/her campaign 
shall be registered in writing with the Student Court, or the Director of Student Activities. 
Y. No chalking is permitted. 




STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
Executive Election Spring 1997 
Stuclent Filing Form 
Candidate's Name (as it will appear on hallot) 
Candidate's Local Address 
Local Phone Number Classilication -------- -----------
Hours Completed Cumulative GP A 
Office you are seeking 
Candidate's I.D. Number 
Are you on academic or social probation? 
Are you a full-time student? Yes __ 
Yes No ----
No --
Campaign Manager ------- (Optional) Phone# ______ _ 
I, the undersigned candidate for SGA offi.c~, have read and understand ~he Election Rules and 
Procedures, and am aware that failure to comply with said rules and procedures may result in my 
disqualification as a candidate. 
Signature Date 
*Witness Witness 
•First witness must be a member of the Executive Committee or Legislative Action Committee. 
STUDENT RECEIPT 
This is to certify that ______________ has filed his/her 
application for ________________ and it was received by 
on __________ ., 19 __ _ 
•Witness ___________ Witness 
MANDATORY MEETING: of all candidates (the campaign manager may represent the candidate) on 
Thursday, April 3, 1997 at 4:30 p.m. in ADUC, East Room A. 
SGAMINUTES 
9 / 10 / 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:09 p.m. 
Agenda was suspended to introduce Buzz Sutherland who performed that evening. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Wilson, Kim Hayner, and Stephanie Black 
President: 
Executive Committee Reports 
Erin congratulated all the newly elected representatives and welcomed them to 
congress. She reminded us that Student Court Sign-Ups will be ending 
September 19, and that the Sawyer Brown Concert will be Thursday, 
September 25. · 
Executive V.P.: Dustin went over the schedule of the retreat for this weekend at the 
Carriage House in Paintsville. He informed congress that we would be 
discussing parliamentary procedure and signing up for committees. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that tl1e current Special Events book balance is 
$56,404.66 and the current Administrative Fund book balance is 
$4,789.44. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie announced that the fall programming is finished, and the 
scheduling for the spring semester would begin soon. She also 
reminded congress that all Wednesday night events ,sponsored by 
SGA are free to all students. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress that Buzz Sutherland would be performing at 
Old Business: 
New Business: 
9: 15p.m. in Button Auditorium. He also announced the Sawyer Brown concert 
and that tickets are still avaJable in the Student Activity Office. 
Record of Meeting 
None. 
Erin appointed Joe Hood as a Commuter Representative and Sarandon 
Slattery as a College of Business Representative. The appointments were 
approved by Congress. 
SGA' NPHC Delegate as Voting Member of Congress' #01--PASSED 
SGA' Activities Scheduled for Fall Semester· #02--PASSED 
SGA' Congressional Attendance at Meetings ' #03--PASSED 
SGA' Homecoming Queen/Mountain Laurel Festival• #04--PASSED 
SGA' New SGA Standing Committees' #05--PASSED 
SGA' Guidelines & Rules for LFAC' #06--PASSED 
Discussion: None. 
Announcements: Brandon reminded congress again of Buzz Sutherland, Sawyer 
Brown, and Student Court Sign-ups. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:44 p.m. 
Respectfully Suhmitted, 
Michelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
/ 
SGA MINUTES 
9 I 11 I 91 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:07 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Wilson, Mike Caudill, Joe Hood, Delvin 
Hickerson, and Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absence: Josh Byrd, Eileen Fullerton, and J.R. Melvin. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin thanked all representatives who came to 
retreat at the Carriage House. She announced that the first 
Board of Regents meeting will be Friday. She also reminded 
congress of the free movies offered on Friday nights at the 
University Cinemas. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin announced that the Presidential Forum 
will be October 15 during the SGA meeting. He also asked 
all congress members who have not signed up for committees 
to do so. Dustin also reminded committee chairs that they 
needed to meet with him. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle handed out the phone list for 
revisions, and asked all congress members who were not at 
retreat to pick up a binder. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special 
Events book balance is $53,139.02 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,748.44. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie announced that she speaking to 
Mike Ray about a pumpkin carving contest. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress about the 
Sawyer Brown concert and that tickets are still available in 
the Student Activity Office. He also announced that Student 
Court sign-ups would be ending on September 19, and that 
Family Weekend is the 26-27. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason announced they are discussing the student 
seating in the AAC. They are making posters and sign for 
upcoming events on campus. Their meetings are on the 3rd floor 
of ADUC on Mondays at 4:45. 
Student Life: Their meetings are Thursdays at 4:00 in Mays. 
LFAC: They already have a request for funding from Alpha Lambda 
Pi that they will be reviewing. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced they were sending out 
letters to all. organizations to inform them. 
Publicity & Programming: Amanda informed congress of the football 






Record of Meeting 
None. 
SGA *Committee Budgets* #07--PASSED 
Dustin asked for input concerning the Presidential 
Forum and opening it up to all campus students. 
Carrie asked about the noise from the drummers 
between Mays and Baird. 
Erin brought the tearing down of Married Housing 
to congress's attention, and asked for our input 
and feelings on the matter. 
Brandon reminded congress again about Sawyer 
Brown, Student Court Sign-ups, and that Homecoming 
Queen Elections are coming up. Dusting reminded 
committee chairs to meet with him. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Michelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGA MINUTES 
9 I 11 I 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:07 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Wilson, Mike Caudill, Joe Hood, Delvin 
Hickerson, and Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absence: Josh Byrd, Eileen Fullerton, and J.R. Melvin. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin thanked all representatives who came to 
retreat at the Carriage House. She announced that the first 
Board of Regents meeting will be Friday. She also reminded 
congress of the free movies offered on Friday nights at the 
University Cinemas. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin announced that the Presidential Forum 
will be October 15 during the SGA meeting. He also asked 
all congress members who have not signed up for· committees 
to do so. Dustin also reminded committee chairs that they 
needed to meet with him. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle handed out the phone list for 
revisions, and asked all congress members who were not at 
retreat to pick up a binder. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special 
Events book balance is $53,139.02 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,748.44. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie announced that she speaking to 
Mike Ray about a pumpkin carving contest. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress about the 
Sawyer Brown concert and that tickets are still available in 
the Student Activity Office. He.also announced that Student 
Court sign-ups would be ending on September 19, and that 
Family Weekend is the 26-27. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason announced they are discussing the student 
seating in the AAC. They are making posters and sign for 
upcoming events on campus. Their meetings are on the 3rd floor 
of ADUC on Mondays at 4:45. 
Student Life: Their meetings are Thursdays at 4:00 in Mays. 
LFAC: They already have a request for funding from Alpha Lambda 
Pi that they will be reviewing. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced they were sending out 
letters to all organizations to inform them. 
Publicity & Programming: Amanda informed congress of the football 





Record of Meeting 
None. 
SGA *Committee Budgets* #07--PASSED 
Dustin asked for_ input concerning the Presidential 
Forum and opening it up to all campus students. 
Carrie asked about the. noise from the drummers 
between Mays and Baird. 
Erin brought the tearing down of Married Housing 
to congress's attention, and asked for our ~nput 
and feelings on the matter. 
Brandon reminded congress again about Sawyer 
Brown, Student Court Sign-ups, and that Homecoming 
Queen Elections are coming up. Dusting reminded 
committee chairs to meet with him. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Michelle Francis 




9 / 24/ 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:03 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason.Elliott, Jason Wilson, Deana Burris, Stephanie Black. 
Excused Absences: Manasses Fonteles 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin thanked John Crawford, Adam Stoll, and J.P. for working the Free Movie Night at the 
University Cinemas last Friday. She also infonned congress of the phone calls from concerned band 
members. She asked congress to pay attention during meetings and to be aware of what is actually 
said. Erin updated members on the Lakewood Terrace issue that was brought b~fore the Board of 
Regents. She concluded that the proposal was amended so that any action must be approved by the 
Board of Regents first. Erin also announced that Mrs. Bonnie Eaglin would also like to come and 
~peak to congress, as well as the president. · 
' . ; 
Executive V.P.: Dustin handed out committee report forms to chairs. He then announced that the Student Forum 
would be October 15 during the SGA meeting. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $51,588.53 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,649.44. 
- 1 V.P. for Programming: Carrie informed congres, that she is currently scheduling spring programming, and if 
anyone has any ideas to see her. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon announced the Blue/Gold Ball on Homecoming Weekend. He also announced the 
Homecoming Queen Elections next Tuesday from 10-5 in ADUC. Brandon reminded congress of the 
Sawyer Brown concert and Family Weekend activities. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason reminded congress of upcoming football and volleyball games. He announced that his committee has 
made banneis and are working on a name for the pep club. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced that her and Lori are meeting to tomorrow at 12:30 to finish sending out 
letters to organizations. 
Campus Improvement: David wanted his committee to stay after the meeting. 
Student Life: Mike announced that they will be sending out surveys concerning food service, and they are looking at 
bringing diverse speakers to the campus. 
legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe sent around a sign-up sheet to work Homecoming elections. He also informed 
congress that Alpha Lambda Pi has submitted an application for funding. 
·, 
Programming & Publicity: Amanda announced that their meetings are on Mondays at 5:30 in ADUC. She said 
they will be discussing concert ideas and the pumpkin carving contest with PFM. She also informed congress that she 
would be making a motion from the floor during new business concerning the NACA Regional Conference October 
22-29. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA' Athletic Committee $39.46' #08--PASSED 
SGA' Holly Demint to NACA Conference' #09--PASSED 
l 
Discussion: Rocky updated congress on the Lakewood Terrace discussion at the Board of Regents meeting and 
media coverage. Delvin raised concerns regarding country concerts on campus. 
Announcements: Brandon reminded everyone of Sawyer Brown and Family Weekend events. Allyson 
informed congress that deans from UK, UL, and Chase law ,chool, will be in ADUC next Wednesday from 3-5. 
Meeting wa, adjourned at 5:40 p.m. 
_E.~~ectfully Submitted, 
7 £,,/ Michelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
10 / 01 / 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:02 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Wilson, Mike Caudill, Jenny Richardson, Kelly Fields, Stephanie Black, and Rocky Ross. 
Excused Absences: Shae Whitt, Amanda Elliott, John Crawford, Holly Demint, and Allyson Cox. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin informed congress of the Board of Student Body Presidents statewide conference. It will be held at 
Morehead, Murray State, or Western on October 18 .. She emphasized the importance of representatives 
attending SGA programming events. 
Executive V .. P.: Dustin went over all six committees and ~heir members. He then advised congress that SGA's 
·absentee rule follows for committee meetings. He also reminded congress that the Student Forum is still set 
for October 15 during the SGA meeting. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $68,405 .. 53 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,649.44. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie informed congress that she received a fax with several options for concerts. She 
passed a sign-up sheet around to work the "'Free Movie Night,"' at the Univerity Cinemas. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress that Marty Putz would be performing in Button Auditorium at 
9:15p.m.; and the movies Friday are at 7:00 and 9:30p.m. He al.o announced the Blue/Gold Ball on 
Homecoming Weekend in the ADUC Grill from 8-11. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason reminded congress of the volleyball games on Friday, October 3 at 7:00p.m., and Saturday, October 
4 at 2:00p.m. He announced that hi, committee would be making a homecoming banner at their meeting on Monday 
at4:45p.m. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda asked that all new members stay after the meeting. 
Campus Improvement: David informed congreaa that hia committee is checking the campus emergency phones to 
make aure they are working properly. They are also working on emergency.lights on campus. 
Student Life: Th~y are working on questions for a aurveya concerning food service, and they are looking at bringing 
diverse speakers to the c_ampus. 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe thanked all congress members who worked the Homecoming elections. 
Programming & Pu1licity: Carrie went over the schedule for the Pumpkin Carving Contest. Sign-ups are October 
8. The pumpkins can be picked up on October 22, and judged on October 29. She announced they will be making 
banners for the next three weeks of events. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA' Alpha Lambda Pi $145.00' #10--REFERRED BACK TO COMMITTEE 
SGA • Resolution to Athletic Department• #11--AMENDED & PASSED 
SGA • Publicity & Programming Committee $270.00 • #12--PASSED 
Discussion: None. 
Announcements: Brandon reminded congress of .Marty Putz and uFree Movie Night." David announced 
that the Campus Improvement Committee would be meeting on Thursdays on the 2nd floor of ADUC. 
Delvin informed congress of the National Pan-Hellenic Step Show on October 11 in Wetherby Gym. 
Dustin reminded committee chairs of their meeting&. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m. 
Respectfolly Submitted, 
-.f•;f°Michelle Francis 




'0' ·.....__ ,I .: 
'...__ ~ 
SGAMINUTES 
10 / 08/ 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:01 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: Jason Elliott, Mil,e Caudill, Billie Chaney, Kyle McCormick, Josh Byrd, and Rita Atiase. 
Excused Absences: Brad Goldberg and Kristie Prate,r. 
Erin introduced two visitors who were present for the meeting: Herbie Riddle, former RHA President; and Jason 
Newland, former SGA President & Student Regent. 
.I 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin reminded congre88 of the Board of Student Body Presidents meeting next weekend, and that they will 
be discussing the statewide conference. She also informed congre88 that the SGA Resolution #11 
concerning student sealing in the AAC was received by Mr. Mike Mincey, VP for Student Life; President 
Eaglin; and Steve Hamilton, Athletic Director. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin handed out a li,ts of all committee members that included phone numbers. He reminded the 
chairs how imporl:ant it is to meet with him once a week. He also reminded congress that the Student Forum 
is ,till set for October 15 .during the SGA meeting. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Event, book balance is $29,728.28 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,649.44. The following committee balance, are a, follows: Athletic-
$960.54, Campus lmprovement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$1,000, LFA-$3,500, 
Publicity & Programming-$460, and Student Life-$1,000. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie reminded congress that the fax she received with concert ideas and prices, is still in 
the SGA office if anyone would like lo see it. She announced the Pumpkin Carving Contest, and that sign-
ups begin today. Carrie expressed that anyone can sign-up. She also passed around a sign-up sheet for 
congre88 members to setup and cleanup the Blue/Gold Ball. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congre88 that the Blue/Gold Ball is Homecoming Weekend in the ADUC 
Grill from 8-11. He expre88ed how important it is for congre88 members lo attend. Tickets are $3 and ,till 
available. Brandon also announced that the next performer would be Elliott Branch on October 22. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jaso;, reminded congreBS of the Homecoming tailgate party behind the Wellness Center at noon on 
Saturday. He also announced that the pep club would be named either the Morehead Mob or Morehead Maniacs. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced that they would be meeting on October 9 al 5:30 pm in Regents. They 
have only one application turned in. · 
Campus Improvement: David informed congre88 that the courtesy phone project has already been ,tarted. He met 
with Mr. Mincey, and he said ii was~ to put benches ard trees on campus. They are now working on lighting in 
Freshman gravel parking lots. ~ ~~,\\ 
Student Life: They are looking into a twenty-four hour ,tudy center. 
legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced that they have begun to review our Constitution, and they have a 
proposal in old Business. 
Programming & Publicity: Amanda went over the Pumpkin Carving Contest a.gain, and annom1ced their meeting on 
Monday will be al 4:30 instead of 5:30. She reminded her committee they will be making banners •for upcoming 
events. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business, SGA • Alpha Lambda Pi $145.00 • #10-Reviewed by LFAC 
Todd niade a motion lo raise the amount to $215.00--PASSED 
SGA' Alpha Lambda Pi $215.00 • #10--PASSED 
New Business: SGA • Athletic Committee Drawing $69.90 • #13--PASSED 
Discussion: Congress broke into committees for a 20 minute discussion. Questions co~ceming applicants for 
Senior of the Month were answered. 
Announcements, Brandon reminded congress of the Blue/Gold Ball. Carrie asked Hall Presidents and 
members of the Publicity & Programming Committee to pick-up signs for Residence Halls. Delvin reminded 
congress of the National Pan-Hellenic Step Show on October 11 in Wetherby Gym. Dustin reminded 
committee chairs of their meetings. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:50 p.m. 
&'YP:.~Y Submitted, 
/vr1"1ichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
IO I 15 / 97 
Meeting was called lo order by President Erin Hughey al 5:07 p.m. 
U nexcus,ed Absences: Deana Burris and Phoebe Wheeler. 
Excused Absences: Brad Goldberg and Sarah Henney. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin thanked everyone who attended the Blue/Gold Homecoming Ball on October 10. She also informed 
congress that ,he and other Student Government Presidents will be meeting with the Council on 
PostSecondary Education this weekend. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin informed congress that the President's Forum has been changed to October 29. President 
Eaglin had prior meeting with other University Presidents. He .ihanked the committees for working hard, and 
informed congress of the Central Kentucky Blood Drive, where thCre will be a competition for donors against 
EKU. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Speciai Events book balance is $27,685.96 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $4,049.44. The following committee balances are as follows: Athletic-
$890.64, Campus lmprovement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$1,000, LFA-$3,285, 
Publicity & Programming-$560, and Student Life-$1,000. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie reminded congress of Pumpkin Carving Sign-ups. She thanked the Publicity and 
Programming Committee for working so hard. Carrie also thanked congress members who worked the Free 
Movie Night, and sent around a sign-up sheet for Friday. She informed congress that anyone wanting to 
discuss concerts for next semester, could meet after next week's meeting. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress that Elliott Branch is the next performer, and he will be here on 
October 22. He also asked everyone to come out for Free Movie Night at the University Cinemas. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason informed congress that the "Morehead Mob" would be making its first appearance at Morehead 
Madness on Thursday, October 23, at the AAC. He also announced that Couch Potato Night is set for October 28. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced that they are working on prizes for Senior of the Month, and Ca,h 
Awards for Senior of the Year. 
Campus Improvement: They have met with Gene Caudill, and because of the Master Plan for the University, SGA 
can not plant trees or install benches from Rader Hall to ADUC. 
Student Life: They are meeting with Mike Ray, and working on a multicultural speaker. 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced that they are waiting on demographics of class sizes to reevaluate 
representation ill our Constitution. They also have a proposal in New Business. 
Programming & Publicity: Amanda announced that at least 120 students have signed up for the Pumpkin Carving 
Contest, and they will be making banners after the meeting. 
Record of Meeting 
old Business: None. 
New Business: SGA' Economic and Finance Club $500' #14--PASSED 
SGA' LFAC Guidelines Change• #15--PASSED 
Discussion: Dustin, J.P., Danielle, and Mike Caudill raised concerns with Public Safely. Eileen asked about 
laser printers for the siuper computer lab. Rachel asked about speed limit signs on University Boulevard. 
Color copiers for situdents to use was brought up, as well as typewritem in the library. An option of loaning the 
typewriters to the departments, or loaning them to the Learning Lab or Career Planning Office was discussed. 
Allyson Cox asked about skateboarders outside Thompson Hall. Delvin raised concerns regarding the 
attendance al the NPHC Step Show, and asked about the campus alcohol rule. J.P. asked about plays that 
the Theater Department has scheduled. Dustin questioned vandal.ism on campus during Homecoming 
weekend. 
Announcements: Jason announced that the Athletic Committee would be malci.ng banners after the meeting . 
. Carrie asked for workers for the Free Movie Night. Brandon r~minded congress that Elliott Branch would be 
performing next Wednesday. Mike Caudill announced that the Student Life Committee would meet 
Thursday at 5:00pm in Mays Hall. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:55 p.m. 
5.!'.'.'p~ully Submitted, 
/'""{1f-i\.:lichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
10 / 22/ 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:02 p.m. 
Susette Redwine and Vice-President for Student Life, Mr. Mike Mincey were in attendance. 
Unexcused Absences: Kim Hayner 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin announced that she had met with the B,SBP this past weekend and they had discussed the statewide 
SGA conference scheduled for February. They also discussed tuition increase, with the Council on 
PostSecondary Education (CPE). Erin cleared confusion that was established in the media about the motion 
that was passed by the BSBP. The motion was as follows: The BSBP unanimously supports further review of 
· the Kentucky tuition process, and until the research can be done and evaluated, the BSBP feels that tuition 
for the next biennium should be set using the current tuition process. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin informed congress that the President's Forum will be October 29. He informed commiHee 
chairs that mailboxes have been setup in the SGA for papers they need to pick up. Dustin also reminded the 
committees that he is keeping track of !heir attendance at committee meetings. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. did not have a financial report this week, Larry is out of town. Next week J.P. will have two 
financial reports. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie reminded congress lo pick up their pumpkins, and not to bring them back until next 
Wednesday. She also reminded them of the meeting after adjournment in the office to discuss concerts for 
next semester. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress that Elliott Branch will be performing tonight at 9:15pm in Button 
Auditorium. He asked congress to come out for Morehead Madness tomorrow night at the AAC starling at 
7pm. The Men"s & Women's Basketball Preview. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason reminded congress that the "Morehead Mob"' would be announced as the pep club at Morehead 
Madness on Thursday, October 23, at the AAC. The president of the pep club is Dustin Wallen, and Jenny 
Richardson is the Vice-President. H~ also announced the Volleyball games set for Friday, October 24, al 7pm, 
Saturday, October 25, at 1pm, and Tuesday, October 28 al 7pm. Tuesday night's game is also Couch Potato Night. 
Senior of the Mqnth: Amanda announced that they went over costs for ·plaques, and they are sending letters to past 
members of congress to raise money for the Endowment Fund. 
Campus Improvement: They did not meet this week because of conflicting schedules, but they have rescheduled. 
Student Life: They just finished a survey concerning food services, and will be bringing it lo congress for review. 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced that they three proposals they are reviewing at this time. 
Programming & Publicity: Amanda asked that people come and pick-up their pumpkins. 
Record of Meeting 
Old Business: None. 
New Business: Erin made appointment.9 to the Stu.dent Court, and the following were approved by congress: Chief 
Justice, David Gearheart; fueociatc Justices, Kenneth E. Hobson and Casey K. Liggett; Attorney 
General, John Bowling; and Chief Defense Council, Thomas Burns. 
SGA' Senior of the Month, $70 per month' #16--PASSED 
Discussion: At 5: 12pm, congress broke into commiltces. At 5:35pm, congress reconvened. 
Carrie asked congre99 if they would be interested in writing letters to members of the military who'are 
unable to come l1ome for the holidays. 
Announcements: Brandon reminded congress that Elliot Branch would be performing in Button Auditorium 
at 7pm. The Morehead Madhes, Basketball Preview will be tomorrow night at 7pm in the 
AAC. Sha announced that SAC will be having a Halloween Party in the Grill for married 
housing children. Phoebe announced the Theta-Chi & Delta Zeta Haunted House will be 
next week in Button for $3. Graduation Fair is next week, and Alpha Phi Alpha will be 
collecting food. 
Meeting was adjourned at 5,36 p.m. 
_&,".l'e_#,.lly Submitted, 
/ 'Z1"1vlichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUfES 
10 / 29 / 97 
Meeting was called to order by Preside~! Erin Hughey at 5:04 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences: David Fields. 
Executive Committee Reports 
• 
President: Erin announced tha.t President Eaglin was on his way, and he was running late. She also pa.seed out 
brochures on the new official Morehead State University Class Ring. She informed congress that she would 
be attending the BSBP meeting next weekend. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin thanked all of the committees for working hard. He informed congress that the goals the 
committees set at retreat will be posted next week and can be reviewed. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $21,560.14 and the current 
,Administrative Fund book balance is $4,049.44. The following c_ommittee balances are as follows: Athletic-
$832. 93, Campus lmprovement.$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$1,000, LFAC-$2,785, 
Publicity & Programming.$560, and Student Life.$1,000. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie updated congress on the soldier letters, and reminded congress she would be leaving 
for the NACA conference tomorrow. She sent around a sing-up sheet for the movies Friday night, and 
announced the winners of the Pumpkin Carving Conies!. They are as follows: 
Individual l)T revor Griffith 
2)BrettDaughehbaugh 
3)Pope Cudd 
Group !)Student Hospitality & Dietetics Club 
2)MSU 101 Section 20 
3)Kappa Sigma 
V.P. for Pu1licity: Brandon reminded congress that ACU-1 events begin next week. Bill Fry will be performing on 
Wednesday, November 5, at 9:15pm. He also reminded congress of the Free Movie Night. 
Agenda was suspended at 5:15 for President Eaglin to speak to congress and answer questions on certain issues. 
It was called back lo order at 6:00pm. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason gave the finalized ideas about the Morehead Mob. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda announced lhey are sending letters to past members of congress to raise money for 
the Endowment Fund. 
Student Life: Mike passed out the survey to congress for review. He informed congress that they received a proposal 
from Dean Berry about the trip to Houston, but they are referring it lo the LFAC. · 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced thatthey are meeting with Phi Beta Lambda and Delta Tau Delta on 





Record of .Meeting 
None. 
SGA '$500 to the Co,mopolitan Club• #17, with the friendly amendment to cbang; 
"performers" to food--PASSED 
SGA '$15,000 for Spring Programming' #18--PASSED 
• 
None. 
Brandon reminded congreso thatACU-l begin, November 3, and Bill Fry is November 5. 
Rita asked congress to come out for Asian Night on Saturday, November 1 at 6:00pm in 
the Crager Room. Carrie asked congress to pick up their pumpkin,. The Theta Chi/Delta 
Zeta Haunted House will continue through tomorrow night. Ally,on announced that Chi-
0 Follies i, set for November 11 at 7:00pm in Button. 
Meeting wa, adjourned at 6:16 p.m. 
¥en>~c!fully Submitted, 
/~ichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
11/05/97 
Meeting wa, called to order by President Erin Hughey al 5:02 p.m. 
Unexcused Absences:~. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin thanked all who worked the Free Movie Night at the Univer~ity Cinema,, She informed congre" 
that the CPE met on Monday and ,el tuition for the next biennium. Next year there will be a $60 increase, 
and the following year a $50 increase. Erin al,o announced that the Board of Regent. will be meeting next 
week. She di,cus,ed the Faculty/Senate Resolution concerning the finals schedule for the fall semester. She 
brought the "Book Project" that Michelle and Brandon have been working on lo congress s attention, a, well 
as J.P. and Dustin's "Constituency Day." Erin announced that at next week's meeting, Jason Newland, 
former SGA President & Student Regent will be presenting congress with his concerns and reilections. 
Executive V,P.: Dustin thanked all of the committees for working hard, and did a presentation annonncing the goals 
they have achieved. He also thanked congress for a,king questions during the President's visit. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Event, book balance is $21,560.14 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance i, $4,049.44. The following committee balances are as follows: Athl~tic-
$832.93, Campus lmprovement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Monlh-$730, LFAC-$2,285, 
Publicity & Programming-$730, and Student Life-$1,000. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie informed congress of her NACA trip and how well ii wen!. She informed congress 
that ,he has already booked Brad Lowery, Mark Eddie, and the Graffiti Tribe for the spring semester. 
Additional booking, are: Video Bingo, Video Imaging, and Steve Trash. She announced that Awareness 
Week is set for February 9-13. Carrie al,o canceled the concert ideas meeting. 
V.P .. for Puhlicity: Brandon reminded congreSB that comedian/juggler Bill Fry will be perfm,;,,ing tonight in Button 
at 9:15pm. He also informed congre" of the upcoming ACU-1 event,, they are a, follows: Bowling in 
Laughlin at 4:30 on Thursday, November 6 and Racquetball in Laughlin al 4:30 on Friday, November 7. 
Brandon also reminded everyone of the upcoming event, this weekend. Women', Basketball Exhibition, 
Friday al eight in the AAC. Tailgate Party, Saturday al 11:30 in the AAC. Football, Saturday al 1:30 al 
Jayne Stadium. Men's Basketball Exhibition, Sunday al three in Weatherby Gym with a 70s theme. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason announced that the Morehead Mob would be meeting on Thursday in Ea,! Room A at 5pm. He also 
showed congress the logo for their T-shirts. 
Senior of the Month: Amanda awarded Cecil Brook, •• the October Senior of the Month . 
• 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced that they have two proposals in New Business. 
Puhli<;ity & Programming: Amanda discu.,ed the sponsoring of children with the Angel Tree al Wal-Marl. 
Record of Meeting 




SGA '$500 to the Delta Ta'! Delta Fraternity for a speaker' #19--PASSED 
SGA '$360 to Phi Beta Lambda for conference' #20--PASSED 
Erin made her final appointments to the Student Court, and the following were approved by 
congress: Associate Justices, Andy Sirginnis and Heather Thompson; Assistant 
Attorney General. Sarah Detrick; and Clerk of the Court, Olivia Grigsby. · 
As chair of the LFAC, Joe made a motion to remove Jason Wilson from congress because 
of the attendance policy in proposal #3, passed by congress on September 10, 
1997. Michelle explained that she has tried several times to reach Mr. Wilson, 
and he has failed to return her messages. Congress voted to remove him, and !:rin 
announced that she woul~ appoint a new Sophomore Representati~e soon. 
The fall finals calendar was discussed. Erin asked for congress input on the matter. Shae 
. discussed the University Retention Committee. Delvin asked questions concerning 
visitation hours and alarms in residence halls. Erin discussed legal reasons for the alarms 
and visitati~n regulations. 
Brandon reminded congress of the ACU-1 events, and of Bill Fry's performance. Brandon 
also reminded congress of upcoming events fhis weekend. Allyson announced that Chi-O 
Follies is set for November 11 at 7 :00pm in Button. Mike Caudill announced that there 
would be a Student Life Committee meeting at 6:15 on Thursday. 
Meeting was adjourned at 6:02 p.m. 
J::,~e~ully Submitt~d. 
7 't:,.q.--M.ichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
11 / 12 / 97 
Meeting was called to order by President Erin Hughey at 5:01 p.m. 
Mike Adams from Faculty Senate and former SGA President/Student Regent Jason Newland were in attendance . 
Excused Absences: Molly Caldwell, 't,i ) I .J,, Amanda Elliott, Jason McCloud, and Josh Byrd. 
Unexcused Absences: Deanna Burris. 
Executive Committee Reports 
• 
President: Erin updated congreBB on the BSBP meeting this past weekend. The statewide SGA conference will 
either be at Murray or the University of Kentucky. They also discuBBed additional state funding for the 
BSBP. Erin informed congreBB of the Board of Regents meeting on Friday. She asked congress members to 
stop by the SGA office if they had any questions concerning the agenda for the BOR meeting. Erin also 
. announced that congreSB would be reviewing the fall calendar iO: discuSBion, and the former SGA President 
Jason Newland would be presenting some reflections to congress. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin informed congreBB that he had sent out letters regarding the Tree Lighting Ceremony on 
Decem1er 4. He has talked to Dr. Moore, who would W.e to come and speak to congress. 
V.P. for Administration: Michelle announced that she will have a resolution in new busineSB concerning the book 
exchange board. · 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $20,457.27 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $3,931.79. The following committee balances are as follows: Athletic-
$832.93, Campus lmprovement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$510, LFAC-$1,425, 
Pubhcity & Programming-$730, and Student Life-$1,000. He also discussed the budgets for committees for 
next semester. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie went over the schedule for spring activities and the new time for comedians on 
Wednesday nights, which is 8:30pm. She also thanked Jenny, Rachel, and Tyanne for working the movies. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress that comedian Eric O'Shea will be performing tonight in Button 
at 9:15pm. He also informed congress of the upcoming ACU-1 event, which is the 8-Ball Tournament in 
ADUC at 4:30 on Friday, November 14. Brandon also reminded everyone of the.upcoming events this 
weekend. Men's Basketball, Thursday at 7:30 in the AAC. MSU Volleyball, Friday at 7:00 in Wetherby 
Gym. Football, Saturday at 1:30 at Jayne Stadium. MSU Volleyball, Saturday at 4:00 in Wetherby Gym. 
He also included Free Movie Night at the University Cinemas. 
Committee Reports 
Atbletic: Jenny announced that they had made a banner for the football game. 
Senior of the Montb: Amanda announced that they would be meeting tonight to go over a letter to send to alumni. 
Campus Improvement: David announced that they are looking into the bulletin board, and revising their goals. • 
Student Life: They will be meeting with Mike Ray at 3:00 in East Room B, and will be talking to Michael Walters 
about an ATM in Alumni Tower. 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Will be meeting on Sunday at 8:00 to discuss Alpha Phi Alpha and History Club 
requests. 




Record of Meeting 
None. 
SGA •Resolution for a uniform text requirement for all general education required COl1rij.CS 
regard!e., of section number' #21--PASSED 
Motion made by Mana88es to amend resolution #21 failed. 
Mike Adams brought to SGA's attention the "Prerequisite" Proposal that Faculty Senate 
will be discussing. Dustin, Todd, Brad, Kim, Manasse,, and Shae all raised questions and 
concerns on .both sides regarding this issue. Jason Newland passed out copies of his 
paper, "One Student's Reflections." He discussed with congress a few key points such as 
student fees and student seating at MSU Basketball games. He will return to next week', 
meeting to discuss these issues and more further. Kristie discussed towing at Nunn Hall in 
the 15 Minute Zone. 
Brandon reminded congre88 of the ACU-1 events, and of Eric O'Shea's performance. 
Brandon also reminded congre88•of upcoming events this weekend. Next week will be Alpha 
Phi Alpha Service Week. 
Meeting was adjourned al 6:08 p.m. 
Re~pes;ilitlly Submitted, 
/~chelle Franci, 
VP for Administration 
j 
SGAMINUTES 
11 / 19 / 97 
Meeting was called lo order by President Erin Hughey at 5:02 p.m. 
Excwed A1,ence,: Holly Demint, Allyson Cox, Mary Henderson, and Rita Atiaee. 
Unexcused A1,ence,: Molly Caldwell, Peggy Comb,, Kelly Field., and Shum Smith. 
Agenda wa, BUBpended for Jaeon Newland lo speak lo congress regarding hi, paper "One Student', Refl~ction,: • 
Executive Committee Report. 
• 
President: Erin updated congreBB on bwineBB that look place at laet Friday', Board of Regents meeting. Lucille 
Caudill will be receiving an honorary doctorate from Morehead State. The BSBP State SGA Conference 
will be on February 7 and 8. 
E~cutive y.P.: Dwtin informed congreBB that Dr. Moore w~uld be attending the SGA meeting on December 3. 
· . He-al.o aeked congreBB to remind all of their organization, of fhe Tree Lighting on December 4. 
V.P. for.Administration: Michelle handed out copies of Jaeon Newland', "One Student', Reflections to congre" 
member, who did not receive a copy last week. She al.o aeked to ,ee Deanna Bum, and Josh Byrd after the 
meeting .. 
V.P. for finance: J.P. announced that the cmrent Special Events book balance i, $18,806.36 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $3,210.79. The following committee balance, are a, follows: Athletic-
$832.93, Campw Improvement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$510, LFAC-$1,425, 
Pul,hcity & Programming-$730, and Student l.ife-$1,000. He al.o pae,ed out form, lo committee chairs . 
for their budgets. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie informed congreBB ,he would have a proposal in new hUBineBB. She al.o iliscw,ed 
with congreBB, "Tie ·Dye Tom• visiting our campUB during AwareneBB Week, and ,elhng products made from 
hemp. A portion of the money from ,ells will go toward. AwareneBB Week. Carrie sent around a ,ign-up 
.beet to work the movie, on December 5. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congreBB of the Tree Lighting Ceremony and Chri.tmae Party on Thursday, 
December 4. Santa Claw will be taking picture, with ,tudents in ADUC during the day, and he will al.a be 
at the Cbristmae Party. The party in ADUC begin, at 4:30pm, with the Tree Lighting at 6pm on Field, 
Lawn. 
Committee Report, 
Atbletic: Jaeon announced that MSU play, Marshall on December 8, at.7:30pm. 
Campus Improvement: David announced they revising their goal, for next semester. 
Student Lile: Mike announced they met with Mike Ray from Chartwell, and di,cw,ed their survey and went over 
some suggestions .. They discwsed a ,pot in Alumni for a new food vendor, and th·ey also discussed with Mike Walters 
the possiliillties of putting an ATM in Alumni. ' 
legislative & Fiscal Affairs: Joe announced that he would have two proposal. in new bwiness. 
.. Publicity & Programming: Amanda announced the Children's Book Drive would be from December 1-12. The 





Rcconl of Meeting 
None. 
SGA "$500 to Alpha Phi Alpha for Founders Weekend' #22--PASSED 
SGA "$500 to Phi Alpha Theta for convention' #23--PASSED 
SGA "$2,500 for Deanna Latson/Awareness Week' #24--PASSED 
SGA '$400 from Athletic Committee', Budget for Morehead Mob' #25-PASSHD , 
SGA 'Resolution Regarding Lakewood Terrace & an Outside Consultant' #26--PASSED 
Mike Adams was present to discuss the academic calendar for 98-99. Brandon asked for 
congre88' view on options regarding the calendar for the U Diversity Registration Advisory 
Committee. Todd, Amanda, Rocky, Heather, and others voiced concerns on the matter of 
starting class a week earlier. Erin mentioned having the registrar do a presentation to SGA 
on the benefits and the options available. 
Delvin voiced hi, concerns regarding parking tags that are issued for an entire year instead 
of on a semesterly basis . 
. Brandon reminded congre~s of the Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony and Party on 
Thursday, December 4 at 4:30pm in ADUC. RHA announced their campus wide 
Thanksgiving Dinner.. Committee meeting times were announced as well. 
Meeting was adjourned at 6:06 p.m . 
. R~7:Uy Submitted, 
~ ichelle Francis 
VP for Administration 
SGAMINUTES 
12/ 03/ 97 
Meeting was called lo order by President Erin Hughey al 5:02 p.m. 
Excused Absences: Danielle Anneken, Kristie Praler, and Brad Goldberg. 
Un~cus~d Absences: Aaron Bowling, Heather Gaylor, Kelly Fields, Donald Comb., Deana Burris, Shurri Smith, and 
Josh Byrd. 
Agenda was suspended for Dr. Moore, Vice-President for Academic Affairs. Dr. Moore discussed his dedication lo the 
students of Morehead State. 
Executive Committee Reports 
President: Erin informed congress that this weekend she will he attending the BSBP meeting, where they will be 
discussing the legislative session. She also reminded congress of the BSBP Stale SGA Conference on 
February 7 and 8. She then informed congress of the passing of Athletic Director Sieve Hamilton, visitation 
will be Thursday, with the funeral following on Friday al the AAC. Erin wished congress good-luck on their 
exams, and a happy holiday. 
Executive V.P.: Dustin reminded congress of the Tree Lighting on December 4, and that fifteen student groups 
would be in attendance. He also reminded committee chairs lo turn in their budgets for next semester. 
V.P. for Finance: J.P. announced that the current Special Events book balance is $17,158.61 and the current 
Administrative Fund book balance is $3,210.79. The following commillee balances are as follows: Athletic-
$432.93, Campus lmprovement-$1,000, Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month-$510, LFAC..$425, 
Publicity & Prograrnming-$730, and Student Llfe..$1,000. He also reminded commillee chairs lo !urn in 
their budget proposals. 
V.P. for Programming: Carrie reminded Rocky, Manasses, Jason Stinson, and Mike Caudill that they are loo work 
the movies. She then thanked congress for their attendance at events, and hoped to see them again next 
semester. 
V.P. for Publicity: Brandon reminded congress of the Tree Lighting Ceremony and Holiday Party on Thursday, 
December 4. Santa Claus will be taking pictures with students in ADUC during the day, and he will also be 
al the Holiday Party. Joe Hood and Brandon will be Santa Claus. The party in ADUC begins al 4:30pm, 
with the Tree Lighting al 6pm on Fields Lawn. He then reminded congress of the book drive boxes in 
residence halls, and of the Free Movie Night al the University Cinemas. 
Committee Reports 
Athletic: Jason reminded congress that MSU plays Marshall on December 8, al 7:30pm. He also announced he 
would have a proposal in new business. 
Campus Improvement: David passed out a copy of their revised goals for next semester. 
Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month: Amanda announced they would have awards for November and December 
Seniors of the Month in January. 





Record of Meeting 
None. 
SGA '$131.25 from Athletic Committee's Budgetfor Morehead Mob' #27-PASSED 
SGA '$1,704 for NACANational Conference' #28--PASSED 
SGA '$2,000 lo MSU Cheerleaders for competition' #29--PASSED 22 lo 12 
SGA '$2,000 lo MSU Dance Team with the stipulation that fund, be issued only when all 
moneys are raised, with $1,500 coming from the general budge! and $500 from 
the Student Life Committee' #30--PASSED 
Brandon discussed ideas for the Registration Advisory Committee. 
Erin reminded congress that there is no meeting next week. There will be a NTES Dance 
on January 26, and Alpha Phi Alpha's Black & Gold Ball is this weekend. 
Meeting was adjourned al 6:45 p.m. 
Respectfully Submitted, --~ 
Michelle Francis;JI""~ 
VP for Administration 
Morehead State University 




To coordinate events and functions betweeen SGA and the MSU Athletic 
Department in order to increase interest and participation in athletic events and to 
promote school spirit. 
Duties and Responsibi I ities 
l. To promote and improve students' participation and enjoyment at intercollegiate 
athletic events. 
2. To report upcoming activities or ideas to SGA. 
3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 




To research. evaluate. and initiate plans for campus improvement. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
1. To evaluate different needs of MSU's campus and to propose physical 
improvements for the campus to SGA. 
2. To serve as the liaison between the MSU Office of Public Safety and SGA in order 
to provide Morehead State students with increased safety on campus. 
3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
membership. 
Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month 
The EndO\\mem Fund was established to provide M.S.U. students with the chance to 
receive one of four scholarships that are awarded at the SGA Banquet in May. This 
II 
committee is also in charge of the selection of a senior to be recognized as the senior of 
the month. Any student with a minimum of 90 credit hours is eligible to receive this 
award. There will also be a "senior of the year" selected from the pool of monthly 
winners. 
Purpose 
To plan, publicize. and perfonn the processes of the Endowment Fund Scholarship. 
Also. to select ''Seniors of the Month" for each month of the Fall and Spring Semesters. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
l. To select "Seniors of the Month". 
2. To select the "Senior of the Year" prior to the Spring SGA Banquet. 
3. To perfonn the tasks of the Endowment Fund Scholarship process. 
4. To repon progress to the Student Government Association at large. 
5. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
membership. 
Legislative and Fiscal Affairs 
Purpose 
To enforce all legislative policies of SGA. including poor meeting attendance and 
impeachment hearings. To coordinate all SGA volunteers for elections. To evaluate anq 
recommend proposals from student organizations for financial assistance. To select the 
proposals to submit to congress that make the most feasible use of SGA money. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
I. The Chair is to communicate with the Vice President for Administration for 
information concerning the SGA attendance policy. needs for worker sign ups. etc. 
2. To review Special Funding Applications and submit the approved applications to 
Student Congress for action. 
3. Discuss and analyze the legislative and fiscal affairs of the Student Government 
Association. 
4. To report proposals that are currently in review to the Student Government 
Association at large. 
5. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
membership. The Vice President for Finance will also be a committee 
member, but cannot serve as an officer. 
Publicity and Programming 
Purpose 
To creatively look for ways to promote student awareness of s'ervices that arc 
provided to them by SGA and to also improve student participation at SGA acti\ities. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
l. To promote SGA and the goals of the organization. 
2. To promote and improve the activities of SGA. 
3. To continually bring fonvard ideas to SGA Congress on the topics of 
programming and increased participation by the student body in SGA events. 
4. The Chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the ExecutiYe 
Vice President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executi\'e Vice President of SGA. 
A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee membership. 
The Vice-President for Publicity and the Vice-President for Programming wilJ 
also be committee members. but can not sen1e as officers. 
Student Life 
Purpose 
To research. evaluate. and initiate plans to improve the quality of student life on the 
MSU campus. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
l. To evaluate the different needs of MSU's student population. 
2. To propose chan~es which will improve student life at Morehead State . 
. 3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the ExecutiYe 
Vice President of SGA. 
I 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and ExecutiYe Vice President of SGA. 
A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
· . membership. 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association Committees 
Reviewed I 997 
Athletic Committee 
Purpose 
To coordinate events and functions betweeen SGA and the .:-..1su Athletic 
Department in order to increase interest and participation in athletic events and to 
promote school spirit. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
1. To promote and improve students' participation and enjoyment at intercollegiate 
athletic events. 
2. To report upcoming activities or ideas to SGA. 
3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 




To research. e,·aluate. and initiate plans for campus improvement. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
1. To evaluate different needs of MSU's campus and to propose physical 
improvements for the campus to SGA. 
2. To serve as the liaison between the MSU Office of Public Safety and SGA in order 
to provide Morehead State students with increased safety on campus. 
11 
3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary \\ill be selected from the committee 
membership. 
Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month 
The Endowment Fund was established to provide M.S.U. students with the chance tc 
receive one of four scholarships that are awarded at the SGA Banquet in May. This 
committee is also in charge of the selection of a senior to be recognized as the senior of 
the month. Any student with a minimum of 90 credit hours is eligible to receive this 
award. There will also be a "senior of the year" selected from the pool of monthly 
winners. 
~~~ I 
To plan. publicize. and perform the processes of the Endowment Fund Scholarship. 
Also. to select "Seniors of the Month" for each month of the Fall and Spring Semesters. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
I. To select "Seniors of the Month". 
2. To select the "Senior of the Year" prior to the Spring SGA Banquet. 
3. To perform the tasks of the Endowment Fund Scholarship process. 
4. To report progress to the Student Government Association at large. 
5. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
membership. 
Legislative and Fiscal Affairs 
Purpose 
To enforce all legislative policies of SGA. including poor meeting attendance and 
impeachment hearings. To coordinate all SGA volunteers for elections. To evaluate am 
recommend proposals from student ornanizations for financial assistance. To select the 
proposals to submit to congress that make the most feasible use of SGA money. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
1. The Chair is to communicate with the Vice President for Administration for 
information concerning the SGA attendance policy. needs for worker sign ups. etc. 
2. To review Special Funding Applications and submit the approved applications to 
Student Congress for action. 
3. Discuss and analyze the legislative and fiscal affairs of the Student Government 
Association. 
4. To report proposals that are currently in review to the Student Government 
Association at large. 
5. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executive Vice 
President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of 
SGA. A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
membership. The Vice President for Finance will also be a committee 
ii 
II 
member. but cannot serve as an officer. 
Publicity and Programming 
Purpose 
To creati\ cly look for ways to promote student awareness of sen·iccs that arc 
pro\·ided to them by SGA and to also improve student participation at SGA acthities. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
I. To promote SGA and the goals of the organization. 
2. To promote and impro\'e the activities of SGA. 
3. To continually bring forward ideas to SGA Congress on the topics of 
programming and increased participation by the student body in SGA events. 
4. The Chair is required to submit the committee meeting repons to the Executi,·e 
Vice President of SGA. 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executi\e Vice President of SGA. 
A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee membership. 
The Vice-President for Publicity and the Vice-President for Programming \Vil 
also be committee members. but can not serve as officers. 
Student Life 
Purpose 
To research. e\'ah.1ate. and initiate plans to improve the quality of student life on the 
\11S C campus. 
Duties and Responsibilities 
l. To evaluate the different needs of MSU's student population. 
:!. To propose changes \\-hich will improYe student life at Morehead State. 
3. The chair is required to submit the committee meeting reports to the Executi\'e 
Vice President of SGA. 
I 
I 
Officers: A chair to be selected by the President and Executive Vice President of SG:\. 
A Vice Chair and Secretary will be selected from the committee 
· . membership. 
II 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
ELECTION RULES AND PROCEDURES 
FALL 1997 
,.Y. 




The following are rules by which the campaigning will be governed. 
then the action may be taken against ·the individual concerned. 
Should there be any violations of them, 
A. Student Government Association officers and representatives meet all the qualifications set forth 
in the SGA Constitution in addition to being a full-time student and having at least a 2.0 
cumulative GPA. 
B. In order for a student to vote in the election, he/she must be a full-time student at Morehead 
State University and must present his/her valid ID card at the polls on election day or at the 
Student Activities Office when obtaining an absentee ballot. 
C. Should the student be off campus during hours of the election, the student may vote by absentee 
ballot, which may be obtained from the Student Activities Office prior to the election. 
Procedures for absentee voting are outlined below: · 
1. The student may obtain an absentee ballot prior to the election day (Dates for absentee 
ballot are September 4, 5, and 8, 1997) for the election. 
2. The student shall request and complete the ballot at the Student Activities Office, 
second floor of ADUC, during normal business hours. 
3. Upon completion, the ballot shall be sealed, placed in the envelope provided, and left at 
the Student Activities Office. All absentee ballots shall be opened and tabulated at 3:00 
p.m. on September 9. The results oft he absentee votes shall be announced 
immediately following the close of the polls. 
D. The polls will be open during the hours of 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, September 9, 
1997. 
E. There will be no campaigning which is trying to persuade someone to vote through verbal or written 
communication on the first floor of ADUC up to the second floor (including the stairway), or on 
the patio directly in front of the entrance doors to ADUC on election day. 
F. All political advertising should be put on bulletin boards which are designated for general use 
and/or other areas designated by the Student Court. There will be a limit of ONE poster per 
candidate per bulletin board, not to exceed 16 x 24 dimensions. No campaigning materials will be 
allowed in classrooms, on trash cans, departmental boards, utility poles, buildings, doors, trees, or 
other places that deemed inappropriate by the Student Court. 
G. NO adhesive backed campaign materials shall be used. 
H. The Student Government Association logo may not be used on any campaign material. 
I. Candidates for office may campaign after, and only after, the election rules meeting on Thursday, 
August 28, 1997. 
J. Any candidate's campaign material may be removed only by the candidate, the campaign manager, 
or a designated representative. On election day, a representative of the Student Court will remove 
all campaign mate,:/al on the first floor of ADUC. 
K. Any person voting or attempting to vote more than once will be brought before Student Court. 
L. All posted campaign materials must be removed within 48 hours of the election. 
M. Each candidate, or their campaign manager, must attend the first candidate's meeting. 
N. Political activities such as meetings, rallies, parades, conferences, speeches, and the information 
booths necessitating physical arrangements should be scheduled through the Student Activities 
Office pending their approval. · 
0. Activities such as conferences and parades should not interfere with the regular academic schedule 
of the university. 
P. All campaign literature distributed through the University Post Office or Residence Hall mail 
boxes must be properly addressed with the name and appropriate box number as well as the sender 
name, except for one stuffing per candidate of mail boxes in the residence halls during an all-
campus election. 
Q. The distribution of campaign material in the residence halls and in married student housing must 
be approved by the Office of Student Housing. No under-the-door distribution of material will be 
approved for elections. 
R. Political banners are to be displayed only during approved rallies or parades, and only with the 
approval of the Director of Student Activities. 
S. No sound systems (electrical or battery amplification) are to be used. 
T. Any candidate's speech or formal discussion to be held in a residence hall must be scheduled 
through the Office of Student Housing. This type of activity must be confined to the lobby. 
U. A candidate is responsible for all materials and activities, relating to his candidacy; therefore, 
he/she should approve all activities related to his/her candidacy that are conducted by his/her 
campaign manager or supporters. 
· V. No candidate may name or in any way refer to his/her opponent in any literature, unless physical 
proof (such as documents, papers, signatures, etc.) of all statements made in the literature can be 
documented. 
W. A person accused of violating an election regulation may, at the discretion of the Student Court, 
have a hearing before the Student Court. Any charges against a candidate of his/her campaign 
.shall be registered in writing with the Student Court, or the Director of Student Activities. .,,, · · 
X. Candidates will be elected by those full-time students voting. 
Y. No chalking is permitted. 
President 
Executive \'ice President 
Vice President for Administration 
\'ice President for Finance 
Vice President for Programming 
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SGA Office 3-2298 
President Erin Hughey 4-2832 
Executive Vice President Dustin Wallen 3-48 I 6 
Vice President for Administration Michelle Francis 3-4815 
Vice President for Finance J.P. Bradley 0-0931 
Vice President for Programming Carrie Heringer 3-4825 
Vice President for Publicity Brandon Fraley 4-32 12 
Freshmen Representatives John Crawford 3-3414 
Holly Demint 3-3378 
Adam Stoll 3-3414 
Jonnie Stutts 3-39 I 6 
Sophomore Representatives Rachel Comwel l 3-3860 
Jason Elliott 3-4295 
Jason Wilson 
Junior Representatives Mike Caudill 3-4734 
Allyson Cox 3-4072 
Jason Stinson 3-3042 
Senior Representatives Molly Caldwell 3-4034 
Todd Dials 3-4545 
David Fields 3-0002 
JR. Melvin 4-3212 
Graduate Representative Manasses Fonteles 3-5 101 
Commuter Representatives Kim Hayner • ► 3-4530 
Joe Hood 4-32 12 




lFC President Josh Byrd 
- • ~ I. j S, ',I 
. . ' .••, :~ 
~ I 
Panhellenic President Stephanie B~ack •1. \ 
, . . 
. , .. 
SAC President Shae Whitt 3-4738 
RHA President Sabrina Johnson 3-4327 
NTES Representative Rocky Ross 3-4963 
Cosmopolitan Club President Rita Atiase 3-4543 
Black Coalition President Tyanne Brooks 3-4320 
National Pan-Hellenic Counci l Delvin Hickerson 
College of Business Representatives Eileen Fullerton 3-3516 
Sarandon Slattery 0-0987 
College of Education & 
Behavioral Sciences Danielle Anneken 3-4376 
Virgil White 3-3063 
College of Humanities Amanda Elliott 3-3770 
Jenny Richardson 3-3860 
College of Science & Technology Bradley Goldberg 4-8 I 81 
Jason McCloud 3-3324 
Residence Hall Presidents 
Alumni Tower Aaron Bowling 3-4302 
Butler Hall Heather Gaylor 3-4809 
Cartmell Hall Kelly Fields 3-3709 
Cooper Hall Donald Combs 3-3827 
Fields Hall Allen Johnson 3-4512 
East Mignon Sarah Henny 3-4398 
Mays Hall Lori Trzop 3-4825 
Ginger Sexton 3-4815 
Mignon Hall Billie Chaney 3-4474 
Mignon Tower s ..... Deanna Burriss 3-4418 
Nunn Hall Kristie Prater 3-3770 
Regents Hal I Amanda Hartley 3-3229 
Thompson Hall Shurri Smith 3-4080 
Wilson Hall Kyle McCormick 3-38 I 9 





Athletics Endowmen!LSenior of the Month 
1. Jason McCloud • (Chair) 3-3324 1. Amanda Hartley - (Chair) 3-3229 
2. Rachel Cornwell 3-3860 2. Stephanie Black 3-3969 
3: John Crawford 3-3414 3. Kelly Fields 3-3709 
4. Eilleen Fullerton 3-3516 4. Sarah Henny 3-4398 
5. Kristie Prater 3-3770 5. Delvin Hickerson 3-3932 
6. Jenny Richardson 3-3860 6. Rocky Ross 3-4963 
7. Ginger Sexton 3-4815 7. Lori T rzop 3-4825 
8. Sarandon Slallery 0-0987 8. Jason Wilson 
9. Adam Stoll 3-3414 
Ca,nvus Imvrovemcnl Stmlent Life 
1. David Fields . (Chair) 3-0002 1. Mike Caudill - (Chair) 3-4734 
2. Peggy Combs 3-3880 2. Rita Atiase 3-4543 
3. Manasses Fonteles 3-5101 3. Aaron Bowling 3-4302 
4. Mary Henderson 3-4201 4. T yanne Brooks 3-4320 
5. Kim Hayner 3-4530 5. Brad Goldberg 4-8181 
6. Kyle McCormick 3-3819 6. Sabrina Johnson 3-4327 
' 7. Jason Stinson 3-3042 7. Shurri Smith 3-4080 
8. Shae Whitt 3-4738 . 8. Virgil White 3-3063 
:Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Puhlicil:i: & Programming 
1. Joe Hood - (Chair) 4-3212 1. Amanda Elliott· (Chair) 3-3770 
2. Josh Byrd 3-3325 2. Danielle Anneken 3-4376 
3. Molly Caldwell 3-4034 3. Qconna B ,miss ,,Mau,,,ia_ j~ 3-4418 
4. Donald Combs 3-3827 4. Billie Chaney . 3-4474 
5. Allyson Cox . 3-4072 5. Holly Demint 3-3378 
6. Todd Dials 3-4545 6. Jason Ellioll 3-4295 
7. Heather Gayler 3-4809 7. J.R. Melvin 4-3212 



















SGA EXECUTIVE OFFICERS 
UPO 1331 
MSU 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
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1 BLUE ROCK COURT 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
606-783-4816 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
606-783-4815 
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MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
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300 PINE RIDGE DRIVE APT. A-5 
MOREHEAD, KY 40351 
606-783-1567 
Working in C011ittees: The ~urce of Our &lccess! ,i 
2 
~ A 
What is a ... 
"Because of the size of most organizations, 
it is impossible for each member to take an 
active part in making all decisions. For this 
reason, the organization delegates responsi-
bility to smaller groups or committees. The 
committee work is done for the good of the 
entire organization; a person on a commit-
tee is not only responsible to the committee 
but to the organization as well." 
Communication network for your organization. 
Openness to new ideas and opinions. 
Motivating force for your organiz.ation. 
Membership involvement strategy. 
Integral foundation of any organization. 
Total involvement of all members. 
Time efficient way to accomplish tasks. 
Everybody working together. 
Anonymous Each committee completing independent tasks 
for the common good. 
Why Committees Fail 
.. .lack of clarity about assignments 
... committee goals and objectives are not understood by members 
... members shirking their responsibilities 
... chairperson assumes too much responsibility 
.. .inability to adhere to given task 
... failure to complete reports to Cabinet on time 
... personality conflicts 
... failure to budget time 
.. .lack of evaluation 
.. .indecisiveness 
... poor organization and use of talent 
... domineering member 
Guidelines for Committee Chairpersons 
- Have an agenda and start on time! 
- See that adequate minutes are kept of each meeting and distribute them to members! 
- Keep the meeting moving. Encourage participation. Interest lags when action lags! 
- Insist on order. Stop general discussions and side conversations! 
- Encourage the speaker to speak clearly and audibly; have them repeat points that might 
not have been beard. 
- Sum up and clarify what the speaker has said! 
- Halt aimless discussion by assigning further research! 
- Avoid hasty actions resulting from a lack of time. Instead, plan to continue discussion at 
the next meeting! 
- Invite constructive criticism and disagreement! 
- Inquire at the end of the meeting to see if members feel all subjects have been adequately 
covered! 




SGA *9/10/97* #01 
The MSU Pan-Hellenic Council is the governing body of the eight 
(8) African American Greek organizations at MSU, and 
There is a representative from the MSU National Panhellenic 
Council and the Interfraternity Council on the Student Government 
Association Congress, therefore · 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the MSU National Panhellenic Council President be 
recognized as a voting member of Congress 
Respectfully Submitted, 





The Student Government Association is committed to 
entertainment, programs, and activities for students, 
WHEREAS: Comedians, novelty acts, Welcome Week activities, 
concerts, etc., have proven to be programs that are desired, and, 
WHEREAS: The SGA Executive committee must schedule most·Fall 
Semester activities during the summer period, therefore, 
BE IT PROPOSED: The student Government Association Congress 




SGA Retreat Expenses 
Ken Sprano 














Simon B. Cotter 
Sawyer Brown 
University Cinema-Movie Nights 
ACU-I Recreational Tournament 
Homecoming Queen Awards 
Homecoming/Mt. Laurel Expenses 
Miss MSU Pageant 
Tree Lighting Ceremony 





*Fall & Spring Semesters 






































SGA *9/10/97* #03 
The Student Government Association meets approximately 12 times 
this semester, and 
It is expected that all SGA Congress members attend meetings 
regularly, and 
Attending 80% of SGA meetings is not only expected, but it is also a 
realistic goal that is highly obtainable, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That SGA attendance be governed as follows: 
_l. A maximum of 1 unexcused absence per semester. 
2. A maximum of 3 total absences (excused/unexcused) per semester, excluding 
extreme circumstances. 
(If you must miss and your reason is a University Excused Absence then you may fill out 
an excused absence request form prior to your absence. The forms .are available in the 
SGA Office.) 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
WHEREAS: 
WHEREAS: 
SGA *9/10/97* #04 
It has been a long standing tradition that the Morehead State 
University Homecoming Queen would attend and participate in the 
Mountain Laurel Festival in Pine\ille, Kentucky each summer, and 
It is an opportunity for Morehead State University to gain exposure 
in that area as the Homecoming Queen represents us there, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the 1997 MSU Homecoming Queen represent 
Morehead State University at the Mountain Laurel Festival. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
WHEREAS: 
WHEREAS: 
SGA *9/10/97* #05 
In previous years the Student Government Association consisted of 
ten standing committees, and 
Six standing committees would be more productive and active, 
therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association vote to approve 
the following standing committees for the 1997-98 
Congressional Year: 
At/,/etic Committee 
Campus Improvement Committee 
Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month Committee 
Legislative and Fiscal A/fairs Committee 
Publicity and Programming Committee 
Student L;fe Committee 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
WHEREAS: 
SGA *9/10/97* #06 
The 1996-97 Congress voted to have the 1997-98 Congress review 
and accept the following guidelines and rules for the Legislative and 
Fiscal Affairs Committee formally known as Special Funding,: 
I. Proposals are to be submitted by student organizations to the Legislative. and Fiscal 
Affairs Committee. Upon LFAC approval, the LFAC shall make 
recommendations for funding to the entire SGA Congress. This will allow requests 
to be critically re-evaluated by the entire SGA Congress, where the amounts can be 
raised or lowered. 
II. Or~anizations mush show a genuine need for funds. 
III. Those organizations that have previously received money from SGA are not 
guaranteed any allotment for the following year. · 
IV. Funds approved by SGA are to be used for the explicit purpose as stated in the 
proposal. Failure to do so may result in the forfeiture of funds allotted or 
reimbursements would be required back to SGA. SGA will require all groups or 
organizations which receive moneys to return an expense report form ten days 
following the event for which it is to be used. 
V. Persons explaining or presenting proposals to the LFAC will be asked to leave when 
a vote is tal~en during the committee meeting. Also, any member of the LFAC 
who has documented ties to the organization requesting funding will not participate 
in the LFAC vote to bring the proposal to the entire SGA Congress. 
VI. The Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee will have a ceiling level set for each 
semester at the first meeting of each semester of SGA. This does not mean that 
the funds must be used or will definitely be available, it is only a measure to ensure 
proper financial planning by the LFAC and SGA. 
VII. It is advised that applications be submitted to the SGA Office at least one calendar 
month before the money is needed. 
RULES FOR SPECIAL FUNDING PROCESS 
I. Registered Rule: The group must be a university registered student 
organization. 
IL 10 Day Rule: A request for funding must come before SGA Congress 10 
worlrnig days before the scheduled event. This allows for possible checl~ 
processing and for SGA to l1ave the flexibility to table a proposal for future 
consideration and debate. 
111. Once A Year Rule: Registered student organizations are eligible for funding 
once per academic year. 
IV. Absolute Maximum Rule: In lweping with the purpose of the I:FAC, each 
request will be evaluated and upon committee approval there will be a 
funding l11vel presented to SGA Congress. The maximum level that will be 
allotted to a given organization will be $500.00. The maximum in this 
case becomes more the exception and not the habitual rule. 
V. Organizations Commitment To Proposed Activity: The requesting 
organization must provide documentation that they can either match or 
exceed the requested funding level prior to their LFAC request. 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association approve the 
guidelines for the 1997-98 Congressional Year. 
Respectfully Subfilltted, 
The Executive Committee 
WHEREAS: 
SGA *9/17/97* 07 
The Student Government Association congress is made up 
of six standing committees, and 
WHEREAS: In order for these committees to be productive for the 
fall 1997 semester, each individual committee should 
have their own working budget, and 
WHEREAS: Each expenditure must be approved by the entire 
congress, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allot the 
following moneys to each standing committee: 
Athletic Committee 
Campus Improvement Committee 
Endowment Fund/Senior of the Month 
Legislative and Fiscal Affairs 
Publicity and Programming 








The Executive Committee 
'lV£EkEAS: 
WHEREAS: 
SGA *9/24/97* #08 
The SGA Athletic bommittee supports MSU Athletic events, .uH) 
The Athletic Committee helped to support the Beach Party theme at 
the MSU Football ga.rne on Saturday, September 20, 1997, by 
sharing the costs of Beach Packs that were given out at the game, 
therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: - - That the Student Government Association vote to approve the 
assessed $39.46 from the Athletic Committee's budget. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Athletic Committee 
WHEREAS: 
WI-IEREAS, 
SGA • 10 / 01 / 97 * #10 
The Student Government Association is committed to assisting 
organizations in their efforts to provide educational opportunities, 
and activities for their members, and 
The Paralegal Club Alpha Lambda Pi will be attending the Ninth 
Annual Paralegal Forum, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, The Student Government Association allocate and match 
funds for the Alpha Lambda Pi Paralegal Club in the amount 
of $145.00 to pay for their registration fees at this 
conference. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS: 
SGA • 10 / 01 / 97 • #11 
The Students of Morehe~d State University have in the past been 
able to sit in Section O at the Academic Athletic Center during ' 
University Basketball games, and 
' ) 
These seats have been removed from the "Student Section," and have 
been made available to season ticket holders, therefore . 
BE IT RESOLVED: That the Athletic Department reevaluate the need for student 
seating at MSU Basketball games a:nd determine if there is a 
need to return Section O to the students at the end of the 
1997-98 Basketball season. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA • 10 / 01 / 97 • #12 . 
The Publicity & Programming Committee feels a need for new and 
innovative ways to publicize events, and • 
The Pumpkin Carving Contest allows us to use creative advertising, 
therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, The Student Government Association allot $270.00 from the 












The Publicity & Programming Committee 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS: 
SGA • 10 / 08 j 97 * #13 
The Student Government Association and the Athletic Committee 
are committed to supporting MSU athletics and student involvement 
at Morehead State University, and 
The SGAAthletic Committee is sponsoring a drawing at the MSU 
Football game on Saturday, October 11 against Wofford, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, The Student Government Association allot $69.90 from the 
Athletic Committee's budget to purchase two MSU 










SGA * 10 / 15 / 97 * #14 
The Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee along with The Student 
Government Association is committed to assisting organizations in 
their efforts to provide educational opportunities, and activities for 
their members, and 
The Economics & Finance Club will be taking a trip to Chicago from 
November 6 through November 9, and 
This trip will include visiting The Chicago Board of Trades and The 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allot $500 to the 
Economics & Finance Club to help pay for their Hotel costs. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee 
WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS: 
SGA • 10 / 15 / 97 • #15 
The 1997-98 Congress voted to approve the LFAC's funding 
guidelines.and rules on September 10, 1997, and 
The Executive Committee has seen a need for a change in rule III., 
therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association change the following 
rule. 
Previously Stated: III Once A Year Rule: Registered student organizations are 
eligible for funding once per academic year. 
Proposed Reading: III. Once A Semester Rule: Registered student organizations 
are eligible for funding once per academic semester (With a 
maximum total of $500 per academic year}. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
WIIEREAS: 
WHEREAS: 
SGA • 10 / 23 / 97 • #16 · 
The Student Government Association and the Endowment Fund/ 
Senior of the Month Committee are committed to recognizing · 
Morehead State University seniors and their accomplishments, and 
The Endowment Fund/ Senior of the Month committee chooses, 
from nominations, one MSU senior each calendar month to receive a 
cash award of $50.00, and a plaque valued at approximately $20.00, 
therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allot $70.00 per 
month from the Endowment Fund/ Senior of the Month operating 
budget so that these two monthly awards can be made. Expenditures 
are itemized as follows: 
Cost Breakdown 
Actual Cost of Plaque 
Estimated Cost of Engraving (10 cents per letter) 
Kentucky Sales Tax 
Estimated Monthly Cost of Plaque 
Cash Award 
Estimated Cost of Plaque and Lettering 













SGA • 10 / 29 / 97 • #17 
The Student Government Associalion and the Legislative & Fis~al 
Affairs Committee is committed to assisting in the provision of 
entertainment and cultural activities, and 
The Cosmopolitan Club is holding Asian Night on Saturday, 
ovember I , and 
This event will promote cultural awareness and allow Morehead 
students to experience cross cultural integration, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allot up to $500 
to the Cosmopolitan Club for Asian Night, with the 
stipulation that the funds be used to pay for pertotfh~ 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA *10 / 29 / 97* #18. 
The Student Government Association and the Executive 
Committee are committed to providing entertainment for the 
campus, and 
The National Association for Campus Activities Regional Conference is 
being held October 30th - November 2nd, and 
NACA provides entertainment and publicity at an affordable 
cost to Colleges and Universities 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allot up to 






SGA * 11 / 05 / 97 • #19 
The Student Government Association and the Legislative & Fiscal 
Affairs Committee is committed to assisting organizations in th~ir 
efforts to provide educational opportunities & activities, and 
The Delta Tau Delta Fraternity is sponsoring an educational 
seminar, "4 Stages of Drinking" featuring Mike Green on February 
11, 1998,and 
This event is open to all students, and recent events nationally have 
highlighted problems with alcohol abuse, which is also a problem at 
Morehead State, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allot up to $500 
to the Delta Tau·Delta Fraternity to help pay for expenses to 
bring Mike Green to Morehead State. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA * 11 / 05 / 97 * #2.0 
The Student Government Association and the Legislative & Fiscal 
Affairs Committee is committed to assisting organizations in their 
efforts to provide educational opportunities & activities for their 
members, and 
Phi Beta Lambda will be attending the FBLA-PBL National Fall 
Leadership Conference in Virginia Beach, Virginia on November 14-
16, 1997,and 
This leadership development conference will provide exposure to 
workshops and peers that is unavailable in the classroom, as well as 
networking, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, That the Student Government Association allot up to $360 
to Phi Beta Lambda to help pay for transportation to the 
conference~ 
Transportation: 
15 Passenger Van @ .35 mile 
1018 Miles Round Trip 
Total Price for Transportation $356.30 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA • 11 / 12 / 97 • #2i 
It is the responsibility of the Student Government Association to 
serve the needs of the students, and 
SGA has been made aware of increasing textbook prices and the !~ck 
of agreement between professors on textbook requirements for 
general education courses, and 
The Student Governfuent Association advises that the textbooks be 
used for a minimum of four semesters with the exception of those 
courses where it is imperative that text information be updated, 
therefore 
BE IT RE SOL VEP: That the Student Government Association recommend to 
Faculty Senate, Dr. Moore; VP for Academic Affairs, and 
President Eaglin a uniform text requirement for all general 
education required courses regardless of section number. This 
is an attempt to lower textbook ·prices; and provide students 
the opportunity to purchase and sell used books. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA • 11 / 19 / 97 • #22 
The Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee along with The Student 
Government Association is committed to assisting organizations in 
their efforts to provide educational opportunities, and activities for 
their members, and • 
The Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated is celebrating their 
Founders Weekend on December 5-6, and 
S.cheduled events for this .,;_,eekend include a ball and pageant, with 
the winner of the pageant competing in district, regional, and 
national pageants if successful, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: The Student Government Association allocate $500 to Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity Incorporated to help pay for their 
Founders Weekend, with the stipulation that the funds be 
used toward food costs from Chartwells. 
Respectfully Submitted, 





SGA * 11 / 19 / 97 * #23 
The Student Government Association and the Legislative & Fiscal 
Affairs Committee is committed to assisting organizati~ns in their 
efforts to provide educational opportunities & activities for their 
members, and 
Phi Alpha Theta will be having their biennial convention in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico on December 26-29, and 
• 
Phi Alpha Theta is one of the largest and most accomplished history 
honor societies in the U.S., and 
Three students will he attending this convention as delegates and to 
present papers, as well as represent MSU internationally, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocate $500 
to Phi Alpha Theta, with the stipulation that the funds 
be used toward hotel costs at the conference. 
Hotel Costs: 2 Rooms for 3 Nights $474 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA * 11 / 19 / 97 * #24 
The Student Government Association and the Executive Committee 
are committed to providing educational entertainment for students, 
and 
• 
Awareness Week is scheduled for February 9-13, 1998, with the 
theme being "Be Aware of Your World, and 
Deanna Latson would be an excellent speaker to bring to MSU to 
discuss innovative and often unknown ideas concerning . 
nutrition, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, That the Student Government Association allot $2,500 
to bring Deanna Latson to MSU for Awareness Week. 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA * 11 / 19 / 97 * #25 
The SGAAthletic Committee & the MSU Athletic Department are 
co-sponsoring the founding of the Morehead Mob, and 
The SGAAthletic Committee believes that the Morehead Mob will 
increase student attendance at athletic events, and 
They will also help to increase the overall enthusiasm at athletic 
events, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allot $400 
from the Athletic Committee's budget to pay for 125 
Morehead Mob T-shirts. 
Respectfully Submitted, 









SGA *11/19/97* #26 
The recruitment and retention of students is of serious concern . 
to the Student Government Association; and 
The provision of affordable housing is essential to the • 
recruitment and retention of all students especially married students, 
single parents, and non-traditional students; and 
The rent received from the on-campus married students housing 
basically covers the costs of operation; and 
The demand for the married· student housing is strong, so that it is 
highly likely that the rents could be raised moderately to help 
. cover costs of gradual renovation; and 
Affordable off-campus housing is scarce, and with the opening 
of the Guardian Plant, off-campus housing has become 
evenlessabundant;and 
The tearing down of on-campus housing will increase the 
demand for off-campus housing for all students and is therefore 
likely to cause off-campus housing rent to increase; and 
Available residence halls are not an ideal environment for non-
traditional students and single parents; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That an independent, unbiased, outside 
consultant be asked to study and report on the cost involved in 
tearing down the married housing units, the cost of renovating the 
units, and the feasibility of financing the renovation through 
increased rents . 
. BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the proposed razing of Lakewood 
Terrace be delayed until such study is done, and that, if upgrading is 
found to be economically feasible, the housing be retained and 
renovated. 
Respectfully Submitted, 





SGA • 12 / 03 / 97 • #Z, 
The SGA Athletic Committee & the MSU Athletic Department are 
co-sponsoring the founding of the Morehead Mob, and 
The SGAAthletic Committee & MSU Athletic Department will ~e 
providing pizza and soft drinks to Morehead Mob members at the 
Men's Basketball game against Marshall, and 
The ·pizzas and soft drinks will be prepared by Chartwells, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED, That the Student Government Association allocate $132.25 
from the Athletic Committee's budget to pay for pizza and 
soft drinks for Morehead Mob members. 
$6.50 Per Pizza 
25 Pizzas 
$100 for Soft Drinks 
Total $262.50 
Split half with the MSU Athletic Department 
SGA COST $131.25 
Respectfully Submitted, 




SGA * 12 / 03 / 97 * #2f 'jii 
The Student Government Association and the Executive Committee 
are committed to providing entertainment for the campus, and 
The National Association for Campus Activities will be holding their 
national conference in Indianapolis February 14 - 18, and 
The NACA provides entertainment and publicity at an aHordable Clffl 
to colleges and universities, therefore 
BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocate $1,704 to 
send Susette Redwine, Carrie Beringer, and one additional 
member of congress to the NACA National Conference. 
0---
----------'VJ 
Hotel ($312.50 @ 2) Persons $625.00 
Registration ($230.00 @ 2) $460.00 
Meals ($109.00 @ 2) $218.00 
Shared Travel $75.00 
Total for 2 Persons $1,378.00 
Susette's Registration & Meals $326.00 
Total for 2 Persons & Susette $1,704 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Executive Committee 
MEMORANDUM 
DATE: December 1, 1997 
TO: Larry Stephenson 
FROM: Myron Doan~ 
. . 
RE: Cheerleader Competition Expense$ 
Airline for 5 @ $150 
Lodging for 5 @ $256 
Bus Transportation 









. - ·•·. --- --------------
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689 
• 
SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
September 16, 1997 
Book Balance, September a, 1997 
Receipts: 
9/10 56941 - Cl846 Concert #14 
9/10 56941 - Cl847 Concert #15 
9/12 57046 - C2124 Concert #16 
9/15 57105 - C2178 Concert #17 




592 . 00 
185.00 
9/09 Big Valu - V47332 46.95 
(Supplies for Bricq) 
9/09 University Cinema - V47333 105.88 
(Movies - 8/29/97) 
9/09 Daniel Horn - V47334 445.00 
(Airfare for 9/26/ 97 ) 
9/09 Medical Trans. Serv. - V47336 250.00 
(August Artists) 
9/09 Sigma Nu - V47360 75.bO 
(Bricq Workers) 
9/09 Theta Chi - V47376 56.65 
(Bricq Workers-partial) 
9/10 Pyramid Lighting - V47420 1,600.00 
(Lights & Sound-Bricq) 
9/10 Trail Blazer - V47489 234.00 
(Aug. 27 Ads) 
9/10 WFTM - V47490 100.00 
(Radio Ads-Concert) 
9/10 University Cinema - V47501 289.63 
(Movie on 9/5) 
9/10 Tour Designs - V47516 345.00 
(Concert Radio Tapes) 
9/12 Knights of Sound - V47971 100.00 
(Activities Fair/DJ) 
9/15 Theta Chi - V48171 77.25 
(Worked Bricq (remainder) 
9/15 Larry Stephenson - V48172 62.10 
(Soft Drinks - Retreat) 
9/15 Ponderosa - V48174 277.00 
(Dinner - Paintsville) 
9/15 Columbia's - V48175 396.18 
(Food Service/Retreat) 
TOTAL EXPENSES 











P70427 - MSU 
P00S84 - Incentives 
P00SSS - Incentives 





Actual Balance, September 16, 1997 
3,822.00 
$49, 31']. 02 
SGA ADMINISTRATIVE · 
September 16, 1997 
Book Balance, September a, 1997 
Expenses: 
9/12 MSU - 52666 
(Trip Insurance) 
Book Balance, September 16, 1997 
outstanding Obligations: 
Erin Hughey - BSBP Meeting 
(Travel Expenses) 






SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
September 23, 1997 
Book Balance, September 16, 1997 
Receipts: 
9/16 57177 - 2460 Concert #18 437.00 
9/16 57177 - 2371 Concert #19 27.00 
9/17 57279 - 2681 Concert #20 240.00 
9/19 57331 - 2778 concert #21 265.00 
9/19 57331 - 2827 Concert #22 129.00 
9/19 57331 - 2779 Concert #23 78.00 
9/19 57332 - 2911 Concert #24 139.00 
9/19 57332 - 2910 Concert #25 1,275.00 
9/19 57332 - 2909 Concert #26 1,211.00 
Balance before Expenses 
Expenses: 
9/16 PFM - 61710 $ 80.00 
(Pre-Mix Rick Kelly) 
9/16 PFM - 66782 250.00 
(1/2 Ice Cream Social) 
9/16 Madalene Butler - V48381 24.00 
(Meal Money - bus driver) 
9/16 Knights of Sound-V48382 100.00 
(DJ Pep Rally) 
9/17 Columbia's of Paintsville 6.89 
(Meals - Retreat) 
9/18 WMOR - V49036 284.00 
(Radio Ads-Sawyer Brown) 
9/18 Susette Redwine - V49127 47.00 
(Beach Packs 1/2 w/SAC) 
9/22 carriage House 737.60 
(Hotel-Retreat) 
TOTAL EXPENSES 






















SGA ADMINISTRATIVE FUND 
September 23, 1997 
Book Balance, September 16, 1997 
NO CHANGE 
Book Balance, September 23, 1997 
outstanding Obligations: 
Erin Hughey-BSBP Mtg. 






SGA SPECIAL EVENTS . 
Octo.ber 28, 1997 
Book Balance, Octo.ber 14, 1997 $27,685.96 
Expenses: 
10/15 University Cinema-V52095 $ 540.75 
(Movies 10/10/97) 
10/15 Chartwells-V52183 664.98 
(Sawyer Brown Catering) 
10/16 MSU-V52214 , 500.00 
(Economics & Finance Club) 
10/20 Carrie Heringer~V52542 199.17 
(Travel NACA) 
10/20 Holly DeMint-V52543 199.17 
. .(Travel NACA) 





10/23 Perks-V52895 4.84 
(Cable Ties) 
,,.---- 10/24 Susette Redwine-V53147 57,71 
u (Sunglasses-Morehead Madness) 
10/27 Incentives-V53281 990.00 
(Bic Clic Pens) 
10/27 Incentives-V53281 2,400.00 
(Stadium cups) 
10/28 University Cinema-V53381 309.75 
(Movies 10/24/97) 
TOTAL EXPENSES $ 6,125.82 









Campus Improvement 1,000.00 ·:.:;'. \ 
Endowment 1,, 000. 00 
:~, 
'· 1: '.;:._ 
LFAC 2,785.00 ,. 
Publicity 730.00 
Student Life 1,000.00 





Movies ? 7,936.93 
Actual Balance octo.ber 28,. 1997 $13,623.21 
r 
SGA ADMINISTRATIVE 
October 28, 1997 
Book Balance, October 14, 1997 
NO CHANGES 
Book Balance, October 28, 1997 
outstanding Obligations 
, 
Erin Hughey - BSBP Meeting 





SGA ADMINISTRATIVE . 
October 28, 1997 
Book Balance,. October 14, 1997 
NO CHANGES 
Book Balance, October 28, 1997 
outstanding Obligations 
Erin Hughey - BSBP Meeting 





SGA SPECIAL EVENTS 
Novembers, 1997 
Book Balance, October 2s, 1997 
Receipts: 
10/28 Transfer 9205 
(To correct NACA Reg.) 
10/29 Correction-V52095 , 
(Charges to Univ. Cinema) 
Book Balance before Expenses 
Expenses: 
10/28 Printing Services-63548 
(Calendar) 
10/28 University Cinema-V53381 
(10/24/97) 
10/30 Cosmopolitan Club-V53460 
(Proposal #17) 






11/03 Kappa Sigma-V53722 
(Pumpkin Contest) 
11/03 MSU 101-V53724 
(Pumpkin Contest) 
11/03 Home Econ. Assoc.-V53728 
(Pumpkin Contest) 
11/03 William Cudd-V53731 
(Pumpkin Contest) 1 
11/03 Brett Daughenbaugh-V53736 
(Pumpkin Contest) 
11/03 Trevor Griffith-V53739 
(Pumpkin Contest) 
11/04 Susette Redwine-V53995 
(NACA Travel) 
Total Expenses 























































Book Balance, October 28, 1997 
Expenses: 




Book Balance, Novembers, 1997 
outstanding Obligations: 
.Erin Hughey - BSBP 









One Student's Reflections: 
FALL 1997 
A). Issues left unresolved. 
Intro: Purpose is to inform 
1. Student Fees 
2. Graduation Fee 
3. Commencement Reception 
4. Student/President Relationship 
5. Cable Television Proposal 1995-present 
6. . Student Wellness Center 1994-present 
7. Accessibility of Laughlin and AAC pool 
8. Food service 
9. Campus living 
10. Dining/housing policies: tying them together 
11. Housing prices 
12. Mitchelson's demotion 
13. Connecting with the BOR 
14. Utilizing the University's organizational chart 
15. Basketball seat decision 
Conclusion: ·Leave no stone unturned 
B). What is SGA'S true mission? 
1. How can SGA improve its organizational structure? 
2. Priorities are a product of organizational make-up. 
By Jason Newland, 
1995-96 SGA VICE PRESIDENT FOR ADMINISTRATION 
1996-97 SGA PRESIDENT AND STUDENT REGENT 
i 
A). ISSUES LEFT UNRESOLVED 
The purpose of this paper is to inform and persuade students to seek out 
problems and solutions that concern MSU'S student body. I would first like 
to say thfs is not the gospel. It is a collection of thoughts from the 1996-97 
year in the Student Government Association (SGA). 
Although I attempt to clearly display the intended purpose of this paper, it 
will obviously go through misinterpretations. I urge you to write in the 
margins and record your thoughts and questions as you read. This paper in 
no way covers all that is occurring here at MSU, neither positively nor 
negatively. It is only one student's partial observations of the state of affairs 
on our campus and in SGA. 
What follows is a non-inclusive list of some of the issues that have gone 
unresolved over the course of the last few years. It is important to record 
these issues so they do not disappear when the students who witnessed 
. them graduate. To my knowledge, this is the first list of this type to be . 
written. The intent is to inform students that there are real issues on our 
campus. Students must be aware of issues before they can attempt to deal 
with them. I am admitting my shortcomings and those of the previous SGA 
administrations. The reason this paper is worth writing is to provide 
information to the students of MSU. · 
1.) STUDENT FEES: 
This is an issue that needs to be addressed by our University. Before you read 
any further, I want you to write down what is covered under your student fees. 
Write down the parts of the fee schedule, the direct benefit, and the cost of said 
benefit. I will do my best to show that something positive needs to be done to 
improve this situation. It is vital that you digest the material contained in this 
topic. Your student fees, the highest in the state, cover many things: The $105 
base fee covers the Division of Student Life. It is separated into two parts. The 
first, student activities, covers the services provided through the Division of 
Student Life. This includes everything from personnel costs to SGA'S budget. 
The second half of this fee goes to cover the Department of Athletics. The 
remaining $10 is the fee SGA and the Board of Regents (BOR) passed to fund 
the Student Wellness Center. 
5 student activ1 
$47.50 student activities 
47.50 athleti 
$10 wellness center 
$70 in other mandatory student fees 
2 
$35 health fee 
$15 technology fee 
$20 computer fee 
(Last year a proposed $10 general fee increase was removed from the 
1997-"98 Operating Budget at the direction of the Board of Regents.) 
This totals $175 per semester per student. For every $10 it creates 
approximately $150,000 in annual revenue. That means that the total 
revenue generated in a year is approximately $2.625 million. 
We should value our SAF and the services provided but where do all the 
funds go? There is a budgetary process referred to as EARMARKING. 
Earmarking- setting fees and then specifically showing and dedicating were 
the money goes to directly benefit the students. Currently our University 
doesn't earmark the specific pieces of the student activity fee. 
EXAMPLE: The technology and computer fee. First ... what's the difference? 
Second, were does the money specifically go? When combining these two 
fees, $15 technology fee/$20 computer fee, one can see that the University 
collects approximately $525,000 annually. That's over a half a million dollars 
a year in these two small fees. Look at our computer lab (which is a great 
lab, we just need more of them). It holds approximately 100 computers 
bought in 1996. 
Let's say the PC's in the lab cost $1,800 each. This is a high estimate but it 
will illustrate the point. That's $180,000 in one payment. This is a lot of 
money coupled with renovation costs in the library basement and the 
personnel it takes to operate the lab, but the University, by the e_nd of this · 
school-year will have accumulated over $1,000,000 from the tech/computer 
fees in the last two years. Those PC's were paid for last_year. What are the 
plans for this year's fee money, next year's, and so on? It should be a 
continual process, since the computer and technology fees are paid each · 
semester. 
Last year, SGA requested the installation of laser printers in the super lab. 
With fees being a continual process, we should ask for continual progress. 
Student's should see this fee money put to use each semester. One small 
improvement would be the installation of laser printers in the lab. Students 
now use ribbon printers for their assignments. They produce documents of 
poor quality and are outdated. If the Administration purchased five laser 
printers at a cost of $2,000 each, it would only cost $10,000. To put this 
into the perspective of the $2.625 million in total fees, this request for 
3 
printers would account for 0.38% of the annual SAF funds. This amount is 
less than 4/10 of one percent of the annual revenue produced by the SAF. 
Perhaps students should pay 2 cents for every page they print. (I don't know 
how the University would collect, but it would solve some problems.) That 
way you pay for what you use .. This would eliminate the abuse of over 
printing and the cost of paper to the University. It is up to SGA to ask were 
this technology and computer fee money goes each year. 
This is but one isolated example of how the funds could be better used to 
provide services to the student body. The important issue here is the big 
picture. Example: Are there plans for another lab comparable in size to the 
current one? What specifically are the Administration's student-related 
technology initiatives? Or any other question regarding fees and services you 
feel is important. 
All of the $175 should be earmarked right down to the last penny. It is up to 
SGA to achieve this. It is imperative if students are to know where their 
money is going. This money is not tuition, it is fee money that students pay 
for specific services. The Council on Postsecondary Education sets the tuition 
rate for all state schools. Our tuition is the same as the other regional 
universities in the Commonwealth. The extra fees have been added for 
enhanced services to students by our University. Every university has 
different Student Fees. 
. If you look on your bill from last semester or from this coming semester, you 
will see that it either says: 
In-State tuition & fees--$1,075 or Out-State tuition and fees, $2,875 
Did you ever realize that $175 of this total are on your bill for specific student 
services? MSU'S student body should know what they are paying for and 
what is available through the charge of these fees. This will be a huge 
success, if it only achieves one goal: Informing our students of the SAF. If 
you take a poll in SGA there will be very few students who can describe the 
SAF. So this paper has already had a positive affect on informing a part of 
the student body. 
Two issues SGA may want to pursue concerning the SAF -
I.) Request that the budgetary technique referred to as earmarking become 
a common practice. This will allow SGA and the student body to see the 
direct link of the SAF to intended services. 
4 
IL) Request the SAF be itemized on the semester bill to at least EDUCATE 
OUR STUDENTS ON WHAT THEY ARE PAYING FOR. Students need to be 
informed. 
2. GRADUATION FEE 
It seems like $10 is a lot for a diploma. I am unaware of what else is covered by 
this fee. SGA has tried in the past to research what else the fee provides. It is 
not my purpose to propose this fee be eliminated, but if students pay this fee 
they should be made aware of the benefits. 
3. COMMENCEMENT RECEPTION 
Commer:i,cement needs to be enhanced. The Eaglins can have a greater 
presence at the commencement reception. The program lists MSU'S first family 
as the host of this special occasion. This is one of those brief public appearances 
that creates lasting memories. This is a very special event for new graduates 
and their families. It seems only fitting that the members of our University 
Community take a more social role in this event. Rare moments, such as an 
enhanced graduation reception, would touch graduates' and their families' lives 
forever. Why not a reception that allows all professors and members of the 
Administration to meet graduates and their families, perhaps for each college. 
4. STUDENT/PRESIDENT RELATIONSHIP 
Students don't know our President. This is a key element to making our campus 
more student-oriented. Students need to make it a point to meet the chief 
executive officer of this University. Granted, it is impossible for all of our 
students to be on a first-name basis with Dr. Eaglin, but students need to 
improve their communications with him. This is a two-way street and he can be 
more effective in reaching out to MSU'S student body. Allow him to know what 
issues and concerns are affecting the student body. He needs to know us and 
students need to know him as well. Only through·communication can he 
understand the issues that face the MSU student body. 
5. CABLE TELEVISION PROPOSAL 1995-97 
Last year when I came into office a fund had been accumulating for a couple of 
years for a new on-campus television cable system with dozens of channels. If 
my memory is correct it was about $1.3 million. The bid for the new cable 
system was near $1.8 million. The Administration decided not to pursue the 
proposal. There are questions that need to be asked concerning this project. 
What is the status of the project? Where are the funds for the project now? Is 
there a fee for the cable that is still included in your housing account? The 
amount that has accumulated may now be larger. This cable system was 
promised to SGA for the last couple of years. What is the status? In addition, 
with the improvements in technology, it may be feasible to use a form of Satellite 
transmission for far less money. 
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6. WELLNESS CENTER 1994-PRESENT 
This issue is one that has covered several years. There are many positives with 
this issue. The downside is the way the Administration handled the planning and 
preparation for what would be included in Phase 2. This project needed to 
include substantial student input. The plans were not constructed around the 
optimum benefits for our student body. Currently, there is a plan for indoor 
tennis courts, among other things, in Phase Two. Last year's SGA attempted to 
have input on the project, but it proved to be ineffective. The SGA, in 1993-94, 
passed a $10 Wellness Center fee, added to the Student Activity Fee Schedule, 
to pay for this building. In essence, the student body funds the largest part of 
this project. Therefore, it only seems natural that they should have a major 
voice in this process. I am not aware of anything that can be done, but this is 
an issue that we could not resolve last year. I tried to get what the students 
wanted in the Wellness Center. We worked long hours on surveys but all for 
naught... I failed the students on this issue. The basic concern with this project 
from my viewpoint is students needed to be more involved in the developmental 
stages of what services would be performed by the addition of Phase II. 
7. ACCESSIBILITY OF LAUGHLIN AND AAC POOL 
Free-weights is part of the concern of the needs in the Wellness Center. Some 
members of SGA expressed their concern that accessibility to free weights was 
minimal in comparison to the services offered at the Wellness Center. Last 
spring the Board of Regents passed a resolution to encourage the Administration 
to improve the hours of operation of Laughlin Health Building and the AAC Pool. 
Currently, I am unaware of any progress in this area. For example, the weight 
room is open from 4 PM to 9:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The Wellness Center is 
open from 7 AM to 10 PM, Monday-Friday and is also open during hours on the. 
weekends. These hours show the limited accessibility in the weight room. Free-
weights can co-exist in the Wellness Center but currently this is not an option. It 
is one's prerogative and preference if they would rather use free-weights or 
circuit weights for their health. There are invaluable forms of wellness contained 
in all three of these facilities and all should be available to students to use. 
President Eaglin agreed that this is a legitimate concern and says he is open-
minded on how to improve the situation. If you feel this is still an important 
issue, please inquire to see what can be done. 
8. FOOD SERVICE 
Food service is one of the most difficult topics of all to tackle. It is hard to begin 
to grasp this one. It is huge and our University is in a fine financial position. 
Our University makes something like $250,000 each year off from our purchases 
and Chartwells rent of the food courts. The only group that doesn't have a 
financial benefit is the students. Several years ago the University contracted 
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their food service to an outside company. The current situation has evolved over 
the last few years. Students with less than 60 hours have no choice in this issue. 
If they do not use their money in the semester following their 60 hours, it 
becomes non-refundable. 
The problem is the contract between the University and Chartwe/1s. It basically 
provides Chartwel/swith an exclusive contract that produces price inflation 
commonly seen in a monopolistic system. Students are currently paying for 
high-priced food that includes a commission that goes back to the University on 
every dollar they spend. It is time to address some of our food service concerns. 
Topics such as price, selection, quality, and hours of operation can all be 
Improved. 
9. CAMPUS LIVING . 
Campus living is an essential part of the socialization of any college student. 
Communal living is a cornerstone of the college experience, but our residence 
halls are not competitive with some quarters that can be found off-campus. It 
would be ideal if every student wanted to live on campus for their first two years. 
It is an invaluable experience. The issue here is requiring students to live en-
camp us. It almost gives life on campus a negative connotation. The research 
shows that the great majority of those on campus in regular residence halls, 
excluding family housing and Mays, are students with fewer than 60 credit hours. 
If an apartment off campus is more attractive economically and living wise, it 
should be your prerogative to live there. The 60 hour rule has been a issue of 
concern to student's since it's inception over three years ago. 
10. DINING/HOUSING POLICIES: lYING THEM TOGETHER 
The mandatory food card and the 60 hour housing policy have not been here 
forever. Both of these policies were implemented around Fall 1994. These 
policies go against a student's freedom of choice. Theoretically, students should 
have the right to dine where they want to dine and live where they want to live. 
If Wendy'.5 beats Chartwells price and quality on a salad bar or potato, as they do 
each day, then you should be free to dine there. The University without the 
60/$300 rule couldn't fill the residence halls and Chartwe//swouldn't be able to 
sell a Whopperfor $3. These rules allow the University to be unaccountable in 
the services they provide, because they have a guaranteed market. I dislike this 
topic more than any other, because the last thing I want to see is our 
University's residence halls be empty or food courts be under used. There needs 
to be serious debate on how the University can enhance both of these current 
services. We all want to see the halls filled and people satisfied with the food 
service. However, it will take intensive work to improve the situation. 
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The statistical information available in the Data Card Services Office proves that 
the majority of business is done by those on required cards. This is also true of 
those living on campus. If these trends hold true again this year, then it is 
evident that students who are free to choose do their business elsewhere, in 
both living quarters and dining. If SGA finds this to be proven in the records of 
food service and housing, it will be in a position to seek changes in both 
categories. 
11. HOUSING PRICES 
The University increased housing prices by five percent last year. Our chief rival 
in this state for prospective students is EKU. When comparing the average cost 
of a double occupancy room at EKU and MSU for the 1997-98 academic year, the 
numbers are startling. 
EKU $658 MSU $783 
This is a difference of $125 a semester and $1,000 over the course of a four-
year experience. It is uncertain what can be done to reduce the cost of housing 
but it should be of serious concern to the student body. 
Here are some other comparative prices from around the Commonwealth ... 











Unfortunately, we again are the leader in this category. I do apologize if it 
seems I am harping on our University. I care for this place and this is why I am 
writing this list of thoughts. As a regional university, in a competitively priced 
environment, we need to be aware of how our prices compare to similar 
institutions. Our University needs to find ways to stay competitive in order to 
reach its fullest potential and satisfy its students. 
In comparing MSU with our rival EKU, it is true that both institutions have the 
same tuition rate. If you compare student fees (MSU-$175 / EKU-$105) and 
estimated housing costs (MSU-$783 / EKU-$658) you will see that over a four 
year period you will pay $1,560 more to attend MSU. 
The largest difference is housing cost. Why is it so much more expensive? One 
reason is the fact that the University loses money each year in the operation of 
residence halls. There are obviously numerous reasons for the differences in 
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price and, if this issue is of concern to you, talk with members of the University 
and do research to see what improvements can be made. 
12. MITCHELSON'S DEMOTION 
The demotion of department chair Dr. Ron Mitchelson last June 1997 produced a 
need for students to voice their feelings on the issue. This may be a minor 
matter to some but it deals with making our campus more student-oriented. He 
was demoted from chair, but with the protection of academic tenure, he can still 
be a positive influence on students in the classroom. We need to support 
student-oriented people like Dr. Mitchelson. 
13. CONNECTING WITH THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
The Board of Regents needs to be made aware of the issues that affect our 
students. This is something that would take very little to achieve. Perhaps SGA 
could develop a newsletter to send to faculty, staff and the BOR that 
communicates the issues that are affecting students. I think the BOR would 
embrace the concerns of students, but we currently fail to inform them of issues 
of importance. I urge SGA to go to the next board meeting with a refined list of 
issues and feasible solutions that are currently facing the student body. If you 
ask President Eaglin to include it on the agenda, I don't think he would object. 
14. UTILIZING THE UNIVERSITY'S ORGANIZATIONAL CHART 
The most effective way to accomplish something on this campus is to utilize the 
channels that are currently in place in the Division of Student Life. Mr. Mincey, 
Vice President for Student Life, can be utilized in your efforts. Let him be an 
advocate for your issues. SGA needs to do a better job of relying on Mr. Mincey. 
This also is a two-way street. Mr. Mincey can do a better job of persuading Dr. 
Eaglin to see how different issues will impact the student body. This is an area 
that needs to be improved if student voices are to be heard. It's up to SGA to 
impress to Mr. Mincey the needs of the students and to ultimately hold him 
accountable. An "Ombudsman", which will be explained later, would help 
facilitate optimum student input in these issues. 
15. BASKETBALL SEAT DECISION 
Excitement enters our campus with the approach of basketball season. This is 
an area where Dr. Eaglin had great vision, and I have applauded his efforts all 
the way, but he could have included students on the discussion of reassigning 
the student chair-back sections in the AAC. There was a need to have student 
input in this decision. There was very little input in the decision. It was late in 
the semester and the specifics were kept very vague .. All were excited, but that 
does not warrant taking the chaired-back student sections and selling them to 
the public. As mentioned before, students pay for a large portion of 
intercollegiate athletics through their SAF. The team is composed of MSU 
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students who are on the floor partially because of the fees paid by every student. 
This is true of all scholarship sports. 
Why should students be the only group to lose out with the incredible event of 
Coach Macy's hiring? I am as happy and as excited as anyone to have this 
incredible excitement over our basketball team, but the issue is the seats were 
taken without student input. Perhaps the thing to do is to pack Ellis Johnson 
Arena and prove there is a need to return the chair-back student sections next 
year. 
In conclusion, these issues are not inclusive of all that has occurred or will occur 
on this campus. The lesson to learn is students have legitimate concerns in 
many areas. I learned that the Administration is receptive if you inquire about a 
subject. If you don't inquire, then nothing will be done, because the 
Administration figures it is not a concern of the students. The Administration 
needs to become more student-oriented and the students need to take an active 
role in seeking the proper opportunities and services. 
There are many other issues, like the quality of academic advising and so on and 
so on. This is only a partial list of the material I have in this post-SGA 
retrospective. There is one main issue that effects how SGA deals with all of the 
topics listed above. This issue is the Student Government Association's 
organization an.d priorities. 
An example of this last year was the hiring of Coach Macy. Initially, there wasn't 
· a student on the search committee. It occurred to me that this was wrong. 
Students help pay for athletics and should have a voice in the selection process. 
I approached Dr. Eaglin on this topic expecting to have a tough time convincing 
him to add a student. With little debate he agreed and added a student to the 
search committee. The moral of the story is students must leave no stone 
unturned. If you turn them over and ask why, you will sometimes be surprised 
, .of the positive outcome. · · 
Take the time to research the issues that affect students and seek out what can 
be done to improve the many situations that face MSU'S student body. 
B). WHAT IS SGA'S TRUE MISSION? 
1. How can SGA improve its organizational structure? 
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2. Priorities are a product of organizational make-up. 
Have you every thought of what the mission statement .of SGA should be? 
This is of course open to individual interpretation but I have developed an idea of 
the mission of this organization. It took a few years and many moments of 
contemplation to arrive at this mission and it is in no way a finished thought. 
Here it is in its roughest form ... 
The mission of MSU'S Student Government Association is to effectively research, 
evaluate, articulate, and resolve the issues and concerns that are of great 
importance to the collective student body. 
Basically, SGA'S purpose is to be the flagship organization that successfully and 
thoroughly represents the true needs of it's constituents. 
The question to ask... Is SGA currently doing this to the best of its ability? 
The answer is no, but it is to no fault of your own. There is one major issue that 
has gone untouched for who knows how many years. That issue is the 
organization of SGA and the priorities it's organizational make-up produces. 
ORGANIZATION 
These are some basic observations ... 
I. Have you ever stopped to wonder ... why is SGA is organized the way it . 
is? It is· hard to trace the evolution-of SGA'S role, but it seems to have settled in 
as more of a entertainment provider and loaner of money. 
This, then is the main issue of this paper. SGA needs to go back to its 
roots and discover the sheer enjoyment of grappling with the issues that 
students deserve to see addressed. If the need for focus on "real" student 
issues strikes a cord in your heart then this paper has been worth writing. 
II. SGA needs to evaluate its membership. It has been thought in the past 
that SGA has an excessive amount of representatives on Congress. Reducing the 
number of seats on SGA would allow for competitive elections, but more 
importantly effective meetings. If you research other SGA'S you will find that our 
membership is much larger than the norm. 
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There may be a need for a reduction and equitable distribution of representation 
on SGA. Currently, our representation is inequitable. There are many areas that 
need to be critically evaluated. For example, 15 residence hall presidents on 
Congress is too much. There should be a seat for the RHA president on 
Congress, but the 15 hall presidents were elected to serve in RHA. This issue 
was defeated three years ago, but it was defeated without sound logic. The 
bottom line is SGA needs to reform its membership. That is true for executive 
offices as well. In the years that I have observed SGA, it has been apparent that 
our system, all the way from our executive offices to our representatives, needs 
dire reform. 
III. Possibly programming should be handled by the Student Activities Council 
(SAC). This is the standard procedure at most universities. SAC could be a part 
of SGA, but have separate meetings and have an SGA VP of SAC that is elected 
by the student body. Basically, imagine Shae Whitt, president of SAC or imagine 
Carrie Heringer SGA VP for Programming, in this position. This elected office 
would provide direction to the events and activities and report directly to SGA. 
SAC would be the organization that planned programming, leaving SGA to focus 
on student issues. · 
IV. The time consuming practice of special funding ,(LFAC), to student 
organizations should be de-emphasized in SGA. I'm not saying abolish the 
practice of aiding organizations, but it is not the purpose of SGA to have its time 
pre-occupied by such microscopic requests. The purpose of SGA should be big 
picture issues that are of importance to all students and not weekly requests for 
funding a field trip or program for a small group of students. 
Last year SGA developed a new system for funding that this year's SGA adopted. 
This shows the importance of continuity, which is what this paper is all about. 
Providing continuity between the years of SGA. Perhaps each member of SGA in 
the future that has ideas should turn them in for the next group on SGA for 
consideration. 
V. Keep an open mind, this process if executed will take many months or 
years to formulate what SGA'S optimum representation and organizational 
structure should be. Sonny Jones, MSU BOR Chair has suggested for some time 
that SGA look at it's organization and perhaps the time has come. This will be a 
process that if completed will take much time. 
PRIORIITES 
I. In previous years SGA'S priorities have been: 
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- funding comedians, variety shows, helping student organizations by 
giving them funds, and trying to address student issues. 
II. We always realized that our priority was focusing on the issues that affect 
students, but our structure made it a difficult task. 
This is where you can make the greatest impact on the future of SGA and 
the student body. You have the capability to forever change the structure, 
importance, and role of SGA. 
It will be a very difficult process to change your organizational make-up. 
Your organizational structure will produce your priorities. If you remain 
organized to provide programming and funding then those will remain your 
priorities. 
It is now time to conclude this collection of observations. One must understand 
that there are two reasons I am writing this paper. First, to inform students of 
the issues that are present at MSU. Secondly, I failed to realize and failed to 
change SGA in the radical ways it needed, during my time in the organization. I 
graduate this semester so I stand to gain very little from your labor. Those who 
stand to gain from your efforts are those who come after you. As I watch SGA 
today from outside the organization, I can better relate-with the concerns of the 
typical student. 
There you have it. .. I have seen these issues from both sides. I still recall all of 
the dynamic issues we have faced in the past and now realize more than ever 
what our thousands of students need from their Student Government 
Association. 
There is one idea that spurred most of this paper that I have saved for the 
conclusion. That is the notion of SGA hiring a new employee. This employee 
would be different from any other we have. (Remember ombudsman was 
mentioned several pages ago.) 
"OMBUDSMAN'- A public official employed, hired, and fired by SGA, to 
investigate student concerns and complaints. This would be a full-time employee 
who reported only to SGA. 
If SGA considered this, they would have to research other schools and see how 
they fund such a position and if it is an effective position to have at a university. 
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This is only food for thought. The addition of an ombudsman, a common 
practice in other SGAS, might prove to be an invaluable addition to SGA and the 
student body. I am not downplaying the dedication of our employees in the 
Division of Student Life at this University. Students need an official that can 
keep them informed from their perspective. It would provide a place were 
students could come to ask questions, file complaints, and get answers. It would 
also help SGA in it's overall execution of it's purpose. 
Once again a very rough sketch of a possible mission statement for SGA: 
... The mission of MSU'S Student Government Association is to effectively 
research, evaluate, articulate, and resolve the issues and concerns that are of 
great importance to the collective student body ... 





No. ___ _ 
CATERING ORDER 
DAY AND DATE_1 _______ _;__..:..:....__ __ f__ FACILITY ____________ _ 
TIME OF EVENT From ____ To _ __,,_I' __ Serving At ___ _ 
ORGANIZATION Student __ Faculty/Educational __ Community __ 
PERSON IN CHARGE ADDRESS ______________ _ 
PHONE _______ DATERESERVATIONMADE _____ DATEGUARANTEEDUE ___ _ 
TAX EXEMPT YES NO TAX EXEMPT NO. _____________ _ 
TYPE OF SERVICE Breakfast 
Served 
Buffet 




PRICE$ _____ ESTIMATE ____ /__ 










1. You will be billed on the basis of guaranteed number. A 5% leeway is allowed. 
(Ex.: The food service will prepare for 105 on 100 guarantee. But if the number attending is less than 95 you will 
be charged for 95.) 
2. Food and beverages must be provided by Food Service. 
3. Arrangements for banquets must be confirmed, changed, or cancelled three days in advance. 
4. No tipping is allowed. 
'+ 
(MANAGER FOR FOOD SERVICE) (CUSTOMER SIGNATURE} 
Jf'l 1A- 09188 
fl,w<-~ 
/ <f 2..o_",J 
-( /,'411--{., L l((f O r 
.. ;;--2-0 :.---
.. t,r,,o 
I 2,...-Y 3 l) ,:::--
Itemized List for Volleyball Club Funds 
1. Tournament fees (5) @ $75.00-$100.00 = $375.00-$500.00 
2. Replacement shorts (5)@ $20.00-$25.00 = $100.00-$125.00 
3. Rc:placc:mc:nl shiris (5)@ $10.00-$15.00 - $50.00-$75.00 
4. Travel expenses (5); hotel rooms (2/trip)@ $40.00-$60.00 ~ $400.00-$600.00 
5. Fuel expenses (5)@ $40.00-$80.00 = $200.00-$•100.00 
6. Fund raising expen~es; selling hat~ ancl t-shirts = $300.00-$350.00 
Total estim"tcd expenses: $1425.00-a:ZOSO.OO 
Total amount requested:. $1000.00 
"' After the members have paid their dues, the club should have $600.00-$800.00 
* Thank you for accepting our request. Any amount is appreciated. With your heip, the 
vol!eyba!l club feel~ we can make a good impression on other schools and we can 
repr.asent lvfSU witl1 pride. 
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 












































TOTALS 6690 7096 
















OVERALL BOWLING TEAM BUDGET TOTAL 
FOR 1997-98 
$18,960.00 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 




Name of Organization J/; ; &L 'l/ A- ff Gt,;//,,/ 
Number of People in your Organization / ;3 Date of Application ?-// / fez' 
Date of Activity tf ,li-s -2.f r'i> Date when allocation should be issued, if approved ___ _ 
List contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone # and address): 
Do you have a budget? (i.e:MSU funded, dues, etc,) '.:L_yes·_.no (ilyes how much) 7 7 7, B.z_ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) Ft.lAo.ret,'.sers 
2.) Me.fl'\ bers-"1.lf Au.e..s 
3.) _____________________________ _ 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ .3 I 3 S Q!l.. (See. ct+!a.cflifl'leot for rest) 
Itemize costs: (attach additional page if needed) 
·, l U.oiUecs;-1-j , lat\$ - luoo9E 
Meo. ls 12.80'2£. 
Am.aunt raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: _4::,·:_£L...::.O:..:t):::..:.., _"'_" ______________ _ 
ls this activity open to all students? /ves _no 
If not why? _________________________ _ 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
How will this activity benefit the students? (l ,o e,)(rose S::h,Lo..e.11-k -to ,o.mous work,s 
o~ cu+ Md. +o 3a}() e,)(fOSure., <lo pa.s+ o<JJ (d).f-e('() por0-..Q;, 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? 1o broC\lle!l -fl-le.- e.l'fe.f~eAc..e... 11\ -Y¼e.. 
ctr+ worlJ. a.~d -to assist -tc:fu.rt\t\er- V.A-,f:J. Me.iV\loes-s' ,~ 
tV1.e.:r 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
· If funds are approved, we agree to expend them only for the specific activity 
requested aSstlllling all information in this document is complete and found to be correct. 
• !, hereby, certify that all of the informafion recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirement; imposed by the Student Government Association. 
(President of Organization) Date 
(Advisor of Organization) Date 
, 
GUIDEUNES AND RULES 
CONCERNING FUNDING 
BYTHE LEGISIATIVE & 
FISCALAFFAIRS COMMfITEE 
I. Proposals are to be submitted by student organizations to the Legislative and FiscalAffau. Committee. Upon 
LFAC approvaL the LFAC shall mak reoommeodations for funding to the eotire SGA Congress. This will 
allow requests to be critically re-evaluated by the entire SGA Congress, where the amounts can be raised or 
lowered. 
[]. Organizations must show a geouine need for funds. 
III. Those organizations that have previously received money from SGA are not guaranteed any allotmeot for the 
following year. 
IV. Funds approved by SGA are to be used for the explicit purpose as stated in the proposal Failure to do so may 
result in the forfeiture of funds allotted or reimbursements would be required back to SGA. SGA will require 
all groups or organizations which receive moneys to retum an expense report form tea days following the event 
for which it is to be used. 
V. Persons explaining or presenting proposals to the LFAC will be asked to leave when a vote is taken during the 
committee meeting, .Also, any member of the LFAC who has documented ties to the organization requesting 
funding will not participate in the LF AC vote to bring the proposal to the entire SGA Congress. 
VI. The Legislative and Fiscal.Affau. Committee will have a ceiling level set for each semester at the first meeting 
of each semester of SGA. This does not mean that the funds must be used or will definitely be available, it 
is only a measure to ensure proper financial planning by the LFAC and SGA. 
VII. It is advised that applications be submitted to the SGA Office at least one calendar month before the money 
is needed. 
RULES FOR FUNDING PROCESS 
I. Reyistered Rule: 11,, group must be a university registered student organization. 
II. 10 Day Rule: A request for funding must oome be/ore SGA Congress 10 working days &,/ore the scheduled event. 
71iis allows for possible check processing and for SGA to have the jkx;/,;kty to table a proposal /or future 
consideration and debate. 
III. Once A Year Rule: Reyistered student organizations are eligible for funding once per academic year. 
JV. .Absolute Maximum Rule: In keeping with the purpose of the LFAC, each request wi.i be evaluated and upon 
committee approval there wi.i be a funding level present.d to SGA Congress. 11,, maximum level that wiD be aDotted 
to a given organization wi.i be $500.00. 11,, maximum in this case becomes more the exception and not the 
hal,;tual rule. 
V Organizations Commitment To Proposed.Activity: Tl,, requesting organization must prov,de da:umentation that 
they can either match or exceed the requested funding level prior to their LFAC request. 
---------------------------------- ----------------------------------
Recommendation of LFAC: ,. :. 
Comments: ·------------------------------
LFAC'S SPECIAL RULES PERTAINING TO APPLICATIONS 
• The applications must be typed and received by the chair, for distribution to 
committee members two weeks before submission to congress. 
• The student organization will have a delegate meet with the LFAC one week 
prior to submissiqn to congress of said application. At this time the LFAC 
will: question, discuss, and give their recommendation of the application. 
• All applicants must prove to be beneficial for the general population of the 
student body and or Morehead State University. 
•· The said application must meet all requirements stated by the Student 
Government Constitution. 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997 -98 
1.-Xame of Organization A !!ti e ,,ic CJ& # /4: # -e1<f (-LU/ s e,<:..) ~ 1y:' - > ~d v0 
/ t,LL r><:ysttrec( Sh .. du+ Dr5c1,-i1ztid-,.::i,- \/CS - l·l O - fl-~/:'r/ira~.,,._ 
~('e yO~er of People in your O rganizatiou '.2 S- L-Ba'te of Application____ -
·.-{0 ho..+ 1 S V 01.>-r ac. -l- 1..J, -I-~ ~ --- ;,c:::----
~ of Activity Q/l :J,c>Ufj j',~'<',t Date when allocation should be issued, if approved ___ _ 
~cts for this activity (who is responsible, i,.nclude phone# and address) : 
1) -:5 tz ,2 G> Jt Utt de v (_µ c, <£ / 
2) (\Jv\~ ~ - -----------------------
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) -Mes _ no (if yes how much) _____ _ 
__ ,.../' L)ie_ L/ Lr,J.lf MCl 6c I; 
L.W'&at other sources ~f revenue have you t ried to acquire? P1 C4c; '1 · v, IAl~l.,\.I'\.-\- :,) / 
1.) {: tAnJ f'a1 serf ' 
2.) l--4 !Vi.fa {1. 7 r t:t-
7
V C Jing 
3.) -A{_, 5 g P'u 11v 
L ~,ik/'" iv1'lf k//? W; 'H 29 t-~I;~ 11/ 
* l/'1' o tal cost of proposed activity: $. t, dtJ. r temize costs: (attach adJitional page if ueeded)~~l 41 le 
/. ( 'i!. wl~ t- tc 
Amount raised fr om ofher sources: 
~ ount requested from SGA: ~- ~- ...... 3'~&~-_ ... :-_
0 
___ __________ _ 
v I, this activity open to all students? i/yes _no 
If not why? ~ ·A-Ls: 41r-/ / b'e ,l"Qc;yc_/i13 £~ s C /'af)5 
r D I' C? C. Cf f11 r' 0. 5, {,,(,(. t k £, 6)/J,( /J6> 'i-i~ ~~ _i ~ c, 't- _ 
z: will tbis ad i,Stv henelit th~,1twlent,? / 
1/1.x~ c...6 ~t/J<Js r- L. /\ectcied e,A.A,1/ ~ ~ 
usei ~c9/l c::-.am/Ju..s /;x;;. uet, '¥-{ ~ tc,::;_,/- (6),t 4Y r..jAu. P1(/.S/L.~/ 
Plot1 f s hf- r/'. 
m I --&l.J4i~'-t\..~ (o...-t+oJ, a ofc-{,t, uN\ I r-s< 1·C"' .,.JecJ) 
An your opinion why is th.is activity needed? _____ ' ________________ _ 
c_/ ................... . 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend them only for the specific activity 
r equested assw:ning a ll information in th.is document is complete and found to be correct. 
~ reby, cerlily that all of the information recorded on th.is document is accurate and further agree 
lo all the requirements imposed by the S tudent Government Association. 
(President of Organization) Date 




Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
Name of Organization P/\'e -/le: 25 C::./ t, b 
Number of People in your Organization AO Dale of Application A/ /fl 'Z'" 
Dale of Activity /'¥kl'c. fJ 'if) h-IS- Date when allocation should be issued, if approved .A- ,> A- ;P 
Lisi contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone# and address}: 
1J ~di Y..j)rq,(5 ·tit( f'1~/lz tlo-(f 3 .... {,s-c;_;;-
2J D n · 5425V'. ~ /,vl/,I Et( 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc,) _Us_ no (if yes how much) lf & ~ 
What other sources of revenue have yo)/' tried to acquire? 
1.) :2 -f-tM.,I? iffe f"'::: fl,tp er ,LJ C<e ;; 
' 
2.) D~flo~~Y: fr>/' f--4.@~ ~/vlbertt. fJ Dtdf; i-e .>'ynqtf'l'Jzfll~ 
3.) _____________________________ _ 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ I / ZS::: !JP 
Itemize costs: (attach additional page if needed) 
Amount raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: __ 3-=_?. __ s_-:._,_._4 ____________ _ 
ls this activity open to all students? J/;es no 
If notwhy?_~..:c ________________________ _ 
Please specify what the SGA monry will he used toward? 
'-b-M:11el :?72 #\ , ch ( '?> -11 s ~ 
. ' 
tr (1 , iie.;,<;st.fr:/ f:= r"' II iM. &1:: -0::- 'f-e. l'/1'1.<>~L IJ/i c-d'1L1/le f,..sS,dJu~~,2 
NJt l) ~d ,; {/Ml-/?cJ>t'~/11 , 
How will this activity henefit the students? - , 
*//tf) (,(./o- ,r;c'/-ttck«l-z: '5-e Ill ~;:::<b ,~1'f-ff, 
@ }¼er tr8 ~ v~t---IJ (/-qk,6_, ,, (/<::-"(;--~ lf=.,<r:P rPq.t.«f J;-K; a 11,J 
'_5aill Nk i:i_/:g;;.~,, a£&ctr&, Pmfl:-e$(/Pfl 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? ---------------------
•••••••••••••••••••• 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend the,n only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in thi.s document is complete and. found. to be correct. 
- I, herehy, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirements imposed l,y the Student Govern,nent Association. 
(President of Organization) Date 
(Advisor of Organization) Date 
• 
GUIDELlNES AND RULES 
CONCERNING FUNDING 
BYTHE LEGISLATIVE & 
FISCALAFFAIRS COMMITI'EE 
I. Proposals are to k sub,,;;tti,d by student organizations to the Leg~lative and FiscalAffau.s Committee. Upon 
LFAC approval, the LFAC sball make recommendations for funding to the entire SGA Congress. This will 
allow requests to be critically re-evaluated by the entire SGA Congress, where the amounts can be raised or 
lowered. 
II. Organizations must show a genuine need for funds. 
III. Those organizations that have previously received money from SGA are not guaranteed any allotment for the 
following year. 
N. Funds approved by SGA are to be used for the explicit purpose as stated in the proposal Failure to do so may 
result in the forfeiture of funds allotted or reimhursements would be required back lo SGA. SGA will require 
all groups or organizations which receive moneys to return an expense report form ten days following the event 
for which it is lo be used. 
V. Persons explaining or presenting proposals to the LFAC willbe asked to leave when a vote is taken during the 
committee meeting. Also, any member of the LFAC who has do=ented ties to the organization requesting 
funding will not participate in the LFAC vole lo bring the proposal to the entire SGA Congress. 
VI. The Legislative and Fiscal Affam Committee will have a ceiling level set for each semester at the first meeting 
of each semester of SGA. This does not mean that the funds must be used or will definitely be available, it 
is only a measnre to ensnre proper financial planning by the LP AC and SGA. 
VII. I I is advised that applications be submitted lo the SGA Office at least one calendar month before the money 
is needed. 
RULES FOR FUNDING PROCESS 
I. Registered Rule: The group must be a university registered student organization. 
II. 10 Day Rule: A request /,,r funding must oome be/ore SGA Congress 10 working days be/ore the scheduled event, 
This al!ows for possibk check processing and /or SGA to have the jl,x;b;/;ty to tab/., a proposal /or future 
consideration and debate. 
III. Once A Year Rule: Registered student organizations are e.igib/e /or funding once per acaderaic year. 
N. Absolute Maximum Ruk: In keeping with the purpose of the LFAC, each request wi!J be evaluated and upon 
cammittez approval there wi/J be a funding kve/ presented to SGA Congress. The maximum level that wi/J be a!1dteJ 
to a given organization wi/J be $500.00. The maximum in this case beoomes more the exceph'on and not the 
habitual rule. 
V. Organizations Commitment To ProposedActivity: Tl,, requesting organization must provide documentation that 
they can either match or exaexd the requested funding kve/ prior to thei·r LFAC request. 
--------------- ------------------- ----------------------------------
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee Action 
(For Office Use Only) Dale:2/ / ~/f ( 
RecommendationofLFAC: A //6 f- d,1,,te_ 1e<J,().e5 ~t} 3; :;2..5-, .!.Q_ 
Comments: -----------------------------
LFAC'S SPECIAL RULES PERTAINING TO APPLICATIONS 
• The applications must be typed and received by the chair, for distribution to 
committee members two weeks before submission to congress. 
• The student organization will have a delegate meet with the LFAC one week 
prior to submission to congress of said application. At this time the LFAC 
will: question, discuss, and give their recommendation of the application. 
• All applicants must prove to be beneficial for the general population of the 
student body and or Morehead State University. 
• The said application must meet all requirements stated by the Student 
Gove=ent Constitution. 
Morehead State U niversity 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & F iscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
' 1ame of O rganization tl\-e(\'s t/4nybe. // CIIA~ 
Number of Peopie in your O rganizatiou_ ...... /'--').,_- _ _ Date of Application c) b Im 
Date of Activity .--- Date wbeu allocation should be issued, if approved _ __ _ 
List contacts for th.is activity (who is responsible, include phone # and address): 
Do you have a budget? {i.e. MSU funded.~ etc.) /4s _ no (if yes how much) II 75ZO, 00 (~ /p,,1;-) 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) f "'"' o o set1:n3 \.- 0,.+s °'"'d ±-sn;ch 
2 .) _____________________________ _ 
3.) ______________________________ _ 
T otal cost of proposed activity: $ /5~ . OD 
Itemize costs: (at:tach additional page if needed} 
S" +O f6.Coa •n ea±s 4 If Bo. OD .ec. c--b 
Amount raised from o ther sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: _#--1/c...>O<..:():;..;O'""'.:....;t:....~--- -------------
Is th.is activity open to all students? _6s _ no 
If not why? ------------- --------------
Please specify what the SGA monev will be used toward? 
±01~ C DlhY?:-<r-+ +~~_$ . 
pv,,rc. L,, s11,,_j cm, -le, Ctoo s 
How will this activity benefit the students? 
r + .,i;tl 0Uu01 -1-w s-/i,, J4nb -k ba-1an3 ta 0 
" 1:eC,, YK'.) ' ::b 
!uyour opinionwhyis thisadivityneeded? I+ :,•,tU -U...t. t'\ol"\ - s+'-"J~,J-21-fh\..t,.s of Y'A ~l-1 
~ c.-h0vce -f.o p,ec:h><rn ; o ~,krc.ol lr~1·s-f.e .., fh 1~!-'q 
.................... 
- If funds are approved, we agree lo expend tl1em o nly for the specific activity 
reques ted assuming a U in.f ormalion in this d ocw:nenl is complete and found to b e correcL 
- [, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to ail the requirements imposed by the S tudent Government Association. 
Date 
(Advisor of O rganization) Date 
ore ead >elLie 
Student Governm.ent Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
· Funding Application 1997-98 
Name of Organization (71$ () rfbohe.lm re V/J/176 '/ 
Number of People in your Organization /1._ Date of Applicatio~ - :!)-Cf.J 
Date of Activity/l'b!V7 2fp • 2. j _ Date when allocation should he issued, if approved AS AP ,~, . 
List contacts for this activity {who is responsihle, include phone# and address): 
1J {h1tid (;;;,_ Co-t 7t3-U!«o 
21 ff-i<!3ttXb l- Fam/I --Z<f.S ~.s0h'S &x,, 4/unn //g// 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) _ib _ no (if yes how much) ¢ f OfJ(J 
J 
What other sources of revenue have you tried lo acquire? 
1.J Dues 
2.i fi indm~7}1 n3 \ 
3.), _______________________ --'<. ___ _ 
. /.,, e,0 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ vtJ(!) ..-
""j) I lemize "S!!'ls: {attach additional page if needed) 
'_,-.,rom - "P ,2/to 
Amount raised from other sources: '1°s--z:io~ 4:>c9 o -'--'===--==-=--------
Amount requested from SGA: -~--'"""qe}'-=--=O;__ ____________ _ 
ls this activity open lo all students? __yes .:J!:.no 
• 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? · 
1he,-«m?J lAJtll be (@ .Poe 
How will this activity benefit the students? 
Th,'5 LorJkrenctr w; II he-If +hm u..J-Jo 
atfeod +o '1eeome k¾ttec /,q:k,s: 98 u.t2!1 9'.S he(d13 us: -lo 
13/C~/IS vn 
CJ:;zr, re q •trSlri,p::. Wt+h ~ 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? Ibi.5 CtJnPerenee is qn ht>h<Jr to 
ql(erd 7he.. M!?rsh;f qr:d vtn?ffJu0,C9fwn c5i:tlls ·-lfp t 
q(e t eol are. ne.ce~ . , us hq, d.u . n rur,q/ 
({../Sh Th•'5 helps 0s iD ~~ •• ~.!$d bord. w 'i+h he rmh€€.g 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend th...,. only for .the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in this document is com.plete and found to he correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and furl.her agree 
to all the requirements imposed by the Student Government Association. 
i?f,r ddcwwOi &~3 -Cl? 
(P ~iclent of Organlzation) Date 
~d'W z-~:y' 
I 
,1 Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application:1997-98 · • • i •. 
Name of Organization · ffi~·C;;~±,,J;· ¥ '·J2+J&ct:;;,yj liOvnr&r~' ·f/l~ 
Number of People in your Organization -Q 0 Date of Application ~- '3 · 9\( 
Date of Activity 3/{),/i,/9'i-3/J8'/9f'Date wheu allpcation should be issued, if appr'ove~ -2-tl·<Ji 
I • ; :, ' - ' • ' • • • • j I - j - ' • - • ' ' ! 
List contacts for this 
1
activity (who is r~sponsible, include phone # a,nd a~ess): · . 
• , I ' •. , • • : , ·. ·, : I . . , 1 J , ,. 1 · - , • , , '· , , 
1J Deboccih Tescb , {(eOl.) 7'i3- ~745 3 f'(3 ,:?HOB • • r ; ! , . 
2) Sqhc:00 Ibo~.p:on, (YXo)lr3-3lela c. H 
J I i ·, ' I , ' •• 




What other so'urces of r~~llue-hav~ ybu'. tried to'. dcquire?· · · · ·'· .' .. : ··' 
1.i Ac.Ke 5a le c 41 ~o Bevenqe) . 
·,. \ ' i • 
2.i Comp,crcc D.:sk.S ... les (-lfleoo ~cvenue) 
. ' ) ! 
\ 
I , I , I• 
3.) _________________________ ~----
Total cost of proposed activity: . $ a I/)?,: C>O 
Itemize costs: (attach additional page if needed) 
:S'ec aclcL+:al'.l~I p~e 
\ 
Amount raised from other sources: 
-. ,, .. ~ \ 
✓ &k~ Sale: & U)) , C,,mpu_~d 0, sK Sc.. \p g (,,00) 
1 
Dues ~300) 
Amount requested from SGA: __ .$~5'--"0"'-'{,_J'----------------
1s this activity open to all students? __yes /no · 
---------------------------------- ----------------------------------
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs Committee Action 
(For Office Use Only) Dat~:'J/1/;lf ' 
RecommendationofLFAC: 61-Uo f~, 21 @..tt''.:)t'.9o,e0 'fr<:;,w.o.-N 'hok( erjl),,.1f5-e.:.5 
Comments: ------------------------------
LFAC'S SPECIAL RULES PERTAINING TO APPLICATIONS 
• The applications must be typed and received by the chair, for distribution to 
committee members two weeks before submission to congress. 
• The student organization will have a delegate meet with the LFAC one week 
prior to submission to congress of said application. At this time the LFAC 
will: question, discuss, and give their recommendation of the application. 
• All applicants must prove to be beneficial for the general pop¢ation of the 
student body and or Morehead State University. 
• The said application must meet all requirements stated by the Student 
Government Constitution. 
Expenses for Conference 
Individual Registration: 
Hotel: 
13 people@ $95 per person 
(13 X 95) 
4 rooms for 2 nights@ $65 per night per room plus 15% tax 
(8 X 65 X 1.15) 
Team Registration: 
7 teams @ $25 per team 
(7 X 25) 
Travel Expenses: 
Total: 
2 drivers @ $50 per driver 






Morehead' State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
i 
, Number of People in your Organization · 'l L\ Date of~pplication :;)._- \7 -9 ~ 
Date of Activity 3 -.}.'1 1 do]; .'.l."i •~ 'I~ Date when allocation should he iss~ if approved 3 -d-"'\-"l~ 
List contacts for this activity (who is responsilile, include phone # and addres;): 
l/PO 113::t 
Do you have a hndget? (i.e. MSU funded, dnes, etc,) __yes_ no (if yes how much), _____ _ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) l-ucdrn;5; "'] 
2.) ffie"'b.gv, ave. ?"'Ji"") £11,' S:•""-'- ~.{ ..,.,:.'j'·s+v-":ri .,, 
'3,), _______________________ ~---
Total cost of proposed activity: $ I '3; O • " 6 
Itemize costs: (attach additional page if needed) 
Hohl Root'\1. t8'so.00 
Am.(;mnt raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: _tL· ,:.li:::o..:oc.:,_0_0 _______________ _ 
Is this activity open to all students? _0.s _no 
If not why? __________________________ _ 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
SG: A cf\'Y' o::¼t'.) lVi1JI. w ,tuLJu;l. · ct: o ':-bBJf 
QIY\d 
D 
(_~. f'1 !,Wt ~ ~ 
How will this activity benefit the sh1dents? 
-lb,, AAt¾ lMf1ll o,lQIH,\) jb,.. A?t½-#1:Jb 
urhal vd 
. CVYld,, i<)l . 
In your opinion why is this activity needed?-~~=· -=a¢w:w=~·=· ~'U';r---"'w:tft~-=~aJR=&W=~vlMl-=~~-/o~--
~ § .,uo vnu.r ,oleov.i cvnol. -f;t-,_,_ 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend theni only for the specific activity 
requested assuntlng all information in this document is complete and found lo l,e correcL 
- [, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
lo all the requirements imposed by the Student Government Association, 
Date 
~ / :;2 ;? 1/t - --r0 I 1e1 
o/:i-7/t<Z 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
:S:ame of Organization INTERNATIONAL TROMBONE ___ A_s_s_o_c_IA~T_I_O_N_~-----
Number of People in your Orgawzation_l~9 __ _ Date of Application 2-18-98 
Date of Activity ~-l9-98 Date when allocation should be issued, if approved 3-18-98 
List contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone_# and address): 
1)_£RW:~REW GLENDENING -tASS0CIATE PROFESSOR OF TROMBONE) 783-2477 BAIRD 249 
21 
MR. ELMER WHITE 783-3038 MIGNON TOWER 703 
Do you have a_ budget? (i.e. MSU funde~etc.) l,C ves _ no (if yes how much) $475'·SENT TO NATIONALS 
What other sourci.:s.of revem.!.e have you tried to acquire? 
1.) WE HA VE PLAYJ,D AT °CHURCHES FOR DONATIONS - ------
2.)_WE HAVE SOL~ JOKE BOOKS AT MOREHEAD STATE ll_NIVER~ITY BAND CLINIC 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ 1500 
Itemize costs: (attach add;tional page if needed, 
_$70_.A.._NIGHT AT_J;)A,'l;S INN ;'H' 6 ROOMS FOR 3 NIGHTS $1260 
$30 FOR GAS.PER CAR - 8 CARS AT 500 MILES (1000 MILES BOTH WAYS) 
Amount raised from other sources: $1200 FROM DONATIONS AND FUNDRAISING 
Amount requested·from SOA: $300 ---------------------
ls this activity open to all students? _x_yes _no 
If not why? ----------------------------
Please suec;fy what the SG~ m~ney will be used toward? 
.I.T_}llLL .@_ TOWARDS HOTEL AND TRAVEL. EXPENSES FOR 19 PEOPLE ATTENDING· THE 
EASTERN TROMBONE WORKSHOP IN WASHINGTON D.C. ON MARCH 19-21 1998. 
How will this aotivitv benefit the students? 
SINCE THE ETW (EASTERN TROMBONE WORKSHOP) HAS INVITED THE MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY 
TROMBONE CHOIR TO PERFORM AT THE FESTIVITIES THIS YEAR. IT IS A GREAT HONOR TO 
PLAY FOR THE LEVEL OF AUDIENCE AT THIS WORKSHOP. TROMBONISTS WILL BE COMING FROM AS 
FAR AS GERMANY TO ATTEND THIS INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP. THERE WILL ALSO BE SEVERAL 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ATTENDING THE WORKSHOP TO FURTHER'!:THEMSELVES MUSICALLY AS WELL 
AS EDUCATIONALY'.i soME HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WILL SEE MS□ PERFORM AND wlLLEINQtJiRE 
MSU ABOUT APFLICATIONS FOR STUDY. 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? THE TROMBONE STUDENTS HERE AT MSU ARE VERY TALENTED 
AND PERFORM AT VERY RENOWNED!:CONCERTS ALL OVER THE EASTERN UNITED STATES, BRINGING 
IN TALENTED FRESHMEN TO STUDY AT MSU. THIS IS ALSO AN OPPORTUNITY FOR OUR MUSIC 
MAJORS'.Hl/0 FIND. JOB OPENINGS IN OUR FIELD. AN OVERALL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE IS 
GIVEN TO THE PEOPLE WHO ATTEND THIS illNTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP • 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
- If funds are approved., we agree. to expend tbezn only for tbe specific activity 
requested asswning all information in this docuznent is coznplete and found to be correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this do 
to all the requirements imposed by the Student Go,,.,.,= 
D 
Name of Organization 
Nufuber of'Peopl~-~ your Orgaiiliatlon'. .2(5' Date of Application z/2 9 /qB • • 
Date when allocation should be issued, if approved 3/43 /98 
- ' I , I 
List co~tacts for this, ac'.fty {w~o is ~esponsibl'.". :include pho,ne ~ and address}:. _ 
1) 1:) c . ('--'\ru,r\ es M o,c_YCu..J· ,3- Z-5Jo ,-,, ·-~/ .. ~ J\.' )) . - ;11 .! 
2) jht-_rmcY\ ,Sex:1ci" 3- 35--=1,:J__ 
Do you have a budget? {i,e, MSU funded, dues, etc.) __yes Vno {if yes how much) ____ _ 
What other sburces ~f'r~dnue ha~; yo~ triea t~ ac4w.re?°' 
L) ~- 'SoleS C 
2.) i--1 '1M~ 1-h I" 170\75 
3.) 6aok. :jcJe_? 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ \ fY."(') , bO 
-4 lte~__fosts: {attach additional page if needed) Jj ,·_£} 4, r 
- /¥0 ~!)YI~ -~ecJs/hreJ.f4{¥L{/"<'~ .- /3 :)_ 
- -i .!i g (~1-/,1\,bJ rs~.:i:: ' : · · , ·, 
- reJJ ,rMki ~dt"',(ea&nce aQ /iii Ifft" J1(fu. f J,7 'f 
Amount raised from other sources: _J__,{~),_.Q~{')~{')~----------
ls this activity open to all students? __yes /no 
If not why? fA:1 \:s 0-h'IDDf '""t).;~ av,on rn~::\:i, ~~ ~ 
Y'v\.°t\CYS / rn.,!\oYS 1 0-no\ reo. d C<Y1ce, -~ b6c'..<0 '&hQVIC'v 
··~ 
~ -\:1 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
:::CT1 o m6o.e, , Co C',e,decil w\ 1 \ YJQ., uyod' 
I 
--r~ Co \1\/....befseme.J-- c't::hv:-:dS: :tn :s:\i,do,A:s -C':C '±1,, l\,b::hiW!aj 
CQ,,.-t«fQY)CI/.. ) ,Cl_i,c,\ :JQu;o.rcl-s {~~ ccti W) g,-.,d ~0.l'b7$Yitli (~ -& :Src~ ti R"(i l 6\,\Q.L 
How will this activity benefit th~ students? 
1\c.,, o.c...--l;,1\~ \..0,\.\ -R ,rou." % ,.__, 
\Qcv rZ,~ 0-nc\, ~oson}~ilYi ,;:;\s\l\:s d: '¼o 1i-.-\u..d9~ ·1/\J1J0o=l)a.s L,.JO./( 
o,-sc C?<~-tv':J N\Su, a:i ':the ("Q(?'J \Q.\ \o \ · ',~ a.rod.£ 'iu'.'i'd': r. ' 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? :\'.k 't\\i;,\v:i I\, r:\a \x '::ll, 9. p<of"'Q:-5511vo.J 
\.;,~ ~<¼-\:zd7M a.nJ, Q(CSmc,Jr:x< \;;, ()\wc: s\a oo\a cd :< '1 o 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend them only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in this document is complete and found to be correct. 
- !, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this.document is accurate and further agree 
lo all the requirements imposed 1y the Student 'dciveiinment Association. 
\_., 
I. 
Morehead State U niversity 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & F iscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
ame of O rganization --./-h...__S'---'-<J __ ~l_o_.,J_{_r_~_/ _ __ c_t_v:_tJ _ _______ _ 
,,,. 
Num..ber of People in your O rganization 2,) -----"'--- Date of Application 2 - 2 Y---Y f 
Date when allocation shodd be issued, if approved /iA?.f'c~ / -F/ 
fr 
List contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone# and address): 
I ) KE({y /Cvtrcl< />J,g-.,,-.J" /I-He.. 1 - 1(6<1/f 
~ r I 
2) E tt✓~c £,4 41r1eZ- ~ /4 c J - Fa/ f ) . /24 ~t!'2-J l51ZQ~,.:.J v . ~ 'frrt--
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MS U funded, dues, etc.) __yes - ~ (if yes how m uch) _____ _ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) A,,<e /1-, ;-~ L 
2 .) _ __i..::..;~--------- -----------------
3 .) __ J"1~ V.""----"'U......__-,,,_~--=.V..,_l':'.:'.--'-i?.--",,,-,-"-' -~-"-: __________________ _ 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ / R2o " '::--
1 temize costs : (attach additional page if needed) 
Amount raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: ------ ---------------
Is t his activity open to all students? __yes ~ 
Please specify what the S GA money will be used toward? 
How will this activity benefit the students? 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? _______________________ _ 
·····••···•········· 
• If funds are approved, we agree to expend tl-1.em only for the specific activ-ity 
requested assuming all information in tb.is d ocument is complete and found to be correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this docl.llllent is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirements imposed by tbe S tudent Government Association. 
Date 
Date 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Applic~ti~n 19~7-98 ,,,/ /) /J' 
NameofOrganization 60t/f(J1lfl-l-M7 - /; 4fn1q ~ C(___, 
Number of People in your Organization -/~ Dale of Application ; - J-,S-,,-°( gJ 
Date of Activity 3 .-/3,--.7 r Date when allocation should be issued, if approved 3- ;)...~f o 
List contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone# and address): 
1) '5/2a-nt11h( _s;; :/4-n.._ · J'-3 S:Z"k 2~ oPf 
2) :.,ll;_ 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) v{.'s _ no (if yes how much)_SJ~=U ___ _ 





A.mowit raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: -~-'---J"---"'J'---'-"-r _________ _ 
ls this activity open lo all students? __yes ~ 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
' 
How will this activity benefit the students? 
In your opinion why is th.is activity needed? !ti/ lfl,{) Stud..D..ni:s ~ 
cr>[)r1f1un,c-ty :to cdknd Cl &mvwtz{f/Jt of tvu's _ 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
- If funds are approved, we agree to expend them only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in this document is complete and found to he correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirements imposed by the Student Government Association. 
(President of Organization) Date 
(Advisor of Organization) Date 
1/ 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
·Legislativ~ and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
·.·Report to Congress: March 4,1998 
Upon request of the Executive committee, the Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
(LF AC) has reviewed the constitution of the Student Government Association and submit 
the following observations and recommendations regarding representation of Congress. 
1. Why do we need a change? 
a) The Student Association is misrepresented. SGA currently hol~ats 





live off campus. There are currently approximately~ students who '2, 1"is6Q 
live on campus an~ who commute. This is an oijvious 
. . 8_'7-Cb 
misrepresentation. , 
SGA representation has "special interests". The SGA Constitution 
currently provides for the· direct representation of some student · 
organizations on campus and by doing so 'disregards those studi;µt 
organizations that are·riot represented. " ~ 
SGA is too large. Congress and committee meetings would become mqre 
efficient and discussion would be more productive if representation of 
congress were to be reduced. The proposed plan Woilld provide for triple 
representation of every single student on campus making a reduction of 
total numbers on congress justifiable and fair. r · ' 
Unequal representation among the clasies. Enrollment numbers have 
traditionally shown larger-freshman class~ than any other. Freshman 
have equal representation as seniors,-however, the decisions made by SGA 
would more directly affect the freshman students in.the long nin than they 
will gradlll!ting seniors. 
Undecided majors are not represented. For Fall semester 1997 there were· 
1,759 undecided or nondegree majors. These students have no 
representation on congress. 
2. How do we fix these problems? . 
a) The LF AC proposes the creation of one "at large" position for every 400 
students, a total of 20. Any student can run for an at large seat. Thes;w 
at large positions would replace the speciai interest positions on Congress 
and would tend to create more equality among representatives-on Congress 
' 
b) 
and the entire Student Association. 
Those students who live off campus sh9uld be represented in eqwiJ 
numbers as those living in. University ho'\)Sing. Currently all rs-Hs'~dence 
halls and~ has a representative on congress. In the interest 
of equality, the LF AC proposes to remove these 16 positions. The · 
, creation of the at large positions makes this removal justifiable, 
, 
c) To correct unequal clas_s representation, the LFAC proposes the following:• 
Freshman -4 representatives Sophomores-3 representatives, Juniors and 
Seniors-2 representatives each, and Graduate Students-I representative. 
d) In an effort to correct the problem of too many representatives on 
Congress, LF AC proposes one representative from each college and the 
creation of a position to be filled by an undecided major. 
The LFAC's proposed plan: SGA's current 
representation 
Class representatives (12) Class representatives (15) 
Freshman 4· Freshman 4 
Sophomores 3 Sophomores '· 3 
Juniors 2 Juniors 3 
Seniors 2 Seniors 4 
Graduate Students l Graduate Students l 
Colleges ( 5) Colleges (8) 
Business l Business 2 
Education and Education and 
Behavioral Sciences 1 Behavioral Sciences 2 
Humanities l Humanities 2 
Science and Tech. l Science and Tech. 2 
Undecided l Undecided 0 
At Large Representatives (20) Other positions 25 
Total Representation = 37 48 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
' 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
Report to Congress: March 4,1998 
Upon request of the Executive committee, the Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
(LF AC) has reviewed the constitution of the Student Government Association and submit 
the following observations and recommendations regarding representation of Congress. 
Why do we need a change? 
a) The Student Association is misrepresented. SGA currently holds 16 seats 





live off campus. There are currently approximately~ students who z. ,~60 
live on campus and 6,500 who commute. This is an obvious 
misrepresentation. 
SGA representation has "special interests". The SGA Constitution 
currently provides for the direct representation of some student 
organizations on campus and by doing so disregards those student 
organizations that are riot represented. 
SGA is too large. Congress and committee meetings would become more 
efficient and discussion would be more productive if representation of 
congress were to be reduced. The proposed plan would provide for triple 
representation of every single student on campus making a reduction of 
total numbers on congress justifiable and fair. 
Unequal representation among the classes. Enrollment numbers have 
traditionally shown larger freshman classes than any other. Freshman 
have equal representation as seniors, however, the decisions made by SGA 
would more directly affect the freshman students in the long nin than they 
will graduating seniors. 
Undecided majors are not represented. For Fall semester 1997 there were· 
1,759 undecided or nondegree majors. These students have no 
representation on congress. 
2. How do we fix these problems? 
a) The LFAC proposes the creation of one "at large" position for every 400 
students, a total of 20. Any student can run for an at large seat. These 20 
at large positions would replace the special interest positions on Congress 
and would tend to create more equality among representatives on Congress 
b) 
and the entire Student Association. 
Those students who live off campus should be represented in eqwil 
numbers as those living in. University housing. Currently all 11 ~sidence 
halls and family housing has a representative on congress. In the interest 
of equality, the LFAC proposes to remove these 16 positions. The 
creation of the at large positions makes this removal justifiable. 
,, 
c) To correct unequal class representation, the LFAC proposes the following:• 
Freshman -4 representatives Sophomores-3 representatives, Juniors and 
Seniors-2 representatives each, and Graduate Students-I representative. 
d) In an effort to correct the problem of too many representatives on 
Congress, LFAC proposes one representative from each college and the 
· creation of a position to be filled by an undecided major. 
The LFAC's proposed plan: SGA's current 
representation 
Class representatives (12) Class representatives (15) 
Freshman 4· Freshman 4 
'· Sophomores 3 Sophomores 3 
Juniors 2 Juniors 3 
Seniors 2 Seniors 4 
Graduate Students 1 Graduate Students 1 
Colleges ( 5) Colleges (8) 
Business 1 Business 2 
Education and Education and 
Behavioral Sciences I Behavioral Sciences 2 
Humanities I Humanities 2 
Science and Tech. 1 Science and Tech. 2 
Undecided I Undecided 0 
At Large Representatives (20) Other positions 25 
Total Representation = 37 48 
Respectfully Submitted, 
The Legislative and Fiscal Affairs Committee 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997 -98 
Name of Organization l'!J tJ flrt'-t/ i j,7 CW..a: 
Number of People in your O rganization 2-f Date of Application ) .. ( .. ,;:~ 
Date of Activity ., tj -~ f' Date when allocation should be issued, if approved tt,,tljl' / "?/' 
List contacts for this activity {who is responsible, include p~~e # and address}: 
l) _ _.__}c:...af--.:<.{..::;....l'( _ __,_,..,----'---'-t.1_,.,cc...:....ck:::::.___-'----+7=-<-i111,w,-:.......L..<#,.___,'tlfc....=t;__L _ __.,J=----...... ~-~....:....p_; ___ _ 
2)_~S~o_11._,,..~r:-~1J>._~-~-~-----------------
Do you have a budget? (i .e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) _ves /no (if yes how much} _____ _ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to ~uire? 
1.) CA-€ 
2.) _ ___:,,-,----"J'-V _ __.__/4---><....::.✓..L.:~--D::...::~L-L.....:,;_.,....) _______________ _ 
3.) __ ,.,;_;__;;'-'k40:....:::::,..____.;,-.'-----'-'F-"-,,,- ~-----::.,..__ _________________ _ 
JJ:.-T otal cost of proposed activity: $-~---
l temize cosl:s: (aHach add.itional page if needed) 
f),4,,L Oe.~t' r: CJ l,O .r.: 
Amount raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: ',~ .._:::.... -~~-----------------
1 s this activity open to all students? ~es ~o 
If not why? (Jo~ ll r ti ~ r, l.t d,,._ J - /],rt= ,,,9,-,./ ---f'~IE.-.;;___..__/~..__,_~....IIC....L.:;......:,____..____;;......_;;~.;;;._-=--.....IE.-"'--'C----,",8E:...EC...;__ _ 
n A~(. frvo-~ /~· r~ 
Wlf-,- ro -" ,Nr h"- rz..e... re~ 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
How will th.is activity benefit the students? 
. 
Mn~,,.,/t k'P,7/;..' .... 
r n your opinion why is th.is activity ueeded? _____________________ __ _ 
- If funds are a pproved , we agr ee to expen d them only for the specific activi ty 
requested assu.m.i.ng a ll information in t his docUJDen l is complete and found l o be correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of t he information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirements imposed by the Student Govern=ent Association. 
Date 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
Name of Organization /11,5 (/ ?ow{;,._, C,4_/£1 . 
Number of People in your Organization 7,,.S Date of Application J-C-,PeP 
Date of Activity ____ _ Date when allocation should be issued, if approved ----
List contacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone # and address): 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) __yes /no (if yes how much) _____ _ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.i C11~ ... 
2.i "'" 6-.1~rdf'lrv 
3.J ,t,;tee.. 1tr,4.e, 
Jle, ... 
Total cost of proposed activity: $ ~t} -
Itemize costs: (attach additional page if needed) 
Amount raised from .other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: "'l. t'feJ , • ,;!,, ----~~~--------------
ls this activity open lo all students? __yes t/ no 
If not why? ---------------------------
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
How will this activity benefit the students? 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? _______________________ _ 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
• If funds are approved, we agree t.; expend the111 only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in this docUD1ent is complete and found to be correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
to all the requirements imposed by the Student Gove~ent Association. 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
:S-:arne of Organization _E~_F___,A'--'---------------------
Number of People in your O rganization <30 Date of A pplication 6 - / j - 9 '8 
Date of Activity 4 -d 5-q ~ Date when allocation should be issued, if approved O..:::q,p 
list con tacts for this activity (who is responsible, include phone # and address): 
2) &ot\- YY)oJor~ 1-rr:>-o lo9(o 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MS U funded, dues, etc.) .~Lyes _ no (if yes how much) ____ _ 
Wl'lat o ther sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) SponoC\ :ti'cJY) LN'a\ hl 1S11f\es.Ses 
2.) ~Ii do ace & n:vi: 
3.J ~poo&:w-~1 p +rorn Coq:oro:h@S 
J-l,) eY\-tfl{ ~ s .) 0\-a:le ~+ ~ 
Total cost of proposed activity: S 314'{). Jl> u ') C..t:f"\C(::::&ith. s-te<.N:i 
Itemize costs: (attacli addit ional page if needed) 
~ee. CL~ac .hod ::fui.ro 
'k.'{ US DA (ah<rut\:l- UY\del-erl\l ,'t"( 
o1- -+i M C) 
A.mount raised from other sources: u>e are c11rceh1 &.[ oeeti:5 ~&::llS 
:fur cask_ dtna:io b .. d: Ide hcw-e n o «aU-
J! Va .. Lu.e °6 doriafi·<PLS Cd Jiu~ };~ 
A.mount requested from SGA: _5..,_D .......... O""--'-, .,.,0"""[)......__ ____________ _ 
Is this activity open to all s tuden ts? ~ es _no 
If not why? -------------------------
Please specily what the 5GA money will be used toward? 
1h roOO o t ~ u)·, o i h \0 p Jbe cu Llo fO .L.f -IDr 
C ,\a::,Si nod ~66\0 pee w u N ~. ~ 
How will this ad ivitv benefit the students? Jbw ub&.o·,1:)· t>_pJ,o ::b all ~ --la vJer 
'1.bQ ~,) L.D \r\,\-ere:\t~ fu WQJ(i\y ond <l.he dub l0< \\. off.er 
jS)l,,l\( ~ D± lll'\\Vfv&:ty \=uno Und OY\u '1nhmo::b~ 0 --furuV( or 
ruYr -eV\..¼- ~c\ -e\d \-v\c.ul need. \ ' 
\ TI,.i0i0 6W- 3rd<{ear o-t h.osnkJ ~ ~w aNi tJe wo.tld l1¼-P ~ 
lnyouropinionwhyisthisactivityneeded? lli6 6h&u help Sh.icten.±S \.0ho are -lalc./~ ~d.ifi(J 
A3r:Jaa l 11/e.Strx:i- 7=\nlucd:i& a0 l>,)p(l as S:h.tdek±s I.Jwc bcoll 19c l..il!e.~c)c_ 
Yn1pm,Jemernl: beccu1se ubi,\ 0hoo fs CID< sidcred a 1Gb ac;h'i1/-ty -£r Y42e dQ&s. The_ 
~u.J ;~ a.celled pu..bl,c..JJ., --kr JJ.e U1ive.rsi-ly a5 we tJ as ~ Aq • N+ d.JJ.e --In J¼ Va~+ 
· '
7 
•••••••••••• · ••• IJun,.her of a tf~/QAfSaJ- Jle SiifkJ. j • [f funds are approved , we agree to expend them o nly for the specific activi ty \y requested assuming a ll information in lb.is document is comple te and found to be correct. 
~ albQ - I, bereby, cerlily that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
>tOJiCU ~  to all the requirements imposed by the Student Government Association. 
V'd Cl).JVlQj\j ~€,lUL) 





MSU BLUE & GOLD 










Total Expected Cost 















Student G overnment Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997 -98 
Name of O rganization 
Number of People in your O rganization .L/ Date of Application 3 -20 · 9B 
Date of Activity4-:J~ :K;;J/.p Date when aUocation should be issued, if approved -'/-l -C/8 
List con tacts for th.is activity (who is responsible, include phone # and address): 
1) 1Jtr:J1. ,Li, t; P. • 9J.n:;u-:.e.. IO--- , #9 tf A-£YJ-(Me A.L-1-j 1/,,a..,il - 4 9fo5 
2) JA/A.ULLLf. llLA d.e,A-.t:Wi:IL) 1116 UJJLco-t1L ft£«ii_-:31Sft; 
Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, dues, etc.) ¥ - no (if yes how much) / ~ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
1.) /21Pfi~ 
2.)___._,:.>.....L..l,-=<.__ _____ ________________ _ 
3.) Z.e. i,_.c,,_ 1?,A,;,, &,La Jot,,,cr/4,d "f ' LL 
Amount raised from other sources: 
I 
Amount requested from SGA: $,5(Y)~ (fr,UL ~AJt£-d1A4~ 
Is t h.is activity open to all students? __yes JLno 
r 
Please specily what the SGA money will be used toward? 
A:,, Ji , d. 4 42l Lr,,{L,£~61 --u..J ,(,,, L /. Ji.-e, 
u&..e. d M f4 A, d /2 . ..e. 1,,0 div a.,,t:,,:LLrA.- 1 .L.<£.d61--1 , .-o ---<; ) 
/4A.d LA.a~4.pa--/4i;,A-d:+?a:-n- -:t"° v~;l/4~;:C., , -m- r 
How will th.is activity benefit the students? 
d'. M< ,e_, 45 , ¢YI L ,fl) dJ LcL-- /4Y-;/ n;u A. 
.dL/2,,-<jAAol«} 4£:d, ,t£:dL, -4,U,u~L -f14-Ud,,,,C,LfJ&.-±,,e. dvn-
-e,LA,,()&,,e,.6? /4AOt ~,£,,ft1,1LJA-L4 1:,e; (µj¼.ea.d L.e~~ 
AT.AL 7'YlM..e,,A_,e.4..,.d,4 C,aAipu.,,A-
1 n your opinion why is this activity needed? -r:/z A.,.,() ,,Q-,,LUV...u~ d,, ,<) 41, R --b ,d~/ 
/4u .,a.,,d,4 fll.£««Jd>£/u,<J L;ff ,,(µ.,L_A. ,?J2«9A-n.-<-uJ-..Q i;;:4 ,LrAtJ .-QAd 
lW LuCTA:lA.L,.ddt-lk .i:~tLV2--c-de1-/4,,,VJ L);G,µ .alu,,-t::-L1- LJJLd_ 
.,0-~A_ .,-,G,o-dYJ.-11L,U.AlJ,<.;:z:1 /4-'v 7:1, .. uum~_A.., ,d_ : I 
- If funds ar e approved, we agree lo expend the m o nly fo r the specific activity 
requested assuming a ll inf ormalion in this document is complete and fo und to be correct. 
- I, hereby, certily tha t aU of the information recorded on th.is document is accurate and further agree 
to aU the requirements imposed by the Student Government Association. 
/Jwltef!,~ clclLJ -1 ~ 
(President of O rganization) Date 
~ 
March 20, 1998 
Cheryl Pitts 
U16 Cartmell Hall 




Adron Doran Building 
Morehead State University 
Morehead; KY 40351 
ToWiiom-it May Concern: 
. ' .,._,.,: -
We).,the-Women of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated are requesting the full allotment of 
$500.00-to attend· our National Regionals Conference that will be held in Detroit, Michigan. The 
date of the conference is Apti! 24, 25, and 26, 1998. There will be four members of our 
organizatipn'thiit will attend this conference, that attend Morehead State University, and are 
Nationally'Recogriized by our organization. -
_ Tue purpose_'ofthis" confe~en~ is to attend conferences and meetings to improve the sororities 
endeavors -on cinnpuli and in our community. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated is a community 
conscious action' oriented organization. Last year, there were only two members of Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Incorporated on campus. One of the most important aspects of the conference is 
attending a seminar that deals with the intake process. By attending the regional conference last 
year, four members joined Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, lnc. and Zeta now has its own chapter at 
Morehead State University known as Delta Pi. This was one of the great accomplishments of Zeta 
"¥hi Beta Sorority, lnc., which has improved our outlook at Morehead State University and as 
leaders on campus. 
Aft& attending the conference, Zeta Phi Beta has played a major role in the community and on 
1vfSU's campus. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, lnc. organized and followed through in events the next 
semester after attending our National Regional Conference such as: 
·t- 1. Clothes Drive, clothes donated to Gateway. 
2. Adopt-A-Child, education gifts given to all Married Housing Residence Children. 
3. AIDS Awareness Seminars. 
4. Children's Halloween Party, educational games and e/'ercises for Married H;ousing Resid~ce 
Children. 
5. Canneo Food Drives, food donated to Gateway. 
6. Community service at hospitals, schools for handicapped children, and on. 
7. Parties and Banquets at Morehead State to provide an outlet for students. 
8. Blue and White Pageant, giving 1 scholarship a piece to a male and female on campus 
9. lnformationals attempting to increase membership. 
The members of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Incorporated need to attend this conference in order to 
implement more programs and leadership on campus, to better serve our community, our selves, 
and to continue to set an example fo~ other organizations. 
, 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. continually fund raises for events held by our own organization 
through out each year. Each member in our organization contributes to the social and political 
role on campus. 
The itemized list of the money expenditure is as follows: 
4 members attending 
cost of registration 
total 
lodging (1 room), 2 days 
total 
cost of transportation, 
car rental, gas 










Thank you for your time and consideration. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Incorporated looks to the light 
and hopes that SGA will plays an instrumental role by helping us attend our National Regional 
Conference. The conference held by Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc in Detroit, Michigan will 
magnify all events held by Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. on campus and in our community. 
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact. Donetta Groves, President of 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. at 3-4965 or Yvonne Henderson, Vice President of Zeta Phi Beta 
Sorority, Inc. at 3-3756 or Chrishonda Jones, Secretary of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. 
M•rehead State TJni;;,,.,,:..,;'':; 
Student Government Asso~ia.tion 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-98 
:S:awe of Organization Accounting Club ----'-'===e-....::.:::.= _________ _ 
:'-lwnber of People in your Organizalion._.=2:..:5::.._ __ Date of Application 4-2-9 8 
Dale of Aclivilv 4-23, 24, 25 Dale when a!localion should be issued, if approved 4 -2 0 -9 8 
Lisi contacts for tbs activity (who is responsilile, indude phone# and address): 
i) Sharon Walters CB 214C UPO 0637 783-2725 --'---'===-=-=:::..::..::....-==--.::..::...:..::~...:.......::.~_:_:_:~-=-=------~ 
?) C_hris_ty Estep --~-~--=----'-;-----------------
UPO 1041 783-4055 
_ Do you have a budget? (i.e. MSU funded, d~es, etc.)'_~_yes _ no _(if yes how much). __ S_4_o_o ___ _ 
What other sources of revenue have you tried to acquir~? 
1.) Bank donations 
2.) Private businesses donations 
3.) College of Business 
T olal co,;I of proposed aclivily: $ 2,642.06 
Itemize cosls: (allach additional page if _needed) 
Estimation is only for 11,·. people. Transportation: $ 422/06 
Hotel rooms: $1600, Activi.ties :· $~.00, Meals: $420' 
Amount raised from other sources: College of Business Dean's Office 
will match SGA contribution 
Amount requested from SGA: $1 , 0 0 0 ----------------
1 s this aclivily open lo all students? __ ves __:__ no 
If no! why? ------------------
Limited funding and only for paid members 
P lease specify whal Lhe ~GA mooey will be used toward? 
Funding will be used to rent transportation to and from 
Washington , D. C. and hotel stay for 2 nights . 
How will Lb.is adivirv beoefil the studeul~? 
We wilf be touring the American Institute 
of Certified Public Accountants headquarters in D. C. 
which could provide jobs and a chance to network . 
In your opinioo why is this activity oeeded? This trip may prove to be the stepping 
stone to acquiring additional scholarships that can be made 
available to our accounting students. 
• lf funds are approved, we agree lo expend them. only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all in.formation in this document is com.plete and found to be correct. 
- I. hereby, certify lhat all of lhe information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 
lo all the requiremeots imposed by the Student Government Association. 
/2 I I ~ 
, l r ..Y 
(President o ;;brgan.izatlon) 
;/ z ,,. y 
Date 
lb.a IWD 7. u )a thM 
(Advisor of O rganization) 
ACCOUNTING CLUB D.C. TRIP 
#OF PEOPLE :!,I l 
#OF DAYS 2 nights , 3 days 
1;xeE~SES 
$ 
HOTELS 4 rooms with 3 females each, 1 room 
with 2 males. Each room costs $160 
2 nights needed. 1600 . 
.. 
TRAVEL $.35 per mile*898 miles(round trip) ,.,,--( 314.3 ~ 
GASOLINE 898miles/1 0miles a gallon 
----at $1.20 per gallon 
ACTIVITIES 200 
MEALS 14 people, 6 meals provided, $ 5.00 per meal 420 
TOTAL 1$ 2ll;l42!06I 
De/? rd-· Lie;;(~ 'fr-rc/1 cs,.~ /Dd7 //'~ e. 
Morehead State University 
Student Government Association 
Legislative & Fiscal Affairs 
Funding Application 1997-9,8 
Name of Organization (6 l {).[' K B,mp eJ c;',i\/)fCU k:x o 
Number of People in your Organization '.2-3 Dale of Applicalioc,{_-14 - q?; 
Dale of Acli~~s9SJ I JS- q.. arc: I Dale when allocali~n should be issued, if approved c5o 'i-'hc, c9 I S/-
; -V 98 . oF Ap,;J -q( 
List conlacls for this activity (who is responsilile, include phone# and address): 
1i \lo eJ ba :s-5 
2i 
1ft: D y L <"/(;e, f_ 
?o i 17 Vi no Hr;.,!/ , q_r.3 to (o D 
pefds &LI ,5-15:<7 
{ftP.S/d-etd-) 
{f!ha,rn1~) 
~ $._s-Do you have a budget? (i,e, MSU funded, dues, el~ __yes_ no (if yes how much) 
W other sources of revenue have you tried to acquire? 
L)__.(!L~Ql...n,,J.___,c...!,,!!=LI ='------
2,{Pol i ot-s 
I 3.) ,, 
Total cost of proposed activity: $'4Ql;1c> 1-/q 7:)_•Qo 
Itemize costs: (allach additional page if needed) 
Amount raised from other sources: 
Amount requested from SGA: _________________ _ 
ls this activity open to all students~es _no 
' 
Ifnotwhy? e,Jh,..0 \S)lg& lJUDu.rtd1~ C01( .. {)~ 
Please specify what the SGA money will be used toward? 
\ 1,/;, 01 J- (lfhukt/ 
=o =b.±J.tUrul)L) J LI OU 1__dU()a1QJt + 
r wJ C iti) 1 £\ ,.Q 0 b ~ o iIT 
In your opinion why is this activity needed? ./ 0 ! Q 1J Qt O laADb \. tl Q_ 
~1D'b~~=~~.~~ 
~~ ................. . 
- If fnnds are approved, we agree to expend them only for the specific activity 
requested assuming all information in this document is complete and found to be correct. 
- I, hereby, certify that all of the information recorded on this document is accurate and further agree 




Blact Gospd 12" sal'Mla Fculdars Day Rarfr 
Apda,t.a.1& 
Mcn'1 a alt fflala l)iw.si.k 
* To provide recruitment and retention. 
* Students involvement * Awareness of Iha Black Gospel Ensemble 
.. h ::w,,t-,s 
* To provide an adequate place for guest director and speaker. 
p,at"' I 1 ■•; ,g 
* 2 nights x $67.68 = $135.36 for Iha director 
* 2 nights x $57.68 = $115.36 for Iha speaker 
A total of $250.72 
,, Ir 
* approximately 6 guest and 3 choir delegates, at a food stipend of $10.00 per person. 
* 2 meals per day for 6 guest= $192.00 
* 2 meals per day for 3 choir delegates = S60.00 
A total of $252.00 
Therefore Iha event is being held on campus and it must be catered by Cartwells Catering 
Service. Estimated cost of meals at 400 people x $10.01 = $4004.00 not including drinks. For 
lemonade .~ per 6oz serving and ice tea .31~ per 6oz servings. For 23 gallons of lemonade 
the cost is $ 120. 75. At. 23 gallons of ice tea Iha cost is $149. 73. 
Including a coat of $50.00 for Continental Breakfast for Iha choir during rehearsal days. And 
ending with $100.00 for decoration. 
Bringing us to a need base total of $4972.00. 
' 
Hous[ng ........................ $250. 72 
Meals ........................... $252.00 
400 Dinners w/o drinks.$4004.00 
Lemonade ..................... $120. 75 
Ice Tea. ......................... $149.73 
Choir Breakfast ............ $50.00 
Decoration. ................... $100.00 
TCJIBI .......... _ ... , .......... .M12.CXJ 
